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Summary

Soil erosion is one of the significant environmental problems worldwide, causing surface soil

degradation and freshwater deterioration. As the world’s population increases, the problem

is worsening because erosion-resistant natural ecosystems are being converted into erosion-

prone croplands to meet the increasing demands for food. South Korea is also suffering from

recurrent severe soil erosion and consequent water deterioration in the monsoon season because

of upland agricultural expansion driven by economic incentives. To define the optimal mitigation

measures for soil erosion, we need tools that are suitable for upland agricultural areas. In this

thesis, we focused on the spatial patterns of soil and soil organic matter containing nitrogen (N)

and phosphorus (P), which are relevant to the soil erosion and water quality of mountainous

catchments with complex terrain. Also, we aimed to propose measures to mitigate soil and soil

organic matter exports to streams from mountainous catchments in the Soyang watershed by

spatial reconfiguration of land use and land cover (LULC) at the landscape level.

To investigate the spatial redistribution of soils and soil organic matter from mountain

catchments, we developed a soil erosion model termed the Daily based Morgan–Morgan–Finney

(DMMF) soil erosion model. The DMMF model was derived from the Modified Morgan–Morgan–

Finney (MMMF) model, a variant of the well-known and widely used Morgan–Morgan–Finney

(MMF) model, with modifications to make it suitable for complex terrain configurations under

seasonal monsoon climates. While the MMMF model improved the physical foundations of the

MMF model concerning topography, physical structures of vegetation, and subsurface interflow,

several additional aspects needed to be corrected for a better representation of the physical

processes. As the MMMF model was originated from an area with a simple terrain configu-

ration and comparatively regular rainfall regimes, the model needed modification for a better

representation of the study area, which has a complex terrain configuration under a seasonal

monsoon climate. We identified and corrected the problematic aspects of the calculation in the

effective rainfall, interflow, and transport capacity of the MMMF model by analyzing its entire

process (chapter 2). In chapter three, we suggest a new soil erosion model, the DMMF model,

based on the MMMF model.

In chapter four, we evaluated the effect of a spatial reconfiguration of erosion hotspots on
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stream sediment load from an upland agricultural catchment utilizing the DMMF model. In

this study, we estimated the sediment redistribution pattern and soil erosion risk on the Haean

catchment, a well-known upland agricultural catchment belonging to the Soyang watershed.

According to the results, the DMMF model can be applied to catchments with complicated

terrain configurations affected by a monsoon climate. Results confirmed that a spatial recon-

struction of the landscape, complementarily with other best management practices emphasizing

the management of dry crop field, can be an effective method to reduce sediment yield from

upland agricultural catchments such as Haean.

In the final chapter five, we also investigate the environmental drivers that affect the spatial

redistribution patterns of soil nutrients such as N and P in mountain forests. To achieve this

goal, we used high-resolution light detection and ranging (LiDAR) to derive detailed information

regarding the topography and physical structure of vegetation. Then, we predicted the spatial

patterns of soil nutrients such as N and P in the organic layer and mineral topsoil. Specifically,

we analyzed the relative importance of vegetation and topographical parameters extracted from

LiDAR for a better understanding of the spatial patterns of N and P. In addition, we identified

areas with critical P contents and tested different validation strategies for N and P.
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Zusammenfassung

Die Bodenerosion ist eines der weltweit größten Umweltprobleme und führt zu einer Ver-

schlechterung der Bodenoberfläche und der Süßwasserqualität. Mit dem Anwachsen der Welt-

bevölkerung verschärft sich das Problem, da erosionsresistente natürliche Ökosysteme in erosion-

sgefährdete Anbauflächen umgewandelt werden, um den steigenden Bedarf an Nahrungsmitteln

zu decken. Südkorea leidet auch unter der immer wieder auftretenden starken Bodenerosion

und der daraus resultierenden Wasserqualitätsverschlechterung in der Monsunzeit aufgrund der

landwirtschaftlichen Expansion im Hochland, die durch wirtschaftliche Anreize angetrieben

wird.

Um die optimalen Maßnahmen zur Verminderung der Bodenerosion zu definieren, werden

Werkzeuge benötigt, die für landwirtschaftliche Flächen im Hochland geeignet sind. In der vor-

liegenden Dissertation hat sich der Verfasser auf die räumlichen Verteilungsmuster von Boden

sowie von Stickstoff (N) und Phosphor (P) in der organischen Bodensubstanz konzentriert, die für

die Bodenerosion und die Wasserqualität von Gebirgseinzugsgebieten mit komplexem Gelände

relevant sind. Ein weiteres Ziel der Arbeit besteht darin, geeignete Maßnahmen vorzuschlagen,

um den Abtrag von Boden und organischer Bodensubstanz in Gewässer aus bergigen Einzugs-

gebieten in der Wasserscheide Soyang durch räumliche Umgestaltung von Landnutzung und

Landbedeckung (LULC) auf Landschaftsebene zu verringern.

In der vorliegenden Forschungsarbeit wird das Daily based Morgan–Morgan–Finney (DMMF)

Bodenerosionsmodel entwickelt, mit dem die räumliche Umverteilung von Böden und organis-

cher Bodensubstanz aus Berggebieten untersucht werden kann. Das DMMF-Modell wurde vom

MMMF-Modell (Modified Morgan–Morgan–Finney) abgeleitet, einer Variante des bekannten

und weit verbreiteten MMF-Modells (Morgan–Morgan–Finney), das Modifikationen enthält,

die es für komplexe Geländekonfigurationen unter saisonalen Bedingungen eines Monsunklimas

geeignet machen. Während das MMMF-Modell die physikalischen Grundlagen des MMF-Modells

in Bezug auf Topographie, physikalische Vegetationsstrukturen und unterirdische Strömungen

verbesserte, mussten einige zusätzliche Aspekte korrigiert werden, um die physikalischen Prozesse

besser darstellen zu können. Da das MMMF-Modell aus einem Gebiet mit einer einfachen Gelän-

dekonfiguration und vergleichsweise regelmäßigen Niederschlagsbedingungen stammt, musste
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das Modell modifiziert werden, um das Untersuchungsgebiet, das eine komplexe Geländekonfig-

uration unter einem saisonalen Monsunklima aufweist, besser erfassen zu können.

In der vorliegenden Arbeit wurden die problematischen Aspekte der Berechnung in Bezug auf

die effektive Niederschlags-, Interflow- und Transportkapazität des MMMF-Modells identifiziert

und korrigiert, indem der Gesamtprozess analysiert wurde (Kapitel 2). In Kapitel drei schließlich

wird ein neues Bodenerosionsmodell vorgeschlagen, das DMMF-Modell, das auf dem MMMF-

Modell basiert.

In Kapitel 4 untersuchte der Verfasser den Effekt einer räumlichen Rekonfiguration von Ero-

sionsherden auf die Sedimentbelastung eines landwirtschaftlichen Einzugsgebiets im Hochland

mithilfe des DMMF-Modells. Dafür wurde das Sedimentumverteilungsmuster und das Boden-

erosionsrisiko im Haean-Einzugsgebiet, einem bekannten landwirtschaftlichen Hochlandeinzugs-

gebiet der Wasserscheide Soyang, einer wissenschaftlichen Beurteilung und Einschätzung unter-

zogen.

Den Ergebnissen zufolge kann das DMMF-Modell auf Einzugsgebiete mit komplizierten

Geländekonfigurationen angewendet werden, die von einem Monsunklima betroffen sind. Die

Ergebnisse bestätigten, dass eine räumliche Rekonfiguration der Landschaft in Ergänzung zu

anderen bewährten Bewirtschaftungsmethoden, bei denen die Bewirtschaftung von Trocken-

feldern im Vordergrund steht, eine wirksame Methode zur Verringerung des Sedimentaustrags

aus landwirtschaftlichen Einzugsgebieten im Hochland wie Haean sein kann.

Im letzten Kapitel 5 werden die Umweltfaktoren, die die räumlichen Umverteilungsmuster

von Bodennährstoffen wie N und P in Bergwäldern beeinflussen, untersucht. Um dieses Ziel zu

erreichen, wurde das LiDAR-Verfahren (light detection and ranging) verwendet, um detaillierte

Informationen zur Topographie und physikalischen Struktur der Vegetation zu gewinnen. Daran

anschließend wurde eine Einschätzung der zukünftigen räumlichen Muster von Bodennährstoffen

wie N und P in der organischen Schicht und im mineralischen Oberboden vorgenommen. Im

Zentrum stand dabei die Analyse der relativen Bedeutung der Vegetation und der aus LiDAR

extrahierten topografischen Parameter für ein besseres Verständnis der räumlichen Muster von

N und P. Zusätzlich identifizierte der Verfasser Gebiete mit kritischen P-Gehalten und testete

verschiedene Validierungsstrategien für N und P.
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Chapter 1

Synopsis

1.1 Introduction

1.1.1 General introduction of soil erosion

Soil erosion by water is a natural phenomenon referring to surface wear that occurs when

bare soil is exposed to water (Pimentel, 2006). Soil particles are detached from the surface

when the splash energy of raindrops or the shear stress of surface runoff are greater than the

cohesive forces of surface soil particles. Detached particles are suspended in and transported

by water when the energy of the surface runoff is strong enough to carry them (Pimentel et al.,

1995, Morgan, 2005). Transported sediments leave their original locations and enter aquatic

ecosystems such as streams, rivers, and reservoirs. As soil nutrients adhere to surface soil, soil

erosion degrades soil productivity and causes eutrophication of water, which adversely affects

the sustainability of natural and human-managed ecosystems (Pimentel and Kounang, 1998,

Lal, 2001).

In general, agricultural ecosystems are more vulnerable to soil erosion than natural ones

because the former tend to have less surface- and canopy covers than natural ecosystems such

as forests and pastures. In addition, the physical structure of the surface soil of agricultural

ecosystems is weaker than those of natural ecosystems as soils in agricultural fields are exposed

to frequent anthropogenic perturbations (e.g., tillage practices, and depletion of soil organic

matter by intensive agricultural activity) (Pimentel and Kounang, 1998, Lal, 2001). Therefore,

agricultural expansion and intensification have accelerated soil erosion and accrued environmen-

tal and economic costs such as the degradation of soil fertility, decreasing crop productivity,

eutrophication, reduced reservoir storage, and increased water treatment cost (Pimentel et al.,

1995).

1
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1.1.2 Soil erosion problem in the Soyang watershed

Soil erosion is a serious problem both environmentally and economically in the Soyang

watershed, South Korea (Kim et al., 2016, Maharjan et al., 2016). The watershed is located

upstream of the Han River basin, the largest water basin in South Korea (Chang, 2008). As the

Han River basin is the main freshwater resource for over twenty million people (approximate

50% of the South Korean population), securing adequate water quantity and sustaining clean

water quality are among the most important goals for the Soyang watershed (Chang, 2008, 2005,

Lee et al., 2017).

However, the region suffers from periodic severe soil erosion and consequent water deteriora-

tion due to the East Asian summer monsoon and its attendant concentrated rainfall (Maharjan

et al., 2016, Yoon and Woo, 2000). In recent decades, the soil erosion of the Soyang watershed

deteriorated owing to agricultural expansion and intensification necessitated by a rapid increase

in the population of the Han River basin region together with irregular and extremely heavy

rainfall due to climate change (Reza et al., 2016). The problem is more notable in upland agri-

cultural areas such as the Haean catchment, where the well-preserved forest hillslopes have been

converted into intensively managed dry crop fields subsequent to their being clear-cut. Owing

to topography, erosion-prone hillslopes that experience massive land use and land cover (LULC)

changes generate a considerable amount of sediment every summer during the monsoon season

(Arnhold et al., 2013, Ruidisch et al., 2013, Arnhold et al., 2014). To compensate for soil and soil

nutrients lost from repeated soil erosion, farmers in the Haean catchment apply a large amount

of fertilizer and import soils from outside of the agricultural fields as conventional practices

(Maharjan et al., 2016). Added soil and applied fertilizer, loosely placed on the surface, tend to

be easily washed out by the seasonal concentrated rainfall, which often causes severe terrestrial

soil erosion at the entrance to inland water systems, leading to eutrophication (Pimentel et al.,

1995, Lee, 2008).

Another source of water deterioration in the Soyang watershed is forest-originated matters,

including surface soil particles and a massive amount of woody debris, both of which contain

ample nutrients such as nitrogen and phosphorus (Harmon et al., 1986, Choi, 2014). Inflowing

forest-originated matters to the Soyang reservoir not only increase the turbidity of water but

also cause eutrophication by nutrients adhering to soil particles or being released from decayed

woody debris in the water (Choi, 2014).

To mitigate the problem, a variety of legislation and best management practices have been

applied in the Soyang watershed. The government of South Korea established legislation on
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creating crop lands, which strictly prohibits converting forests into crop lands and cultivating

hillslopes with gradients of 15% or above. Soil collecting from forests and importing soils for

upland agricultural areas are also regulated by legislation (Jeon and Kang, 2010). Local gov-

ernments have focused on mitigation measures by adopting various best management practices

(BMPs) in regions with severe soil erosion. They have encouraged farmers to plant or preserve

natural vegetation on field margins around crop fields, and have instituted fallowing for the

upland agricultural areas with severe soil erosion utilizing subsidies to farmers of the area. Addi-

tionally, they have built sediment capturing infrastructures such as sediment settling basins and

erosion control dams, to reduce the amount of sediment flowing into streams and the Soyang

reservoir (Jeon and Kang, 2010).

1.1.3 State of the art of soil erosion study in the Soyang watershed

Various field- and model-based studies have been conducted on the Soyang watershed and

Haean catchment to determine the main drivers of soil erosion and to help in decision-making.

Field-based studies have been performed at the plot scale, focusing on the impact of field

management methods on surface water discharge and soil erosion rate in the Haean catchment.

Ruidisch et al. (2013), in field experiments, examined the effect of plastic mulching of the dry

crop fields on surface runoff and soil erosion. They found that ridge tillage with plastic mulching

caused more soil erosion than ridge tillage without plastic mulching. As the plastic-covered

ridge prevents water from infiltrating into the soil, surface water is accumulated at the furrow

and consequently washes out unprotected surface soil with intense energy. Arnhold et al. (2013)

showed a result similar to those of Ruidisch et al. (2013), wherein the ridge tillage with plastic

mulching increased soil erosion in the upland dry crop fields through a model-based study using

Erosion 3D (von Werner, 1995). Arnhold et al. (2014) showed that organic farming was more

effective in preventing soil erosion than conventional farming as organic farming had a higher

vegetative surface cover ratio from leaving more weeds in the crop field. Ali and Reineking

(2016) focused on the vegetation structure of field margins that were located around crop fields.

They demonstrated that field margins with high vegetation density captured more sediment

generated by dry crop fields and consequently reduced more off-site pollution caused by soil

erosion.

Several model-based studies have attempted to identify the optimal methods to mitigate soil

erosion of the Haean catchment by simulating BMP scenarios and evaluating their effectiveness

on sediment yields from the whole Haean catchment. Utilizing the soil and water assessment
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tool (SWAT) (Arnold et al., 1998), Maharjan et al. (2016) investigated the effectiveness of split

fertilization, cover crop cultivation, and a combination of the two for four major dry crops (i.e.,

cabbage, potato, radish, and soybean) on water discharge, nitrate loss, and soil erosion from

each dry crop as well as for the whole Haean catchment. According to the simulation results, the

cover crop cultivation scenario showed remarkable soil erosion reduction efficiency for cabbage,

potato, and radish fields, and a slight reduction efficiency for the soybean field compared to the

baseline scenario with cultivation without cover crops. When cover crop cultivation was applied

to all major dry crop fields, sediment loss from the catchment decreased by 19% compared

to those from the baseline scenario. Jang et al. (2017) also projected BMP scenarios such as

vegetation buffer strip (VFS) and rice straw mulching (RSM) in the Haean catchment using

the SWAT model and demonstrated that applying VFS and RMS on upland agricultural areas

reduced soil erosion by 25.7% and 6.3%, respectively.

Although catchment scale studies have demonstrated the effectiveness of various kinds of

BMPs in mitigating soil erosion in the Haean catchment, the BMPs suggested by these studies

have several limitations for practical application in this catchment. The BMPs that were tested in

the previous studies were based on the assumption that each BMP should be adopted uniformly

to all dry crop fields in the Haean catchment to obtain the expected mitigation result; this would

require faithful fulfillment of all stakeholders in the catchment including farmers and landowners.

However, this is not easy to achieve, as each stakeholder who owns and manages dry crop fields

pursues different interests (Poppenborg and Koellner, 2013). There are other types of BMPs

such as constructing turbid water abatement facilities and riparian buffers at the tail water,

and reforesting crop fields and barren lands considering spatial configurations in the catchment,

which are frequently applied to mitigate the sediment export into the stream (Jeon and Kang,

2010). However, only a few studies have focused on the importance of spatial configurations on

regulating ecosystem services (Chaplin-Kramer et al., 2015, 2016). Chaplin-Kramer et al. (2015)

and Chaplin-Kramer et al. (2016) showed that ecosystem services such as carbon stock and

soil erosion regulation responded non-linearly to spatial relocation of forest to agriculture lands,

which indicated the importance of spatial configurations in ecosystem services and functions.

Previous catchment scale studies performed in the Soyang watershed and Haean catchment

have also overlooked the contribution of forests to catchment scale soil erosion and sediment

yield, even though forest is the dominant land cover type in these regions (Seo et al., 2014, Kim

et al., 2017). According to Meusburger et al. (2013), the annual soil erosion rate in the forested

area of the Haean catchment was much higher than that reported by Pimentel (2006), as most

forest in the Haean catchment is located in the steep mountainous area. Furthermore, Hou et al.
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(2014) demonstrated the impacts of vegetation structures and compositions on soil erosion rate

in forests located on hillslopes (Hou et al., 2014).

1.1.4 Comparison of soil erosion models with the Morgan-Morgan-

Finney model

There are various types of models for projecting soil erosion, which can be categorized as

empirical, process-based, and conceptual according to their model structure. Empirical models

such as the universal soil loss equation (USLE) (Wischmeier and Smith, 1978), revised universal

soil loss equation (RUSLE) (Renard et al., 1991), and modified universal soil loss equation

(MUSLE) (Williams, 1975) are simple combinations of parameters related to soil erosion. As

they have a simple structure that can be easily implemented and demand a moderate amount

of data and computing resources, these models have been frequently utilized for estimating

soil erosion rates at every spatial scale from plot to catchment (Lal, 2001, Morgan et al., 1984,

Morgan, 2001, Merritt et al., 2003, Lilhare et al., 2014). However, as the models are composed of

simple empirical relationships to calculate soil erosion rate of an area, it is not easy to understand

the underlying physical processes that bring out a particular result. Also, due to the empirical

relationships of the models being driven mostly by their place of origin, the models are often not

applicable to other regions with different environmental and LULC conditions (Merritt et al.,

2003, Lilhare et al., 2014, Hu and Flanagan, 2013).

Process-based models such as the water erosion prediction project (WEPP) (Nearing et al.,

1989), Limberg soil erosion model (LISEM) (De Roo et al., 1996), and European soil erosion

model (EUROSEM) (Morgan et al., 1998), on the other hand, calculate soil erosion rate with

definite and elaborated equations based on physical laws (e.g., conservation laws of mass and

momentum) (Merritt et al., 2003, Hu and Flanagan, 2013). Although they have theoretically firm

physical foundations, these models often demand a considerable amount of data and computing

resources for initialization, calibration, and simulation, as they contain various complex equations

involving many parameters. Consequently, process-based models are usually limited to projecting

short-term temporal soil erosion events occurring on relatively small spatial scales such as field-

and plot-levels (Merritt et al., 2003, Lilhare et al., 2014, Hu and Flanagan, 2013).

Conceptual models such as the Morgan–Morgan–Finney (MMF) (Morgan et al., 1984) and the

topography-based hydrological model (TOPMODEL) (Beven and Kirkby, 1979) are considered

to be midway between empirical and process-based soil erosion models, taking advantages of

both types. Conceptual models often simplify the soil erosion phenomenon into a few conceptual
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physical processes. Although these models are basically based on rigorous laws of physics, their

parameters and sub-processes are substituted with simple empirical relationships for the sake

of computational convenience. As a result, conceptual models can be applied to various spatial

scales for simulating surface runoff and soil erosion rates while allowing for an understanding

of underlying processes of soil erosion (Morgan et al., 1984, Morgan, 2001, Lilhare et al., 2014,

Morgan and Duzant, 2008, Devia et al., 2015).

Among the conceptual soil erosion models, the MMF model and its variants (i.e., the re-

vised Morgan–Morgan–Finney (RMMF) (Morgan, 2001) and modified Morgan–Morgan–Finney

(MMMF) (Morgan and Duzant, 2008) models) have been successfully applied for simulating

surface runoff and soil erosion rates in regions with various climate and land use types (Morgan

et al., 1984, Morgan, 2001, Lilhare et al., 2014, De Jong et al., 1999, López-Vicente et al., 2008,

Vieira et al., 2014). The MMF model and its variants calculate the annual soil erosion rate by

comparing the masses of detached surface soil particles suspended in the water of a region with

the sediment transport capacity of surface runoff (Morgan et al., 1984, Morgan, 2001, Vigiak

et al., 2005). In the original MMF model, only splash erosion by raindrop impact was considered

as the primary driver of sediment detachment from the surface, and there were no quantitative

considerations of surface cover and vegetation structures as drivers of sediment detachment

(Morgan et al., 1984, Morgan, 2001). The RMMF model began to take account of sheet and

rill erosion by surface runoff as well as the effect of canopy and ground cover on soil erosion to

estimate the amount of sediment detachment from the surface. In addition, the model took the

inter-connectivity of each area into account, which allowed for explicitly estimating the soil loss

and deposition rate of each area (Morgan, 2001, Vigiak et al., 2005). In the modified version,

empirical parameters representing surface ground conditions and vegetation structures were

substituted for the more physically explicit ones. The model also partitioned water flow into

surface runoff and subsurface interflow, and calculated soil erosion according to each soil particle

size class (e.g., clay, silt, and sand). These modifications allowed the model to consider the

impact of land use change and crop field management practices on soil erosion more rigorously,

as well as to reinforce its physical basis, which brought a more accurate projection of soil erosion

rates of various regions that feature a variety of environments and management types (Lilhare

et al., 2014, Morgan and Duzant, 2008).

The aforementioned characteristics of the MMF model makes it suitable for application to

the Haean catchment to determine the BMPs for soil erosion mitigation. The MMF model allows

evaluation of the impact of the spatial configuration of the catchment on soil erosion as the

model calculates a soil budget explicitly, considering inflow of soil from upslopes. The model is
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also applicable to complex terrain configurations with various vegetation types, including minor

crops and forests whose empirical relationships with soil erosion were not established. As there

are various types of crop fields in the Haean catchment (e.g., rice, potato, cabbage, radish, bean,

etc.), it is preferable to use the physical structure of crops than to parameterize the impacts of

each crop field on soil erosion. Therefore, we can determine the effect of reforestation on soil

redistribution patterns in the catchment.

1.1.5 Spatial distribution of substances and nutrients in the moun-

tainous forest

Forests are the dominant land cover type in the Soyang watershed and are mainly located

in the steep mountainous areas where agricultural development pressure is low (Kim et al.,

2017, Hwang et al., 2008). Mountainous forests provide various ecosystem services (ES) such as

supplying purified fresh water and protecting the surface soil from erosion. In addition, forests

efficiently sequester atmospheric carbon dioxide through photosynthesis and store photosynthetic

products as a form of biomass, an essential energy source for forest ecosystems (Kim et al., 2017,

Millennium Ecosystem Assessment, 2005).

Parts of forest photosynthetic products are left on the forest floor as woody debris (e.g.,

leaves, branch, fruit, bark, bud scale, and flower), which decompose into smaller units of organic

matter and nutrients through animal activity and microbial processes (Harmon et al., 1986,

Choi, 2014). In the unmanaged mountain forest with little anthropogenic disturbance, the woody

debris remains on the forest floor and is washed out by wind or surface runoff strong enough to

carry it. Since the Soyang watershed experiences intensive heavy downpours during the summer

monsoon season, concentrated surface runoff washes out a tremendous amount of soil particles

as well as fresh woody debris and decayed particulate organic matter from the mountain forest,

some of which enters into the aquatic system and harms the quality of the freshwater resources

of the Soyang reservoirs (Choi, 2014). Spatially distributed organic matter and nutrients (e.g.,

nitrogen and phosphorus) from surface runoff of woody debris affect not only the biodiversity

and species composition of the forest and headwater stream ecosystems but also the fresh-water

resource quality of aquatic ecosystems such as rivers and reservoirs (Harmon et al., 1986, Choi,

2014, Ward and Aumen, 1986, Rowland et al., 2017).

Most of the soil erosion models applied to the Soyang watershed were USLE-based models

such as RUSLE and SWAT. These models originally targeted agricultural fields, so they were not

appropriate for steep slopes as they consider woody debris on the forest floor as the stationary
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surface cover protecting against surface soil erosion (Elliot, 2004, Neitsch et al., 2011). As a result,

although the mountain forest is the dominant land cover of the Soyang watershed, previous

studies performed in this region have often ignored the soil erosion impact of the mountain

forest due to its abundant surface woody debris such as leaves (Maharjan et al., 2016, Jang

et al., 2017).

1.1.6 TERRECO project

Studies for this thesis were conducted within the scope of the TERRECO (Complex Terrain

and Ecological Heterogeneity) project. TERRECO was an international research and training

group, which aimed to understand ecological processes and assess ecosystem functions and

services spatially in complex terrain regions. Specifically, the project focused on evaluating

those changes in ecosystem services driven by anthropogenic and environmental changes from

various perspectives such as water quality and quantity, soil erosion, crop and forest production,

and biodiversity. Based on this, the project aimed to provide a framework for understanding

and managing such areas (Kang and Tenhunen, 2010).

In this thesis, we focused on the spatial patterns of soil and soil organic matter, which is

relevant to the soil erosion and water quality of mountainous catchments with complex terrain.

1.1.7 Research objectives

The main objectives of this thesis were to understand the spatial patterns on the landscape

scale of sediment redistribution by soil erosion in forest-dominated mountainous watersheds

with complex terrain configurations and to find ways to mitigate water quality deterioration

due to soil erosion of the Soyang watershed.

For these purposes, we developed a new soil erosion model that was appropriate for the

climate and terrain configurations of the Soyang watershed by modifying the existing Modified

Morgan–Morgan–Finney soil erosion model. We also investigated spatial patterns of soil nutri-

ents in steep mountain forests for a better understanding of soil erosion in the mountainous

forest, which is the dominant land cover of the Soyang watershed.
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1.1.7.1 Development of a soil erosion model for a complex terrain region under a

monsoonal climate regime

The Soyang watershed is affected by an extremely irregular seasonal monsoon climate and

has complex terrain configurations with various LULCs and surface cover conditions. To suggest

optimal mitigation measures for soil erosion in this region, new types of soil erosion models are

needed to consider extremely concentrated rainfall regimes and complex terrain configurations.

For these purposes, we suggested a new soil erosion model, a daily-based Morgan–Morgan–

Finney (DMMF) model, based on the Modified Morgan–Morgan–Finney (MMMF) model with

the following improvements:

(1) conversion of the temporal scale of the model from an annual to a daily basis, which make

it suitable for regions with intensive seasonal rainfall,

(2) inclusion of the concepts of impervious surface covers for reflecting concrete ditches, pave-

ments, and plastic mulching, and

(3) revision of the effective rainfall equation, interflow equation, and equations relevant to the

USLE C-factor in the transport capacity equation.

1.1.7.2 Effect of spatial reconfiguration of landscape on stream sediment load from

an upland agricultural catchment

In this section, we aimed to assess the soil erosion risk of the Haean catchment using the

DMMF model and evaluate the impact of the spatial reconfiguration altering erosion hot spots

into forests on reduction sediment yield into the stream. The detailed objectives were:

(1) determining the applicability of the DMMF model for stream discharge and suspended

sediment in the catchment scale,

(2) estimating the sediment redistribution pattern of the catchment and assessing the soil

erosion risk of the Haean catchment, and

(3) evaluating the effectiveness of the spatial reconfiguration of erosion hot spots into forests

on reducing sediment yield entering into the stream.
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1.1.7.3 Investigating environmental drivers that determine spatial redistribution

patterns of soil nutrients in the mountain forest

We investigated the spatial patterns of nitrogen (N) and phosphorus (P) using high-resolution

light detection and ranging (LiDAR)-derived vegetation and topographical data for understand-

ing soil erosion patterns in the steep mountainous forest. The specific goals of our research

were:

(1) to evaluate the importance of vegetation and topographic parameters derived from LiDAR

on predicting spatial distribution patterns of N and P,

(2) to identify regions with critical soil P contents, and

(3) to test model performance based on different cross-validation strategies to suggest an

optimal model for the spatial distribution pattern predictions of N and P.

1.2 Method and materials

1.2.1 Study areas

The study was performed at two catchments belonging to the Soyang watershed (127.728°

to 128.588° E and 37.688° to 38.500° N), which is located in the north-eastern part of South

Korea (see Fig. 1.1). The Soyang watershed is the upstream region of the Han River basin,

which is the crucial freshwater resource for more than twenty million residents, including the

residents of the Seoul metropolitan area. Therefore, managing its water quality and quantity

to be clean and sustainable is one of the most critical environmental issues in this watershed

(Chang, 2008, 2005, Lee et al., 2017).

The dominant land cover type of the Soyang watershed is the forested ecosystem (83.8%)

with deciduous forests (51.8%), coniferous forests (25.4%) and mixed forests (22.8%) (Kim et al.,

2017, Jeong, 2016). The rest of the regions are intensively managed as dry crop fields (3.8%),

rice paddies (1.6%), and residential areas (1.1%) (Kim et al., 2017). Dry crop fields are mostly

located in the upland agricultural areas (e.g., Haean and Jawoon-ri), which are situated at the

upstream region of the watershed. Residential areas are mostly concentrated in Chuncheon, the

largest city in the Soyang watershed (Kim, 2017, Maharjan et al., 2013).

The second (Chapter 3) and the third (Chapter 4) parts of this study were conducted in the

Haean catchment (see Fig. 1.1c) which is located in the northern part of the Soyang watershed,

bordering North Korea (128.135° E, 38.277° N). The catchment is a bowl-shaped mountainous
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Fig. 1.1. Location of the Soyang watershed and two study sites. (a) Location of the Soyang
watershed in South Korea, (b) topography of the Soyang watershed and two sub-catchments
for this study, (c) topography of the Haean catchment, mountainous catchment with complex
surface configuration, and (d) topography of the forested sub-catchment in Chuncheon

erosion basin with low and flat central areas and a high, steep catchment boundary (339 to

1,321 m above sea level) (Maharjan et al., 2016, Arnhold et al., 2013, Lee, 2009). The unique

bowl shape of the catchment was made by differential erosion of its two different bedrocks

of weathering-resistant gneiss at the higher elevations close to the catchment boundary and

weathering-susceptible granite in the flat central areas (Lee, 2009).

The catchment has two distinct seasonal climates: a hot and humid summer affected by

the North Pacific high, and a cold and dry winter affected by the Siberian high (Shope et al.,

2014, Park et al., 2011). The average annual temperature from 2009 to 2018 was 8.7 °C with a

range of −28 to 35 °C. The average annual precipitation from 2009 and 2018 was 1,272.3 mm,

and approximately 61.3% of the rainfall is concentrated in the summer monsoon season from

June to August (Korea Meteorological Administration, 2019). Similar to the Soyang watershed,

the dominant land cover type of the Haean catchment is forest (58%), which ranges from the

upper hillslope to the summit of the mountain surrounding the catchment. However, unlike

the Soyang watershed, the catchment has an extremely high proportion of agricultural fields

(30%), comprised mostly of dry crop fields (22%) cultivated in the steep upper hillslope and rice

paddies (8%) cultivated in the lower flat center. The rest of the area is covered by semi-natural

vegetation and shrub (9%), bare surface (5%), and residential areas (3%) (Seo et al., 2014).
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The fourth part of this study was performed in the small catchment of Chuncheon (see

Fig. 1.1d), located in the downstream region of the Soyang watershed (127.841° E, 37.993° N).

This catchment is a small mountain forest catchment with a size of 9.84 km2. The elevation

of the catchment ranges from 320 to 868 m, including various steep slopes over 45° caused by

Quaternary tectonic uplift (Lee, 2004). The bedrock of this area is comprised of banded and

granitic gneiss formed mostly in the Paleoproterozoic period (Chough, 2013). The average annual

temperature of this catchment from 2009 to 2018 was 10.9 °C with a range of −24 to 40 °C. The

average annual precipitation of this catchment between 2009 and 2018 was 1,349.5 mm, with

62.1% concentrated in the summer monsoon season from June to August (Korea Meteorological

Administration, 2019). The catchment belongs to the National Forest managed by Korea Forest

Service (KFS) and is dominated by Mongolian oak (Quercus mongolica), Korean pine (Pinus

koraiensis), Japanese red pine (Pinus densiflora), and Japanese larch (Larix kaempferi) (Jeong

et al., 2017).

1.2.2 Development of a soil erosion model for a complex terrain

region under a monsoonal climate regime (Chapters 2 & 3)

The main structure of the DMMF model can be separated into two phases: the hydrological

phase and the sediment phase. The hydrological phase calculates the amount of surface runoff,

which is the key factor determining the amount of soil particles detached from a region. As the

model considers the interconnectivity of each region from the upslopes, the model can estimate

the net water discharge and net soil budget of the region.

The schematic hydrological phase is described in Fig. 1.2. Surface runoff is generated when

the amount of surface water inflow into a region exceeds the surface water infiltration capacity

(SWc, mm). The amount of surface runoff generated in a region (Q, mm) of size A (m2) is

the sum of the effective rainfall (Reff , mm) and surface water inflow from upslope areas (Qin,

L) minus the amount of water infiltration into the soil (SWc). In the soil layer, subsurface

water from upslope areas (IFin, L) flows into a region. The subsurface water inflows (IFout) and

existing soil water in the region (SWinit, mm) determine water infiltration capacity (SWc). After

water infiltration into the soil layer, soil water exceeding the soil water at field capacity (SWfc,

mm) flows out from a region. Some part of the surface and soil water is lost to evapotranspiration

(ET , mm), while the rest flows to downslope areas as surface (Qout, L) and subsurface water

(IFout, L).

The model estimates sediment balance in the sediment phase, as described in Fig. 1.3. In
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Fig. 1.2. Schematic hydrological phase of the model, adapted from Choi et al. (2017).
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Fig. 1.3. Schematic sediment phase of the model, adapted from Choi et al. (2017).

the model, the amount of soil loss from a region (SL, kg/m2) is determined by comparing the

transport capacity of runoff (TC, kg/m2) with available sediment for transport (G, kg/m2).

The first step of the sediment phase is to calculate the amount of sediment delivered to surface
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runoff. In this step, the sediment is delivered to and suspended in the surface water (SS, kg/m2)

of the region from two main sources: internally-originated detached soil particles from direct

throughfall (F , kg/m2) and surface runoff (H, kg/m2), and external sediment inputs from

upslope areas (SLin, kg). A portion of suspended sediments (DEP ) in the surface runoff then

settles down due to gravity, which is called gravitational deposition. The rest of the sediments

(G) are still suspended in the surface runoff, which can be transported to downslope areas.

When the transport capacity of runoff (TC) is greater than the available sediment for transport

(G), all available sediment for transport is washed out to downslope areas. Otherwise, only a

portion of available sediment for transport (G), equal to the transport capacity of runoff (TC),

can move to downslope areas. The amount of sediment lost from a region is the amount of soil

loss from the region (SL).

1.2.3 Effect of spatial reconfiguration of landscape on reducing sed-

iment yield from the catchment (Chapter 4)

We performed our study in the Haean catchment to test the impact of spatial reconfiguration

of a landscape on the reduction of the sediment yield entering a stream. The Haean catchment

is a mountainous erosion basin with a complex surface configuration comprising forests, semi-

natural areas, rice paddies, residential areas, paved roads, and dry crop fields on the hillslope

(Seo et al., 2014). The catchment is an intensive research area of the TERRECO project, where

several weather stations and hydrological measurement facilities were installed to measure

meteorological (e.g., temperature and rainfall) and hydrological data (e.g., stream discharge and

suspended sediments) accurately (Kang and Tenhunen, 2010). Land use and land cover (LULC)

types and soil characteristics for each representative LULC-type of the catchment were well-

established (Seo et al., 2014, Shope et al., 2014). Having complex surface terrain configurations

with various measured data for an initial model run and calibration and validation of the soil

erosion model, the Haean catchment was considered suitable for the purpose of our study.

In the catchment, we selected three hydrological points for calibration, validation, and simu-

lation of the model. The first hydrological point was in the mountainous forest site, the second

covered the dry crop fields on the hillslope areas, and the last one covered larger areas that

included areas that first and second hydrological points covered. Measured stream discharge

and suspended sediment data from the first and the second hydrological points were used to

calibrate the parameters while those from the third point were used for model validation.

We set the initial value of each parameter based on the existing data set measured from
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the Haean catchment as well as literature reviews of the characteristics of crops and field

management methods (see Table. 4.1). After setting the initial parameters, we selected and

Table 1.1. Input parameters of the daily based Morgan–Morgan–Finney (DMMF) model and
sources of initial parameter settings (adapted from Table 1 of Choi et al. (2017))

Type Parameter Description Source

Topography S Slope angle [rad]
res Grid size of a raster map [m] Digital Elevation Model [30 m]

Climate
R Daily rainfall [mm/d]
RI Mean rainfall intensity of a day [mm/h] Haean weather station network

ET Daily evapotranspiration [mm/d] MODIS Evapotranspiration (ORNL DAAC, 2008)

Soil

Pc Proportion of clay in the surface soil
Pz Proportion of silt in the surface soil
Ps Proportion of sand in the surface soil
SD Soil depth [m]
θinit Initial soil water content [vol/vol]
θsat Saturated water content [vol/vol]
θfc Soil water content at field capacity [vol/vol]
K Saturated soil lateral hydraulic conductivity [m/d]

TERRECO field survey in 2009

DKc Detachability of clay particles by rainfall [g/J]
DKz Detachability of silt particles by rainfall [g/J]
DKs Detachability of sand particles by rainfall [g/J]
DRc Detachability of clay particles by surface runoff [g/mm]
DRz Detachability of silt particles by surface runoff [g/mm]
DRs Detachability of sand particles by surface runoff [g/mm]

Morgan and Duzant (2008)

LULC

PI Area proportion of the permanent interception of rainfall
IMP Area proportion of the impervious ground cover
GC Area proportion of the pervious ground cover
CC Area proportion of the canopy cover of the soil surface
PH Average height of vegetation or crop cover [m]
D Average diameter of individual plant elements at the surface [m]
NV Number of individual plant elements per unit area [number/m2]
da Typical flow depth of surface runoff [m]
n Manning’s roughness coefficient of the soil surface [s/m1/3]

Literature review (Morgan, 2005,
Arnhold et al., 2014, Morgan and
Duzant, 2008, Shope et al., 2014,
Rural Development Administration
of South Korea, 2018) and MODIS
NDVI (Didan, 2015, ORNL DAAC,
2017)

calculated the sensitivities of the parameters with high uncertainty: soil hydraulic (θsat, θfc,

and K), soil detachability (DKc,z,s and DRc,z,s), and LULC (PI, IMP , GC, CC, PH, D, NV ,

d, and n) parameters, none of which were measured or represented by field samples. Using

the Sobol’ method (Sobol’, 1993), we tested the relative sensitivity of the selected parameters

on model outputs for surface runoff and sediment yield into the stream. The Sobol’ method

is a variance-based sensitivity analysis technique that is widely used in environmental and

hydrological modeling such as SWAT and TOPMODEL (Nossent et al., 2011, Qi et al., 2013).

As the method calculates the importance of a parameter considering its combined impacts with

other parameters (i.e., Sobol’ total index), it was deemed suitable for non-linear and non-additive

models with many parameters (Nossent et al., 2011, Saltelli and Annoni, 2010).

Important parameters of the Sobol’ total index higher than 0.5 were adjusted to find the

optimal combination of the parameter set, which made the model outputs match well with the

measured stream discharge and suspended sediments from each hydrological point. We applied

the differential evolution (DE) (Storn and Price, 1997) optimization method for parameter

calibration, setting the average Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency coefficient (NSE) (Nash and Sutcliffe,
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1970) for both stream discharge and suspended sediments as a goal function. DE is a heuristic

optimization method with an evolution strategy for finding global extreme values (Storn and

Price, 1997, Price et al., 2006). As the method requires few prerequisites, DE can be applied

to non-differential, nonlinear, and multi-modal models, including hydrological models such as

SWAT (Zheng et al., 2015). As the first hydrological point was covered only by forest, we could

adjust forest-related parameters such as steep forest soil characteristics and forest vegetation

structure. At the second hydrological point, we could adjust the parameters of the moderate-to-

steep and flat, dry field soil and vegetation structures such as semi-natural field, rice, and dry

crops. Then, applying the optimal parameter set, we evaluated the model performance at the

third hydrological point covering the steep mountain forest area, moderate-to-steep dry crop

fields, and flat rice paddy and residential areas.

Based on the validated model outputs, we simulated the annual sediment redistribution

patterns and assessed the soil erosion risk of the entire Haean catchment. To evaluate the

impact of the spatial reconfiguration on the reduction of the sediment yield entering into the

stream, we altered the erosion hot spots into forests and assessed the sediment yield from

the catchment. We set the current sediment yield entering into the stream as the baseline

conditions and then compared those from model outputs projecting spatial reconfiguration

scenarios of altering one percent of erosion hot spots into forests in the order from the area

with the most severe soil erosion risk to that of the least severe soil erosion risk. In addition, to

investigate effective ways to reduce sediment yield entering into the stream, we repeated the

above-mentioned procedure for three different types of soil erosion hot spots according to the

criteria of net soil budget, sediment input, and sediment output of the area.

1.2.4 Effect of topography and vegetation structure on spatial pat-

terns of soil nutrients (Chapter 5)

To predict spatial patterns of N and P as well as identify important environmental drivers

affecting these patterns, we selected a small mountain forest catchment (9.84 km2) of Chuncheon

located in the downstream area of the Soyang watershed (see Fig. 1.1c). To ascertain the effect

of topography and vegetation structures on soil N and P in the organic layer and A horizon,

we measured the soil N and P concentrations and analyzed the topography and vegetation

structure utilizing LiDAR point data. First, we collected soil samples from the organic layer and

A horizon at 91 sampling points in 2014. To efficiently obtain unbiased soil samples of at least

one per a quantile of each environmental factor for predicting spatial patterns of soil nutrients,
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we selected sampling points using a conditional Latin hypercube sampling method, which is

a stratified random sampling that provides full coverage of the range of each variable, while

preserves the distribution and multivariate correlation of the multivariate space (Minasny and

McBratney, 2006). Collected organic soil samples were oven-dried, and mineral soil samples from

the A horizon were air-dried and sieved under 2 mm. We preprocessed the organic soil samples

and measured P and N contents utilizing an inductively-coupled plasma mass spectrometry

(ICP) and elemental analyzer, respectively. After measuring the P and N contents of each soil

sample, we converted nutrient contents into mass and calculated N/P ratio based on mass.

Environmental predictors were derived from detailed three-dimensional (3D) point-cloud

data scanned by airborne LiDAR. We created a digital elevation model (DEM), a digital terrain

model (DTM), and a digital surface model (DSM) from a 3D point-cloud generated by airborne

LiDAR. In addition, we used the LiDAR-derived average first return intensity of reflected light

(Hfiravg) of an area for forest types and physiological characteristics (Ørka et al., 2009). Based

on the LiDAR-driven DEM, we calculated elevation (ELEV), slope (SLO) (Zevenbergen and

Thorne, 1987), catchment area (CA) (Freeman, 1991), and topographical wetness index (STWI)

(Böhner et al., 2002) from SAGA (Conrad et al., 2015), and calculated the surface curvature

of 19 × 19 cells around the focusing area (CUR19) from the CURV3 program (Park et al.,

2001). Based on the LiDAR-driven DTM and DSM, we calculated vegetation structure metrics

for maximum tree height (Hmax), canopy cover percentage (Hccp), and standard deviation of

tree heights (Hstd). We created the composite values of forest canopy and height (Hch), which

is the canopy cover percentage (Hccp) multiplied by maximum height (Hmax) as an indicator

of approximate vegetation volume. In addition to the LiDAR-driven data, we also used the

normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) which is calculated from the Kompsat-2 satellite

image obtained on 11th October 2014 (Jensen, 2015, Thenkabail et al., 2011).

To determine the relationships between soil nutrient concentration and environmental pre-

dictors such as topography and vegetation structures, we developed a model to predict the

soil concentration of each nutrient from environmental predictors utilizing the random forest

(RF) method, an ensemble learning method that suggests an optimized model by constructing a

multitude of regression trees and then averaging individual trees (Breiman, 2001). The method

is applicable to predict a complicated non-linear relationships between responding variables and

predictors, and also has better interpretability than other machine learning methods by pro-

viding the relative importance of each predictor in the result; thus, this technique is frequently

used for digital soil mapping (Grimm et al., 2008, Wiesmeier et al., 2011, Kuhn and Johnson,

2013, Strobl et al., 2009, Kampichler et al., 2010).
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Predictor selection can be a crucial factor in determining model performance (Miller et al.,

2015, Brungard et al., 2015, Poggio et al., 2013). Recursive feature elimination (RFE), a backward

predictor selection method, can be used with RF for selecting the optimal number of important

predictors essential for model construction (Miller et al., 2015). Predictor selection procedures

using RFE and RF consist of running RF to assess the initial importance of each predictor, and

removing predictors one-by-one in increasing order of importance iteratively until the optimal

predictors essential for the model obtained (Darst et al., 2018).

To assess model performance, we used k-fold cross-validation (CV), which randomly partitions

a given dataset into k subsets and then uses (k-1) subsets as a training dataset, leaving one

subset as a validation dataset. We tried 2-, 5-, 10-, and 20-fold as well as a leave-one-out (LOO)

CV to assess model performance utilizing the coefficient of determination (R2) and root mean

square error (RMSE) as model performance criteria.

1.3 Results and discussion

1.3.1 Development of a soil erosion model for a complex terrain

region under a monsoonal climate regime (Chapters 2 & 3)

We tested the performance of the DMMF model by applying it to two dry crop fields in

the Haean catchment and comparing the surface runoff and soil erosion results with those from

Erosion 3D (von Werner, 1995) carried out per Arnhold et al. (2013). The model results showed

reasonable performance and similar soil redistribution patterns when compared to the results

from Erosion 3D.

Based on the result, we can conclude that the corrections and modifications made on the

MMMF model were appropriate with regard to improving the model for application in complex

surface configurations with intensive rainfall regimes. In addition, the DMMF can be useful in

establishing soil and water conservation measures in intensively used agricultural lands with

complex surface configurations by estimating spatiotemporal runoff and sediment redistribution

and by identifying erosion and deposition hot spots under varying conditions.
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1.3.2 Effect of spatial reconfiguration of landscape on reducing sed-

iment yield from the catchment (Chapter 4)

According to the result, the model showed high sensitivity to soil hydraulic parameters such

as soil water content at field capacity, and saturated soil hydraulic conductivity, and vegetation

and surface structures such as permanent interception of rainfall and ground cover of the surface.

From the calibration and validation steps, the model showed relatively good performance in

the mountain forest area; however, as more agricultural and artificial structures were included,

the performance of the model decreased. The model showed relatively good performance in

estimating stream discharge but relatively poor performance in estimating suspended sediments

in the stream. The poor model performance in estimating suspended sediments could be analyzed

from two perspectives: the discrepancy in data types between field measured data and output

from the DMMF model, and the existence of manmade culvert systems and sediment reduction

facilities.

Suspended sediments at each hydrological point measured sediment concentration, which is

the sediment yield from the contribution area subtracted by stream deposited sediments; on

the other hand, the DMMF model did not consider sediment processes in the stream. As the

sediment process in the stream highly depends on the amount of stream discharge, the errors

between observed and simulated data can be larger for the longer stream networks. Also, the

manmade culvert system and sediment reduction facilities such as debris barriers slowed down

the stream flow, which increased deposition in the stream. As the deposited sediments also

floated in the stream discharge caused by concentrated rainfall, the facilities could affect model

performance for sediment yield to the stream.

Based on the optimal parameters from calibration and validation, we estimated the annual

sediment redistribution patterns and assessed the soil erosion risks of the entire catchment. The

result showed severe soil erosion in dry crop fields on hillslope areas, and relatively tolerable soil

erosion in the rice paddies and residential areas located in low, flat catchment center. Forests

showed tolerable soil erosion, though they were mostly located on the very steep mountain areas.

Simulation results obtained by altering soil erosion hot spots into erosion-tolerable forests

confirmed the effectiveness of spatial reconfiguration of landscapes on the reduction of the

sediment yield entering into the stream. Altering only 3% of the erosion hot spots reduced the

sediment yields entering the stream by approximately 10%. Furthermore, changing 10% of the

erosion hot spots reduced approximately 50% of the sediment yield from the catchment.

In this study, we assessed the soil erosion risk of Haean catchment spatially by explicitly
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projecting sediment redistribution patterns using the DMMF model. We also identified the

effect of spatial reconfiguration of erosion-prone areas into erosion tolerable areas on reducing

sediment yields entering the stream. Although previous studies have suggested various efficient

BMPs to reduce sediment yields from the catchment, their BMPs often require compliance of

stakeholders, which may not be easy and takes much time for stakeholder compliance (Maharjan

et al., 2016, Jang et al., 2017). On the other hand, we recommend the spatial reconfiguration

approach, which often reduces the number of stakeholders in mitigation measures. Therefore, we

can obtain a desired sediment yield reduction from the catchment through the complementary

use of two BMP approaches.

1.3.3 Effect of topography and vegetation structure on spatial pat-

terns of soil nutrients (Chapter 5)

According to the soil sample analysis, the concentration of N in the organic layer (12,245 mg/kg)

was approximately four times those in the A horizon (2,990 mg/kg). The concentration of P in

the organic layer (624 mg/kg) was approximately one-and-a-half times those in the A horizon

(389 mg/kg). From the results, it can be seen that the N concentration had a high variance

between each soil layer; in contrast, the variance between soil layers was relatively low for the P

concentration. We also analyzed the variance in the soil nutrients of each layer. In the organic

layer, the concentration of P (Po) showed relatively higher variability than N (No) based on

the coefficient of variation (CoV). This result indicated that the N/P ratios in the organic layer

could be highly dependent on the concentration of Po. In the A horizon, the concentrations of

N (Na) and P (Pa) showed high variances, which were greater than those in the organic layer.

In addition, the average N/P ratio in the A horizon were higher than that of the organic layers.

When we assessed model performance from various types of k-fold CV schemes, the P

concentration prediction model for the organic layer and A horizon showed relatively good

performance; however, the N concentration prediction model in the organic layer and A horizon

showed relatively poor performances. Due to the poor performance of the N prediction model

in the organic layer, the N/P prediction model showed poor performance as the N/P ratio was

determined by both N and P.

From RF and RFE procedures, we identified the important environmental drivers for the

spatial patterns of each nutrient and the ratio of nutrients in the soil. Concentrations of N in

the soil showed a high correlation with various topographic and vegetation predictors, while

concentrations of P showed significant relationships with only topographic predictors. Also, the
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N/P ratio in the organic layer demonstrated a higher correlation with vegetation predictors than

that in the mineral soil layer. The model for predicting spatial distribution of No required not only

topographic predictors such as elevation (ELEV), curvature (CURV19), and topographic wetness

index (STWI), but also vegetation predictors such as forest type and physiological characteristics

(Hfiravg), standard deviation of vegetation height (Hstd), and maximum vegetation height of a

cell (Hmax). However, only topographic predictors such as ELEV and CURV19 were required

to predict spatial patterns of concentrations of Po, Pa, and Na. For predicting N/P ratio in

the organic layer, topographic predictors such as CURV19, catchment area (CA), and ELEV

were selected for the model, and vegetation predictors such as standard deviation of tree heights

(Hstd), maximum vegetation height (Hmax), and forest canopy and height (Hch) were selected.

Topographic factors such as CURV19, CA, ELEV, and topographic wetness index (STWI), and

normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) were required for predicting N/P ratio in the A

horizon.

From the predicted spatial patterns of N, P, and N/P ratio from the models, P contents

were markedly higher in the lower slopes than the upper slopes and N/P ratio showed high

values on the convex upper slope. Standard deviations of P and N/P ratio in the organic layer

were higher at lower elevations and on the valley floor. The standard deviation of P in mineral

soil layer was higher at the upper part of the catchment.

Our results showed that the soil contents of N in the organic layer had a strong relation-

ship with various topographic and vegetation factors such as elevation, NDVI, vegetation type,

curvature, topographic wetness index, and structural diversity and maximum height of vege-

tation. The soil contents of N in the mineral soil layer showed a strong relationship only with

topographic factors such as elevation and curvature and had weak relationships with vegeta-

tion structures. The results were generally in accordance with previous studies that reported

strong correlation of soil nitrogen content with topographic predictors (e.g., elevation (Bedison

and Johnson, 2009, Wang et al., 2013, Peng et al., 2013, Kunkel et al., 2011), and catchment

area and topographic wetness index (Johnson et al., 2000, Seibert et al., 2007)) and vegetation

predictors (e.g., vegetation type, structure (Bedison and Johnson, 2009, Vesterdal et al., 2008,

Zhang et al., 2010) and NDVI (Kim et al., 2016, Kunkel et al., 2011, Sumfleth and Duttmann,

2008)). Several studies ((Kim et al., 2016, Kunkel et al., 2011, Sumfleth and Duttmann, 2008))

have reported on the strong correlations between Na and NDVI, while we found significantly

strong relationships between No and NDVI; we identified only marginal relationships between

Na and NDVI. Although previous studies found that topographic wetness index (TWI) and

catchment area (CA) affects N contents in soil, we only found significant relationships between
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STWI and Na (Johnson et al., 2000, Seibert et al., 2007). According to our results, P contents

in the soil were mainly determined by elevation (ELEV) and surface curvature (CURV19). The

spatial patterns of P from the model demonstrated that P enrichment was found in the valleys

near mountain-tops while low P content was found on convex slopes and valleys located in the

lower areas, which were well-matched with the spatial patterns of soil P contents from other

study site (Smeck, 1985). The spatial patterns of P at the study site seemed to be formed by a

long-term periodic soil erosion process. Because the study site was located in the steep mountain

area affected by periodic seasonal heavy rainfall, the area has suffered from severe soil erosion

(Jeong et al., 2012, Jung et al., 2012). As P tends to adhere easily to soil particles, P content

was relatively low on the mountain slope area, which was vulnerable to soil erosion. On the

other hand, P content was relatively high on the mountain top, where less erosion occurred. P

content was also high at the lower slope due to P inputs delivered from upslope areas along

with soil particles. The vegetation in the area with high P content absorbed more P from the

soil and contributed high P back to the soil through foliage and vegetation litter that can back

up high P content in the organic layer. The spatial pattern of the N/P ratio from the organic

layer and A horizon were similar to the reversed image of the spatial pattern of P content, which

indicate that N/P ratio in both soil layers are strongly affected by soil P contents in the steep

forest mountain area. According to the spatial variations of the two soil nutrient contents, the

results came from the small spatial variation in soil N compared to that of soil P. As the lower

N/P ratio of tree leaf in the P-enriched areas also affected the N/P ratio of the organic layer,

the spatial patterns of N/P ratio in the organic layer showed a stronger correlation with those

of P in the organic layer. Our results were similar to those reported by Uriarte et al. (2015),

wherein soil N/P ratio was closely related to the N/P ratio of leaf litter and was determined

by topography in a steep tropical mountainous forest with heavy rainfall. After verifying k-fold

cross-validation schemes through changing k values, we found an inverse relationship between

the predictive power of the model and variance of the predictive power, which was a so-called

bias-variance trade-off (Hastie et al., 2009). According to our test, increased k values led to the

increased mean predictive power of the model from RF, but also to the decreased variance of the

predictive power. The higher predictive power from the larger k was caused by the larger size of

the training set as the predictive power of the learning methods were often determined by the

size of the training set. This was similar to the result of Park and Vlek (2002), who reported that

prediction accuracy increased with increasing numbers of soil samples the for training dataset.

Although there were enough data for calibration of the model to secure reasonable predictive

power, the larger size training set often led to an overfitting of the model (Remesan and Mathew,
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2015). In the model test, we also found notable bias-variance trade-offs and confirmed efficiency

of the 10-fold CV since the scheme had moderate levels of model error bias and variance as

recommended in various studies (Remesan and Mathew, 2015, James et al., 2013, Cichosz, 2015,

Feigelson and Babu, 2012, Malley et al., 2011, Ambroise and McLachlan, 2002).

1.4 Outlook

The Soyang watershed has been suffering from periodic soil erosion from upland agricultural

areas and vegetative woody debris inflows from mountain forests due to its erosion-prone

topography of steep slopes and occasional intensive rainfall from the seasonal monsoon climate.

The problem is worsening owing to upland agricultural expansion caused by economic profit

and a strong, concentrated rainfall pattern due to climate change.

Understanding the spatial redistribution of soil and soil nutrients is essential for mitigating

the problems of erosion as well as managing the productivity of the terrestrial ecosystem and

the quality of the aquatic ecosystem sustainably. For a better understanding of the spatial

redistribution of soil and soil nutrients, we created modified soil erosion models adapted to the

area and its complex surface configuration under a seasonal monsoon climate. Also, utilizing the

soil erosion model, we simulated spatial redistribution of soils in Haean, the upland agricultural

mountainous catchment, and suggested soil erosion mitigation measures considering the spatial

context of the landscape by converting erosion hot spots into erosion-resistant forest. Although

soil erosion was not so severe in the forest, forest is the dominant land cover in the Soyang

watershed, covering approximately 84% of the entire watershed, and is also the main source

of natural suspended solids, such as woody debris and particulate organic matter, flowing into

streams. Therefore, an understanding is needed of the spatial distribution pattern of soil nutrients

and the environmental drivers that determine these patterns in the mountain forested areas

for estimating the spatial redistribution process of matter in these areas. To understand the

spatial redistribution process of matters in the mountain forested areas, we ascertain the spatial

patterns of soil nutrients and selected the important environmental drivers that determine

spatial patterns of soil nutrients and their ratios in the steep, mountainous forested area by

utilizing sophisticated topographic and vegetative factors extracted from LiDAR point-cloud

data. The spatial distribution of N in the organic layers could be used as indicators of the spatial

redistribution of woody debris and particulate organic matter originating from vegetation, while

that of P could be an indicator for soil redistribution.

We estimated soil erosion in the upland agricultural catchment and also found clues as to the
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spatial redistribution patterns of soil and soil nutrients in the mountainous forested area through

the spatial patterns of soil nutrients and their environmental drivers. Choi (2014) reported that a

significant amount of fine and coarse woody debris (WD) and particulate organic matter (POM)

exported from the mountainous forested catchment entered the streams and reservoirs when

concentrated rainfall events occurred. WDs and POMs originating from forested mountains

were deposited in the streams and reservoirs and often produced methane, a potent greenhouse

gases, through anaerobic oxygen deprivation condition in the sediment layer under water. Also,

deposited WDs and POMs in the water degraded water quality by providing dissolved organic

matter (DOM) and P that caused eutrophication (Choi, 2014, Sorrell and Boon, 1994, Wood and

Armitage, 1997, Baker et al., 2011, Extence et al., 2011, Flores et al., 2013). WDs such as litter

often affected the soil erosion process as they played a significant role as a surface cover that

protected surface from soil erosion. However, there have only been a few studies estimating the

spatial behavior of contaminants integrating vegetative WD, POM, and inorganic soil sediments

from a mountainous catchment (Choi, 2014).

For the sustainable management of a water system considering contaminant inflow from

terrestrial ecosystems with complex terrain configurations, an integrated model to project spatial

redistribution of WDs, POMs, and soil particles is required in this area. Based on the results of

the current study performed in the Soyang watershed, we plan to develop an integrated material

redistribution model to simulate the spatial redistribution of materials including WDs, POMs

and soil particles. We conceptualize the fine and coarse WDs and POMs as materials and take

these materials to be soil particles as described in the DMMF model. The differences between

WDs and other materials are that WDs are immobile until the depth of the surface runoff are

deeper than the critical floating depth of the WDs (Haga et al., 2002). To integrate WDs and

POMs into the model, we need empirical relationships between topographic conditions and

material characteristics. First, the amount of floating POMs and WDs are required to calculate

the inflow of materials into the surface runoff. Second, characteristics of floating POMs and

WDs in the flowing runoff such as lateral velocity of POMs and WDs and gravitational falling

velocity in the water are required. To create quantitative empirical values for each material, we

will perform laboratory-based and in-situ experiments to quantify the amount of floating POMs

and WDs for various surface water levels and slope conditions. Third, as POMs and WDs are

relatively non-static in the field as they are removable in certain locations, we should modify the

model for surface POMs and WDs to be updated at daily based. Fourth, in a forest-dominated

catchment having simple land cover, we will project and validate the model with the data

sampled at the surface and in the stream. Fifth, after validation, we will project the model in a
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catchment with complex terrain configurations that contributes large volumes of organic and

inorganic matter into a stream, and devise optimal measures to mitigate contaminants entering

the stream.

1.5 Concluding remarks

The Soyang watershed is an important freshwater resource for almost half of the South

Korean population. However, every monsoon season, this area suffers from periodic water

quality deterioration owing to the occurrence of soil erosion in upland agricultural soil and

forest oriented organic matter such as fine and coarse woody debris. Owing to the complex

surface configuration of this area, it is challenging to design optimal measures for sustainable

water management.

We devised a soil erosion model that is suitable for areas with complex terrain configurations

under a seasonal monsoon climate. Utilizing this model, we estimated the amount of sediment

yield from Haean catchment, one of the important sediment contributors to the Soyang watershed.

Also, we evaluated the effectiveness of spatial reconfiguration of the landscape through converting

erosion hot spots into forest and identified the sediment yield reduction efficiency of the spatial

reconfiguration. According to the result, we demonstrated that spatial reconfiguration of the

landscape could bring a synergy of sediment yield reduction with the BMP recommended for

each agricultural area. We also investigated the spatial distribution of soil nutrients in the steep

forested mountain area to understand the important environmental predictors affecting spatial

redistribution of soil nutrients, utilizing detailed topographical and vegetation structural data.

We can understand the spatial redistribution process of soil nutrients and related vegetative

organic matter from the spatial patterns of soil nutrients.

Even though soil particles and organic matter from forests can degrade water quality, no

studies or tools have been applied for the quantitative estimation of the transfer of materials,

including both soil particles and organic matter, from terrestrial to aquatic ecosystems. Further

study of woody debris and particulate organic matter transportation, and modified models

integrating aforementioned organic matter transportation with soil erosion, should be helpful

for the sustainable management of water in this area.
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1.6 List of manuscripts and specification of individual

contributions

This thesis contains four different manuscripts. The first manuscript (Chapter 2) was sub-

mitted to Earth surface processes and land forms and rejected, and is in preparation to be

re-submitted to the same journal. The second manuscript (Chapter 3) was submitted to Water

and published in 2017. The third manuscript (Chapter 4) was submitted to Water and published

in 2019. The fourth manuscript (Chapter 5) was submitted to Plos One and published in 2017.

The following list specifies the contributions of the individual authors to each manuscript.

Manuscript 1 (Chapter 2)

Authors: Kwanghun Choi, Bernd Huwe, Björn Reineking

Title: Commentary on “Modified MMF (Morgan–Morgan–Finney) model

for evaluating effects of crops and vegetation cover on soil erosion”

by Morgan and Duzant (2008)

Status: Published e-prints on arxiv and in preparation for publication

Contributions:

K. Choi: 70% (concepts, analysis, interpretation, discussion, and manuscript

preparation)

B. Huwe: 10% (concepts, discussion of results, and contribution to manuscript

preparation)

B. Reineking: 20% (concepts, discussion of results, and contribution to manuscript

preparation)

Manuscript 2 (Chapter 3)

Authors: Kwanghun Choi, Sebastian Arnhold, Bernd Huwe, Björn Reineking

Title: Daily Based Morgan–Morgan–Finney (DMMF) Model: A Spatially

Distributed Conceptual Soil Erosion Model to Simulate Complex

Soil Surface Configurations

Status: Published in 2017

Journal: Water

Contributions:
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K. Choi: 60% (concepts, analysis, interpretation, discussion, and manuscript

preparation)

S. Arnhold: 15% (concepts, analysis, interpretation, discussion, and contribution

to manuscript preparation)

B. Huwe: 10% (concepts, discussion of results, and contribution to manuscript

preparation)

B. Reineking: 15% (concepts, discussion of results, and contribution to manuscript

preparation)

Manuscript 3 (Chapter 4)

Authors: Kwanghun Choi, Ganga Ram Maharjan, Björn Reineking

Title: Evaluating the Effectiveness of Spatially Reconfiguring Erosion Hot

Spots to Reduce Stream Sediment Load in an Upland Agricultural

Catchment of South Korea

Status: Published in 2019

Journal: Water

Contributions:

K. Choi: 70% (concepts, analysis, interpretation, discussion, and manuscript

preparation)

G. R. Maharjan: 10% (concepts, discussion of results, and contribution to manuscript

preparation)

B. Reineking: 20% (concepts, discussion of results, and contribution to manuscript

preparation)

Manuscript 4 (Chapter 5)

Authors: Gwanyong Jeong, Kwanghun Choi, Marie Spohn, Soo Jin Park,

Bernd Huwe, Mareike Ließ

Title: Environmental drivers of spatial patterns of topsoil nitrogen and

phosphorus under monsoon conditions in a complex terrain of South

Korea

Status: Published in 2017

Journal: PLOS ONE
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Contributions:

G. Jeong: 60% (concepts, field work, data analysis, interpretation, discussion,

and manuscript preparation)

K. Choi: 15% (concepts, field work, data analysis, interpretation, discussion,

and contribution to manuscript preparation)

M. Spohn: 5% (concepts, discussion of results, and contribution to manuscript

preparation)

S. Park: 5% (concepts, discussion of results, and contribution to manuscript

preparation)

B. Huwe: 5% (concepts, discussion of results, and contribution to manuscript

preparation)

M. Ließ: 10% (concepts, discussion of results, and contribution to manuscript

preparation)
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Abstract

The Morgan–Morgan–Finney (MMF) model is a widely used semi-physically based soil erosion model

that has been tested and validated in various land use types and climatic regions. The latest version

of the model, the modified MMF (MMMF) model, improved its conceptual physical representations

through several modifications of the original model. However, the MMMF model has three problematic

parts to be corrected: 1) the effective rainfall equation, 2) the interflow equation, and 3) the improperly

normalized C-factor of the transport capacity equation. In this commentary, we identify and correct

the problematic parts of the MMMF model, which should result in more accurate estimations of runoff
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and soil erosion rates.

Keywords: effective rainfall, interflow, C-factor, MMF, soil erosion model, error correc-

tion

2.1 Introduction

The Morgan–Morgan–Finney (MMF) model (Morgan et al., 1984) is a semi-physically based

model used to estimate the amount of annual runoff and soil eroded from a field or a catchment.

Similar to physically based models such as SWAT (Neitsch et al., 2011), EUROSEM (Morgan

et al., 1998), LISEM (De Roo et al., 1996), and WEPP (Nearing et al., 1989), the MMF model

has the properties of both physically based and empirical models and provides an in-depth

understanding of soil erosion processes by using physical concepts. Moreover, the MMF model,

similarly to empirical models such as USLE (Wischmeier and Smith, 1978) and RUSLE (Renard

et al., 1991), maintains a conceptual simplicity by using semi-empirical relationships and does

not require the excessive parameters and computing resources (Morgan et al., 1984, Morgan,

2001, Morgan and Duzant, 2008, Lilhare et al., 2014). For this reason, the MMF and the revised

MMF (RMMF) (Morgan, 2001) models have been applied and validated in a variety of climatic

regions and land use types (Morgan et al., 1984, Morgan, 2001, De Jong et al., 1999, Vigiak

et al., 2005, López-Vicente et al., 2008, Pandey et al., 2009, Li et al., 2010, Feng et al., 2014,

Tesfahunegn et al., 2014, Vieira et al., 2014).

In the latest version of the MMF, the modified MMF (MMMF) (Morgan and Duzant, 2008),

hydrological processes were improved by considering the slope angle in the calculation of effective

rainfall and introducing interflow processes. In addition, the soil erosion processes of the MMMF

model were improved by introducing gravitational deposition process, generalizing the effect of

ground surface on sediment deposition and transportation, and considering the characteristics

of each soil particle type (Morgan and Duzant, 2008, Lilhare et al., 2014). These modifications

allow the MMMF model to consider physical aspects of terrain and soil surface conditions more

effectively than previous versions of the MMF model.

However, we argue that errors persist in effective rainfall, interflow, and transport capacity

equations, which ultimately affects the model outputs in certain conditions. Despite these errors,

however, the MMMF model was implemented and used in several studies without apparent

consideration of the problematical parts (i.e., Setiawan (2012) and Lilhare et al. (2014)). In

addition, one of the problematical parts of the MMMF model, the problematic slope adjustment
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factor of effective runoff, was used in the Modified-RMMF-2014 model of López-Vicente et al.

(2015).

The objective of the present study is to identify and correct the problematic terms concerning:

1. a trigonometric error in the calculation of effective rainfall (Rf),

2. a quantity estimation error in the calculation of interflow (IF ), and

3. an improperly normalized C-factor in the transport capacity equation (TC).

2.2 Problematic parts of the MMMF model

2.2.1 Trigonometric error in the calculation of effective rainfall

The MMMF model represents the catchment through several interconnected elements, each

of which has a uniform slope, land cover, and soil type. In the MMF model, effective rainfall is the

primary source of the hydrological processes, which regulate surface runoff and the soil erosion

processes. The MMMF model calculates effective rainfall (RfMMMF; mm) while considering the

slope of a given element by using the following equation (Morgan and Duzant (2008), eq. (1)):

RfMMMF = R · (1−PI) · 1
cos(S) , (2.1)

where R (mm) is the mean annual rainfall, PI is the area proportion of the permanent inter-

ception of rainfall, and S (°) is the slope of an element.

However, we argue that in order to calculate effective rainfall correctly, cos(S) should be used

as a sloping adjustment factor rather than 1
cos(S) as described in Sharon (1980) and Tani (1997).

We demonstrate our claims through mathematical proof and in Figure 2.1. Let us consider an

element on a hill slope with an angle of S (°). Assuming that the area in the horizontal plane is

A (m2) and its projected area on the element is A′ (m2), the trigonometric relationship between

A and A′ is

A= A′ · cos(S). (2.2)

Because the total volume of rainfall (P ; L) is the same for both A and A′ (Figure 2.1), the

amount of rainfall per unit area for A and A′ can be calculated as

R =
P

A
(2.3)

R′ =
P

A′
. (2.4)
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S

A = A′ · cos(S)

A′S

P

R =
P
A

R′ =
P
A′

Fig. 2.1. Conceptual representation of a hillslope with a slope angle of S (°). A (m2) is the area
of a horizontal plane, and A′ (m2) is the projected area of A on a hillslope.Because the volume
of rainfall (P ; L) is the same for both A and A′, the rainfall per unit area for both areas are P

A

(= R; mm) and P
A′ (= R′; mm). From the trigonometric rule, R′ is equal to R · cos (S).

From the equations (2.2), (2.3), and (2.4), we can estimate the rainfall per unit surface area

on a hillslope (R′; mm) with the rainfall of the area (R; mm).

R′ =
P

A′
=
P

A
· cos(S) = R · cos(S) (2.5)

If the element has areas with permanent interception of rainfall (PI), the effective rainfall per

unit surface area (Rfcorrected) should be calculated as

Rfcorrected = R′ · (1−PI) = R · (1−PI) · cos(S). (2.6)

Thus, the slope adjustment factor should be cos(S) rather than 1
cos(S) in order to calculate

effective rainfall (Rf) considering the slope.

2.2.1.1 Consequence of the error in calculating effective rainfall

Owing to the problematic slope adjustment factor of the effective rainfall suggested by

Morgan and Duzant (2008), the model overestimates the effective rainfall when the slope of an

element increases, as shown in Figure 2.2. Considering that the MMF model and its variants

have been applied in mountainous areas with steep hillslopes, as listed in Table 2.1, the MMMF

model has a high risk of overestimation of effective rainfall. In the case of Setiawan (2012),

the MMMF model overestimated effective rainfall by at least 136% of the corrected value at
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Fig. 2.2. (a) Relative values of effective rainfall based on the slope invariant effective rainfall
of the Morgan–Morgan–Finney (MMF) and revised MMF (RMMF) models (RfMMF/RMMF) as
a function of slope angle. (b) Extent of overestimation of effective rainfall from the MMMF
model (RfMMMF) to the corrected value (Rfcorrected) as a function of slope angle. The dashed
gray lines in (b) indicate the extent of overestimation and the corresponding slope angles.

Table 2.1. Previous studies in which the Morgan–Morgan–Finney (MMF) model and its variants,
the revised MMF (RMMF) and the modified MMF (MMMF), were applied to steep hillslopes

Source Year Model Site Slope condition
Feng et al. (2014) 2014 RMMF Guzhou catchment, China >55° (15.8% of total area)

35° - 55° (45.3% of total area)
25° - 35° (20.7% of total area)
15° - 25° (9.2% of total area)
0° - 15° (9.0% of total area)

Lilhare et al. (2014) 2014 MMMF Gamber watershed, India Steep topographic gradient
Tesfahunegn et al. (2014) 2014 RMMF Mai-Negus catchment, Ethiopia Maximum slope of 73°
Setiawan (2012) 2012 MMMF Kejajar Sub-district, Indonesia >31.0° (42.9% of total area)

16.7° - 31.0° (28.3% of total area)
8.5° - 16.7° (16.1% of total area)
0.0° - 8.5° (11.7% of total area)

Li et al. (2010) 2010 RMMF Zuli River Basin, China Maximum slope of 45°
Pandey et al. (2009) 2009 RMMF Dikrong river basin, India >45° (21.0% of total area)

36° - 45° (1.8% of total area)
16° - 35° (12.8% of total area)
<15° (64.4% of total area)

Vigiak et al. (2005) 2005 RMMF Kwalei catchment, Tanzania >11.3° (50% of total area)
Gikuuri catchment, Kenya 1.1° - 28.8° (mean: 10.2°)

areas with a slope greater than 31.0°, which account for most of the research site. If the MMMF

model had been applied to the site of Tesfahunegn et al. (2014), it would have overestimated

effective rainfall 3.4 times more than that in the previous versions which do not consider the

slope and 11.7 times more than the corrected value for the area with the maximum slope angle.

According to the sensitivity analysis of Morgan and Duzant (2008), the model outputs of surface
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runoff and soil loss are highly sensitive to effective rainfall. Moreover, the overestimation can

be greater on downslope elements where the overestimated runoff from upslope accumulates.

Therefore, the trigonometric error in the calculation of effective rainfall may lead to incorrect

results to a significant degree if the model is applied to a large watershed with steep slopes.

2.2.2 Quantity estimation error in calculating interflow

2.2.2.1 Incorrect formula in the interflow equation

For calculating annual runoff amount, the MMMF model considers interflow (IF ; mm), which

is the daily mean amount of subsurface water that flows from an element to downslope elements.

The interflow from upslope elements (IF (CE); mm) affects runoff generation processes at an

element by reducing the soil moisture storage capacity of the soil (Rc; mm). The MMMF model

uses the following equation to calculate subsurface interflow (IFMMMF; mm) from an element

(Morgan and Duzant (2008), eq. (13)):

IFMMMF =
(
R−E−Q

365

)
· (LP · sin(S)) , (2.7)

where R (mm) is the mean annual rainfall per unit area, E (mm) is the annual evaporation

per unit area, Q (mm) is the annual runoff per unit area, LP (m/d) is the saturated lateral

permeability as a unit of velocity, S (°) is the slope angle of an element, and 365 is the number

of days in one year. The first part of equation (2.7) corresponds to the daily mean soil water

of one year (SW ; mm). The second part of the equation is the velocity (m/d) of the interflow

of an element, which can be interpreted as the travel distance of interflow during one day (m)

for daily time steps.

In the MMMF model, the unit of IFMMMF is defined as volume per unit area (L/m2 =

mm), which is similar to other hydrological quantities in the model (i.e., R, Rf , Rc, E, and Q).

However, the unit of interflow in equation (2.7), which is depth multiplied by velocity (or length

for daily time steps), contradicts the definition of IFMMMF as depth (mm) in the model.

We argue that the interflow equation is improperly formulated and that the IFMMMF has the

wrong unit. Let us consider the interflow generated from an element i, as shown in Figure 2.3.

The daily mean soil water over one year (SW ) is

SW =
R−E−Q

365 . (2.8)
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Rc.max.i

wi

li SW

LP · sin(S)

Ai

Si

Element i

Rc.max.j

wj

lj

Aj

IF(CE)jSj

Downslope direction

Element j

Fig. 2.3. Conceptual representation of interflow between two adjacent elements i and j. Here,
A, w, l, Rc.max, and S represent the surface area, width, length, maximum soil moisture storage
capacity, and slope angle of each element, respectively. Because daily mean soil water is SW
and the travel distance of soil water during one day is LP · sin(Si), the daily mean volume
of soil water flowing from an element (VSW ) is SW ·LP · sin(Si) ·wi. Because the interflow
produced from the element i (IFi) is equal to VSW per unit surface area of the element, IFi

should be SW ·LP ·sin(Si)·wi
Ai

, and the inflows of subsurface soil water from the contributing area to
the element j (IF (CE)j) should be SW ·LP ·sin(Si)·wi

Aj
. The IFi and the IF (CE)j have different

values when the surface areas of the elements i and j are different.

Because the travel distance of interflow during one day is equal to LP · sin(S), the volume of

interflow during one day is

VIF = SW ·LP · sin(Si) ·wi. (2.9)

VIF is the depth of soil water (SW ) multiplied by the travel distance of the interflow (LP ·sin(S))

and the width of the element (wi), as represented in Figure 2.3. Equivalent to other hydrological

quantities, the quantity of interflow (IFi) is the total volume per surface area of an element.
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Therefore, IFi can be calculated as

IFi =
VIF

Ai
=
SW ·LP · sin(Si) ·wi

Ai
=
SW ·LP · sin(Si)

li
. (2.10)

According to equations (3.7) and (2.10), interflow (IFcorrected) should be calculated as

IFcorrected =
(
R−E−Q

365

)
· (LP · sin(Si)) ·

1
li
=
IFMMMF

li
. (2.11)

Therefore, the additional term of 1
li
is required for the interflow equation of Morgan and Duzant

(2008). Furthermore, with this term, IFcorrected has the correct unit of depth (mm). The de-

pendence of interflow on slope length is obvious, as shown in the lateral flow equation of the

widely used SWAT model (equation 2:3.5.9 of Neitsch et al. (2011)), because the SWAT model

also uses water volume per unit area. We derived the same formula of IFcorrected by using the

theoretically well-established Darcy’s law in the supplementary material of this article.

2.2.2.2 Discrepancy between generated and transferred interflow

Another problem exists in the interflow equation even if IFcorrected is used rather than

IFMMMF. As shown in Figure 2.3, the generated interflow from the element i flows into the

element j. Because the total volume of interflow (VIF ) is the same for both elements, the

interflow into the element j (IF (CE)j) should be

IF (CE)j =
VIF

Aj
6= VIF

Ai
= IFi. (2.12)

The discrepancy between generated and transferred interflow is attributed to the different surface

areas of the elements. If using raster maps in the MMMF models (Figure 2.3), as is performed

in most MMF model studies, the extent of the discrepancy can be calculated as

IFi

IF (CE)j
=
VIF

Ai
· Aj

VIF
=
lj
li
=

cos(Si)

cos(Sj)
. (2.13)

Therefore, the discrepancy is larger if the difference in slope between adjacent upslope and

downslope elements is significant. Similar discrepancies between adjacent elements can also be

found in every matter exchange processes of the MMMF model (i.e., surface runoff, interflow,

and sediment). Problems of the discrepancy can be solved by using the water volume or the

total sediment mass for transferring water and sediments and dividing the volume or total mass

by the surface area of the receiving element.
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2.2.2.3 Consequence of the error in calculating interflow

Owing to the incorrect formula in the interflow equation of Morgan and Duzant (2008), the

MMMF model overestimates interflow when the slope length of an element increases. However,

the model underestimates interflow if the slope length of an element is less than 1 m. Figure 2.4

shows the extent of the overestimation when the MMMF model is applied to raster maps such

as a digital elevation model (DEM). For a DEM with a certain resolution (res; m), the width

(w) and the length (l) of each element are equal to res and res
cos(S) . Therefore, the extent of

overestimation of the interflow is dependent on the slope of an element and the resolution of the

DEM. In the case of Setiawan (2012), who applied the MMMF model using a DEM with 0.05 m
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Fig. 2.4. Extent of the overestimation of IFMMMF compared with IFcorrected as a fraction of
IFMMMF

IFcorrected
by slope and resolution. (a) General pattern for maximum resolution of 100 m. (b)

Pattern for fine-resolution section. Values larger (smaller) than one indicate overestimation
(underestimation).

resolution for a maximum slope of 41◦, the MMMF model estimated at most only 7% of the

corrected interflow. In the case of Lilhare et al. (2014), who applied the MMMF model using

a DEM with 90 m resolution, the extent of overestimation was more than 90 times compared

with the corrected interflow.

Owing to the discrepancy between the generated and transferred interflow, the model over-

estimates the interflow from contributing elements to a receiving element when the receiving

element is steeper than the contributing elements, as shown in Figure 2.5. In addition, the

model underestimates the interflow from contributing elements when they are steeper than the

receiving element. The extent of the discrepancy increases with the increase in slope differences

between contributing and receiving elements. Because errors in the calculation of interflow are

positively correlated with the size, slope, and rate of change in the slope of elements, the model is

not suitable for steep mountainous terrain with complex topography. Furthermore, the interflow
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Fig. 2.5. Extent of the discrepancy between the generated interflow from a contributing element
and the transferred interflow to a receiving element.

affects the quantity of surface runoff by affecting the amount of the soil moisture storage (Rc),

as shown in eq. (10) of Morgan and Duzant (2008).

2.2.3 Improperly normalized C-factor in the transport capacity equa-

tion

The MMF model uses a crop cover management factor (C-factor), which is the ratio of soil

loss under a given surface condition (actual condition) to that from a bare ground condition

(reference condition) based on the empirical values of Universal Soil Loss Equation (USLE)

cropping (C) and erosion control (P) factors (Morgan et al., 1984). In the MMMF model, Morgan

and Duzant (2008) the C-factor is calculated by modifying the ratio of soil loss to the ratio of

runoff velocity under an actual condition as that of the reference condition. This modification

allows the MMMF model to generalize the empirically based C-factor by using measurable

physical quantities. As a result, the model can consider the effects of surface roughness, rill

depth, and vegetation structure on soil erosion in addition to the effect of crop cover management

on soil erosion. However, we argue that the C-factor used in the MMMF model is not properly

normalized in the course of combining multiple velocities (i.e., va, vv, and vt) corresponding

to different surface condition types. As a consequence, if the model considers more than one

surface condition type, the unitless C-factor contains the inconsistent units of the velocity or

the squared value of velocity. The MMMF model calculates the C-factor as (eqs. (39)–(41) of

Morgan and Duzant (2008))

CMMMF =
va ·vv ·vt

vb
, (2.14)

where va, vv, and vt are runoff velocity considering the rill condition, vegetation cover, and

surface roughness, respectively. vb is the runoff velocity for the reference condition of unchanneled
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overland flow over smooth bare ground. Moreover, adding and subtracting variables are allowed

in the MMMF model, according to the surface condition. Assuming that only one of the surface

condition types is considered in the model, the C-factor for each surface condition type should

be calculated as

Ca =
va

vb
(2.15)

Cv =
vv

vb
(2.16)

Ct =
vt

vb
. (2.17)

As described in the MMMF model, all surface condition types are considered independently

from each other, which means that a surface condition type is not affected by other surface

condition types. Therefore, for the combination of the surface condition types, the C-factor

should be calculated as

Ccorrected =
va

vb
· vv

vb
· vt

vb
=
va ·vv ·vt

vb
3 . (2.18)

According to equation (2.18), Ccorrected is unitless because each velocity is normalized by the

reference velocity. Even if some surface condition types are missing or added, the unit of the

factor remains constant.

2.2.3.1 Consequence of improper normalization of the C-factor

According to Petryk and Bosmajian (1975), rill depth (hydraulic radius) acts as an accelerator

of the runoff velocity, whereas vegetation and surface roughness act as resistors of the runoff

velocity. Therefore, the C-factor should be increased when the model additionally considers

a surface with a rill depth deeper than that of reference surface condition (0.005 m). On the

contrary, the C-factor should be decreased when the model additionally considers vegetation

cover and surface roughness of an element. However, for hillslopes in which va, vv, and vt are

faster than 1 m/s, the C-factor of the MMMF model sharply increases by a factor of the added

runoff velocity even if the model additionally considers vegetation cover or surface roughness.

For slopes with runoff velocities lower than 1 m/s, the C-factor is underestimated when the

model additionally considers surface condition type. Errors occur because the C-factor of the

MMMF model does not consider the relative velocity of the reference surface condition. The

effect of the error is significant for elements with high runoff velocities when the soil erosion

rates are high. Owing to the slope dependence of runoff velocity, increased slope of an element

relates to greater overestimation.
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2.3 Conclusions

The MMF model is a widely used semi-physically based soil erosion model because it includes

rigorous physical processes, easily understood features, and moderate data requirements. The

newly added features of Morgan and Duzant (2008) consider the slope angle, subsurface water

processes, surface conditions, and characteristics of each soil particle type (Lilhare et al., 2014),

which have the potential to further strengthen the physical basis of the model. We identified

three problematic formulations related to the calculations of effective rainfall, interflow, and the

C-factor of transport capacity, which can produce inadequate results of runoff and soil erosion. In

addition, we suggested alternative formulations to provide more accurate estimations of runoff

and soil erosion.
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Appendix 2.A Derivation of the corrected interflow equa-

tion using Darcy’s law

Let us assume that there is an amount of soil water equivalent to the daily mean soil water

over one year (SW ; mm) in an element and that only soil water exerts a force on the element

for the interflow process (Figure 2.A1). The volumetric flux of soil water (JSW ; m3/s) in the

w

l

SW

A

σa

S

Fig. 2.A1. Conceptual representation of soil water in an element. A, w, l, and S are the area
(m2), width (m), slope length (m), and slope angle (°) of the element, respectively; SW (mm)
is the daily mean soil water over one year, and σa (m2) is the cross-sectional area of SW .

element can be derived from Darcy’s law when the hydraulic conductivity (K) of the soil is

given:

JSW = −K ·σa

ρ ·g
· ∆P
l

, (2.A1)

where σa (m2) is the cross-sectional area of the soil water along the downslope direction, ρ

(kg/m3) is the density of the soil water, g (m/s2) is the gravitational acceleration, ∆P (Pa) is

a pressure gradient of the soil water for both sides of the element, and l (m) is the length of the

soil water along the downslope direction. Because pressure (P ) is force (f ; N) divided by the

cross-sectional area, P can be calculated as

P =
f

σa
. (2.A2)

The gradient of force (∆f ; N) acting on both ends of the element can be derived from the

volume of the soil water (V ′SW ; m3), which is calculated as

V ′SW = 0.001 ·SW ·A= 0.001 ·SW ·w · l, (2.A3)
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where A (m2),w (m), and l (m) are the surface area, width, and length of the element, respectively.

The unit conversion factor of 0.001 is used to convert millimeters to meters. Because the gradient

of force depends on the gradient of the mass of both ends of the element, ∆f is calculated as

∆f = V ′SW ·ρ ·g · sin (S), (2.A4)

where S is the slope angle (°) of the element. From equations (2.A1), (2.A2), (2.A3), and

(2.A4), the volumetric flux of the soil water can be simplified as

JSW = −0.001 ·K ·SW ·w · sin (S). (2.A5)

Because the hydraulic conductivity during one day is defined as saturated lateral permeability

(LP ; m/day) in the MMMF model, the volume of soil water flowing from the element (VSW .out)

during one day is

VSW .out = JSW ·1 (day) = (0.001 ·LP ·SW ·w · sin (S)) ·1 (day). (2.A6)

Because the time step of one day affects only the unit of equation (2.A6), the interflow from

the element (IFcorrected; mm) as a quantity of volume per unit surface area can be calculated

as

IFcorrected = 1000 · VSW .out

A
=
LP ·SW ·w · sin (S)

l
, (2.A7)

where 1000 is the unit converting factor from meters to millimeters. Therefore, we can use

Darcy’s law to obtain an identical equation as that in the main text that depends on slope

length.
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Abstract

In this paper, we present the Daily based Morgan–Morgan–Finney model. The main processes in this

model are based on the Morgan–Morgan–Finney soil erosion model, and it is suitable for estimating

surface runoff and sediment redistribution patterns in seasonal climate regions with complex surface

configurations. We achieved temporal flexibility by utilizing daily time steps, which is suitable for

regions with concentrated seasonal rainfall. We introduce the proportion of impervious surface cover

as a parameter to reflect its impacts on soil erosion through blocking water infiltration and protecting
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the soil from detachment. Also, several equations and sequences of sub-processes are modified from the

previous model to better represent physical processes. From the sensitivity analysis using the Sobol’

method, the DMMF model shows the rational response to the input parameters which is consistent

with the result from the previous versions. To evaluate the model performance, we applied the model to

two potato fields in South Korea that had complex surface configurations using plastic covered ridges at

various temporal periods during the monsoon season. Our new model shows acceptable performance for

runoff and the sediment loss estimation (NSE≥ 0.63, |PBIAS| ≤ 17.00, and RSR ≤ 0.57). Our findings

demonstrate that the DMMF model is able to predict the surface runoff and sediment redistribution

patterns for cropland with complex surface configurations.

Keywords: runoff estimation; sediment redistribution; impervious area; monsoon rainfall;

plastic mulching

3.1 Introduction

Land degradation and freshwater deterioration by soil erosion are major environmental

and economic problems faced worldwide (Pimentel and Kounang, 1998, Sidle et al., 2006).

The problem is prominent in Monsoon and Mediterranean regions where intensive agricultural

practices and massive land use changes are taking place on erosion-prone hilly landscapes

affected by concentrated seasonal rainfall (Morgan, 2005, Onori et al., 2006, Napoli et al., 2016,

Zema et al., 2016, Huon et al., 2017). In regions suffering from soil erosion, people often use

simulation models to project soil erosion rates under varied environmental conditions and land

use change scenarios in order to determine optimal, cost-effective soil erosion mitigation measures

for vulnerable areas (Boardman, 2006, Hu and Flanagan, 2013).

Soil erosion models are classified into three categories of empirical, process-based, and con-

ceptual models according to their characteristics; of these, empirical models such as USLE (Wis-

chmeier and Smith, 1978), RUSLE (Renard et al., 1991), and MUSLE (Williams, 1975) have

been frequently used to estimate soil erosion rate as they are easy to use and require reasonable

amounts of data and computing resources (Morgan et al., 1984, Morgan, 2001, Lal, 2001, Merritt

et al., 2003, Lilhare et al., 2014). However, such empirical models also have fundamental limita-

tions. The models are mostly based on empirical relationships induced by their place of origin

(e.g., farmland in the American Great Plains for USLE, RUSLE, and MUSLE), and are therefore

often unsuitable for regions with different land and environmental types. Additionally, the em-

pirical models calculate soil erosion rates primarily through a few simple statistical relationships,
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and are therefore unable to provide enough information on the underlying physical processes to

develop a comprehensive understanding of soil erosion. (Hu and Flanagan, 2013, Merritt et al.,

2003, Lilhare et al., 2014, Avwunudiogba and Hudson, 2014). In contrast, process-based models

such as EUROSEM (Morgan et al., 1998), LISEM (De Roo et al., 1996), EROSION 3D (von

Werner, 1995), WEPP (Nearing et al., 1989), and ANSWERS (Beasley et al., 1980) estimate

soil erosion rates with well-defined and sophisticated physical equations of mass and momen-

tum conservation laws (Hu and Flanagan, 2013, Merritt et al., 2003). However, process-based

models demand a huge amount of data and computing resources for initialization, calibration,

and simulation. As a result, it is often difficult to apply these types of model to large temporal

and spatial scales (Hu and Flanagan, 2013, Merritt et al., 2003, Lilhare et al., 2014). Intermedi-

ately, conceptual models such as the Morgan–Morgan–Finney (MMF) (Morgan et al., 1984),

TOPMODEL (Beven and Kirkby, 1979), and the Hydrologiska Byråns Vattenbalansavdelning

(HBV) (Bergström and Forsman, 1973) models use semi-empirical equations with a physical

basis to estimate annual runoff and soil erosion rates, and are designed to possess advantages of

both empirical and process-based models (Devia et al., 2015). These features allow the model

to simulate soil erosion processes on the basis of physical concepts while maintaining a simple

structure and a moderate level of data demand (Morgan et al., 1984, Morgan, 2001, Lilhare

et al., 2014, Morgan and Duzant, 2008).

Among the conceptual models, the MMF and the revised MMF (RMMF) (Morgan, 2001)

models have been successfully tested for functionality with a variety of climate regions and

land use types (Morgan et al., 1984, Morgan, 2001, De Jong et al., 1999, Vigiak et al., 2005,

López-Vicente et al., 2008, Vieira et al., 2014). The modified MMF model (MMMF) (Morgan

and Duzant, 2008) exemplified the runoff processes by focusing on hillslope topography and

by introducing the subsurface interflow process to the MMF model. The modified version also

refined the sedimentation processes by adding the effects of vegetation structure to the soil

deposition processes as well as by explicitly simulating soil redistribution processes for each soil

particle size class of clay, silt, and sand (Lilhare et al., 2014, Morgan and Duzant, 2008).

Although several elements in its conceptual and physical bases are enhanced, the model still

has three significant limitations in terms of general applicability. First, the temporal scale of

the MMF model is fixed as an annual basis. However, this temporal scale is not suitable for

regions with concentrated seasonal rainfall such as Monsoon and Mediterranean climates where

a majority of soil erosion occurs by highly intensive rainfall events (Hu and Flanagan, 2013,

Baartman et al., 2012). Furthermore, as computing power increases, there is a growing demand

for soil erosion models that can be applied flexibly over short- and long-term scales given that the
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frequency and intensity of heavy rainfall is likely to increase (Merritt et al., 2003, Stocker et al.,

2013). Second, the model does not consider impervious surface covers, despite their having

enormous impacts on runoff and soil redistribution patterns by reducing water infiltration,

and consequently, increasing the volume of surface runoff and protecting surface soil from

detachment. The area of impervious covers are expanding sharply as a result of urbanization

(e.g., pavements) and advances in agricultural technology (e.g., plastic film mulching) (Espí

et al., 2006, Shuster et al., 2005, Pappas et al., 2008, Arnhold et al., 2013, Ruidisch et al., 2013).

Third, the three components of the effective rainfall, the interflow, and the flow velocity of the

MMMF model need to be revised for a better physical representation of the model (Choi et al.,

2016). The MMMF model computes the effective rainfall with the slope adjusting factor of

1/cos(S), where S is the slope angle, which is physically incorrect and must be changed to

cos(S). Because of the incorrect slope adjusting factor, the MMMF model overestimates the

surface runoff and soil erosion under steep slope conditions (Choi et al., 2016). The Interflow

equation of the MMMF model does not consider the width of a slope; a factor that should have

been considered for physical consistency of the model. From this equation, the MMMF model

estimates low interflow in areas wider than 1 m and higher interflow in the areas narrower than

1 m (Choi et al., 2016). Flow velocity is one of the key factors for estimating particle settling

rates and transport capacity and is determined by four different equations that vary according

to the surface conditions. However, the MMMF model uses only one flow velocity for particle

settling but uses many for the transport capacity without proper normalization. Consequently,

the MMMF model calculates transport capacity incorrectly for an element with mixed surface

conditions (Choi et al., 2016).

In this study, we suggest a new soil erosion model based on the MMMF model called the Daily

based Morgan–Morgan–Finney (DMMF) model. This model addresses the above mentioned

limitations through the following improvements:

1. A modified temporal scale of the model from an annual basis to daily basis. This is better

suited to regions with intensive seasonal rainfall

2. Inclusion of impervious surface covers (e.g., plastic mulching and artificial structures such

as concrete ditches and pavements)

3. Revision of the effective rainfall equation, the interflow equation, and equations relevant

to flow velocity.
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3.2 Model Description

3.2.1 The DMMF Model

The DMMF model is a conceptual soil erosion model used to estimate surface runoff and

sediment flux from a field scale on a daily basis. Spatially, the DMMF model represents an

area as several interconnected elements of uniform topography, soil characteristics, land cover

type, and vegetation structure. Through coupling the model with flow direction algorithms, each

element receives water and sediments from upslope elements and delivers the generated surface

runoff and eroded soils to downslope elements. Temporally, the model estimates the surface

runoff and the sediment flux of each element on a daily basis and can extend its temporal

scales through updating the model for a given period. The DMMF model estimates water

and sediment flux of an element in two main phases; the hydrological phase and the sediment

phase. The hydrological phase is based on the simple soil water storage approach where surface

runoff occurs when daily surface water inputs exceed soil water storage capacity (i.e., saturation-

excess overland flow) as outlined in Kirkby (1976). In the model, we redefined the soil water

storage capacity as the surface water infiltration capacity after considering the blocking effect

of impervious covers. The sediment phase is largely based on the sediment balance process from

the MMMF model. Based on this framework, we redefined the flow velocity by adopting the

modified Manning’s equation from Petryk and Bosmajian (1975) and the transport capacity

equation with the normalized flow velocity. Additionally, we changed to have all sediment input

processes occur before the deposition process in order to apply deposition process for all the

sediment inputs. The model is also adapted to consider the impact of impervious surface covers

on runoff and sediment redistribution. The hydrological and the sediment phases of the model

work with water volume (L/m2 = mm) and sediment weight (kg/m2) per surface area of an

element, respectively. On the other hand, matter exchange between elements uses the total

volume of water (L) and the total weight of sediment (kg), and considers the size difference of

source areas and accepting areas. In this study, we describe the DMMF model comprehensively;

although a substantial part of the model follows the MMMF model, to explain the new routines

and revised processes with consistency. To distinguish the new routines and revised equations

from those of the original MMMF model, we indicate unchanged MMMF equations by an

asterisk next to the equation number. A detailed description of input parameters is presented

in Table 4.1.
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3.2.2 Hydrological Phase

The hydrological phase consists of two major processes: the surface runoff and the subsurface

interflow processes (Figure 3.1). In the model, the subsurface process is simplified by concep-

tualizing a soil profile as one layer and adopting average hydraulic characteristics of an entire

soil profile (i.e., soil water contents (θinit, θsat, and θfc), and saturated soil lateral hydraulic

conductivity (K)).

Inflow [L]
[L]

[mm]

Hydrological processes [mm]

Runoff Interflow

[mm]

[L]
Outflow [L]

Surface
Subsurface

Qin.1

Qin.2

Qin.3

Σ(Qin) Σ(Qin)
A

Qout

IFin.1

IFin.2

IFin.3

Σ(IFin) Σ(IFin)
A

IFout

SWinit

SWc

Re f f ET

Q

SW

SW f c

Fig. 3.1. Schematic hydrological processes within an element. The hydrological phase estimates
the amount of surface runoff (Q; mm) and subsurface interflow (IFout; L) generated from an
element. Assuming that the surface area of an element is A (m2), surface water inputs of
an element is the effective rainfall (Reff ; mm) and surface water contribution from upslope
elements (Σ(Qin)/A; mm). Surface runoff occurs when surface water inputs exceed surface water
infiltration capacity, (SWc; mm) which depends on available soil pore space left for surface water
infiltration and the proportion of the impervious surface area (IMP ). The subsurface interflow
occurs when the soil water budget (SW ; mm) exceeds the soil water at field capacity (SWfc;
mm). In this condition, a part of the excess soil water outflows from an element as an interflow,
and the surface runoff and subsurface interflow generated in an element are discharged to
downslope elements.

3.2.2.1 Surface Runoff Process

The fountainhead of the hydrological process is the effective rainfall (Reff ; mm): the volume

of rainfall reaching the unit surface area of an element. According to the corrected effective

rainfall from Choi et al. (2016), with the existence of natural or artificial objects that intercept

rainfall before reaching the ground, the effective rainfall on a unit surface area (A; m2) of an
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element can be described as,

Reff = R · (1−PI) · cos(S) , (3.1)

where PI is the proportion of the permanent interception area and S is the slope of an element.

In the MMMF model, the slope adjustment factor is 1/cos(S), but it should be cos(S) from

the trigonometric rule as described in Choi et al. (2016) and in Figure 3.2.

The DMMF model estimates the amount of the surface runoff (Q; mm) by considering

surface water infiltration capacity, surface water input, and the proportion of the impervious

surface area of an element. The surface water infiltration capacity (SWc; mm) is the amount

of surface water that can infiltrate into the subsurface layer. SWc is determined by potential

pore space left for water infiltration and the proportion of the impervious surface area (IMP ).

Because impervious surface hinders infiltration of water, IMP is assumed to decrease SWc.

Therefore, SWc is defined as,

SWc = (1− IMP ) · (SWsat−SWinit−
Σ(IFin)

A
) , (3.2)

where SWsat (mm) and SWinit (mm) are the amount of the saturated soil water and the initial

soil water that already exist in the soil before a daily event started. ΣIFin (L) is the total

volume of subsurface inflow of water from upslope elements and A (m2) is the surface area of

an element. Thus ΣIFin/A (mm) represents the inflow of subsurface water per unit surface

area. The first parenthesis of Equation (3.2) indicates the blocking effect of water infiltration by

impervious covers, and the second parenthesis indicates the potential pore space left for water

infiltration. The saturated and initial soil water volumes are,

SWsat = 1000 · θsat ·SD , (3.3)

SWinit = 1000 · θinit ·SD . (3.4)

Here, θsat, and θinit are the saturated and initial volumetric soil water contents (vol/vol)

and SD (m) is the soil depth of an element. The factor of 1000 was used to convert meters to

millimeters. The negative SWc indicates the return flow, which contributes to additional surface

water input through upwelling when soil water inputs exceed the saturation point of soil. In

the model, surface runoff occurs when surface water inputs exceed the surface water infiltration

capacity of an element. The surface water inputs are the sum of the effective rainfall, and surface
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water contributions from upslope elements (Σ(Qin)/A; mm). Therefore, the surface runoff of a

unit surface area of an element is,

Q= Reff +
Σ(Qin)

A
−SWc . (3.5)

and the total volume of surface runoff from an element (Qout; L) is,

Qout = Q ·A . (3.6)

S

A′ = A · cos(S)

A
S

P R =
P
A′

Re f f =
P
A

= R · cos(S)

Fig. 3.2. Conceptual representation of the effective rainfall (Reff ) on a slope element without
permanent interception of rainfall (modified from Figure 1 of Choi et al. (2016)). Given rainfall
with a total volume of P , the amount of rainfall per unit area for both A (m2) and A′ (m2)
is P/A and P/A′ which is equal to R. From the trigonometric rule, A, the projected area of
A′ on the slope, is described as A′/cos(S). Therefore, the rainfall per unit surface area of the
element (i.e., the effective rainfall) should be R · cos(S).

3.2.2.2 Interflow Process

After the surface runoff process, the model estimates the subsurface interflow of an element

(IFout), which is the volume of soil water being transferred to downslope elements. Interflow

occurs when the amount of soil water budget (SW ; mm) exceeds soil water at field capacity

(SWfc; mm). The soil water budget is calculated considering subsurface water inputs including

existing soil water, surface water infiltration, and evapotranspiration, which is equal to the total

water budget of an element:

SW = (SWinit +
Σ(IFin)

A
)+ (Reff +

Σ(Qin)

A
−Q)−ET . (3.7)

The formula in the first parenthesis of Equation (3.7) represents subsurface water inputs
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and the second formula parenthesis represents infiltrated surface water to the subsurface. Soil

water at field capacity is defined as the amount of water-holding capacity of soil against the

gravitational force based on Veihmeyer and Hendrickson (1931), but the value in this model

covers the entire soil profile, and not a particular layer of uniform texture. In this model, soil

water at field capacity is described as,

SWfc = 1000 ·θfc ·SD , (3.8)

where θfc (vol/vol) is the water content at field capacity of the entire soil profile. According

to the corrected interflow equation suggested by Choi et al. (2016), IFout of an element with a

width of w is described as (see details in Figure 3.3),

IFout =


K · sin(S) · (SW −SWfc) ·w , when IFout < (SW −SWfc) ·A ,

(SW −SWfc) ·A , when IFout ≥ (SW −SWfc) ·A ,
(3.9)

for a given saturated soil lateral hydraulic conductivity (K; m/d). The volume of interflow

cannot exceed the total volume of soil water budget over field capacity, which is the source of

interflow. After the interflow process, a part of soil water remains in the soil. The remaining

soil water content (θr; vol/vol) can then be described as,

θr =
(SW − IFout/A)

1000·SD , (3.10)

where 1000 is used to convert meters to millimeters. The DMMF model uses the measured

initial soil water content just before the first day of a rainfall event and the remaining soil water

content (θr) replaces the initial soil water content (θinit) of the next day when the model is

applied to a period longer than a day.

3.2.3 Sediment Phase

The sediment phase of the model inherits the basic structure of the sediment balance process

of the MMMF model. Therefore the model estimates sediment budgets of each particle size class

(i.e., clay, silt, and sand) separately, considering surface conditions (e.g., vegetation structures,

surface roughness, and crop field management type). The model also follows step-wise processes

of the sediment detachment and deposition of the MMMF model which simplify the in-element

erosion process. There are three differences in the sediment phase in this model from that of

the MMMF model (Figure 3.4). First, the sequence of processes was changed to have all the

sediment input processes occur before deposition processes. Second, we revised the flow velocity
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SWsat

w

l

K · sin(S)

(SW − SW f c)

SSlope direction

IFout = K · sin(S) · (SW − SW f c) · w

Fig. 3.3. Conceptual representation of interflow in an element (modified from Figure 3 of Choi
et al. (2016)). Let’s assume that there is an element with the width of w, the length of l and
slope of S. Then, given transferable soil water for interflow (SW −SWfc) and saturated soil
lateral hydraulic conductivity (K), the volume of interflow from the element (IFout) can be
represented as K · sin(S) · (SW −SWfc) ·w, and cannot exceed the volume of the transferable
soil water of the element ((SW −SWfc) ·A).

equation from four equations of the MMMF model to two equations of reference and actual

flow velocities by adopting the modified Manning’s equation from Petryk and Bosmajian (1975).

This modification further simplified and enhanced the conceptual clarity of the model, not only

in the flow velocity equation, but also in the particle settling rates and the transport capacity

calculations. Third, we changed the MMMF sediment budgeting process to that of Meyer and

Wischmeier (1969) as the MMMF process is motivated by longer time steps. The sediment phase

comprises of three processes: sediment delivery to the surface runoff, gravitational deposition,

and soil erosion processes. A schematic description of the sediment phase is given in Figure 3.4.

3.2.3.1 Sediment Delivery to Surface Runoff

In the model, surface runoff and sediments that are delivered to surface runoff are the

two main factors that determine sediment loss from an element. The sources of delivered

sediments are in-element detached particles by the impact of rainfall and surface runoff, as

well as delivered soil particles from upslope elements. Soil detachment by rainfall occurs when

raindrops fall directly onto ground surface with sufficient kinetic energy to detach soil particles

from the surface. Because canopy cover changes the kinetic energy of raindrops by initializing

raindrop velocity and altering raindrop size (Brandt, 1990), rainfall has a different impact on

areas under and without canopy cover. Grounds without canopy cover are affected by the
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Fig. 3.4. Schematic sediment phase of an element. The model estimates the amount of sediment
loss from an element through three steps. In the first step, detached soil particles from an element
(by raindrop (F ) and runoff (H)) and sediment inputs from upslope elements (Σ(SLin)/A) are
delivered to the surface water of an element. Second, some of the suspended sediments (SS)
delivered in the runoff settle down due to gravity at the deposition rate of the suspended
sediments in the runoff (DEP ). Third, the model estimates the amount of sediment loss from
an element by comparing the transport capacity of the runoff (TC) and sediments available
for transport (G), which are the remaining suspended sediments after gravitational deposition
process. If TC is larger than G, all the remaining sediments in the water (i.e., G) are washed
away from an element. Otherwise, the amount of sediments equal to TC is carried out by the
surface runoff to downslope elements.

raindrops falling directly onto the bare soil (direct throughfall).

The kinetic energy density of direct throughfall (UDT ; J/(m2 mm)) is estimated from the

universal power law equation suggested by Shin et al. (2016) for a given rainfall intensity (RI;

mm/h):

UDT = 10.3 ·RI2/9 . (3.11)

In contrast, under the canopy cover, soil surface is affected by the water-drops falling from the

leaves and stems of vegetation after rainfall (leaf drainage). The kinetic energy density of leaf

drainage (ULD; J/(m2 mm)) under a 100% canopy cover is a function of plant height (PH;

m) (Brandt, 1990):

ULD =


15.8 ·

√
PH−5.87 , when ULD ≥ 0,

0 , when ULD < 0.
(3.12*)

Because ULD is kinetic energy density, its value cannot be less than zero; although the empirical
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equation potentially allows negative values. In an element partly covered with vegetation,

the kinetic energy of the effective rainfall (KE; J/m2) can be expressed as the product of the

effective rainfall (Reff ) and the area weighted average of kinetic energy densities of UDT and

ULD:

KE = Reff · {(1−CC) ·UDT +CC ·ULD} , (3.13)

where CC is the proportion of the canopy covered area of an element. Then, the amount of soil

particles detached by raindrops (F ; kg/m2) is calculated as a function of detachability of soil

particles by raindrop impact (DK; g/J), proportion of each particle size class (P ), proportion

of bare soil surface (1−EPA), and the kinetic energy of the effective rainfall (KE):

Fc =DKc ·Pc · (1−EPA) ·KE ·10−3 , (3.14)

Fz =DKz ·Pz · (1−EPA) ·KE ·10−3 , (3.15)

Fs =DKs ·Ps · (1−EPA) ·KE ·10−3 . (3.16)

Here, subscripts c, z and s represent each particle size classes of clay, silt, and sand, respec-

tively. EPA is the erosion protected area by ground cover (GC) and impervious area (IMP ):

EPA= IMP +(1− IMP ) ·GC . (3.17)

The guide values for detachability of clay, silt, and sand are 0.1, 0.5, and 0.3, respectively (Mor-

gan and Duzant, 2008) but these values should be used carefully according to the soil characteris-

tics of study sites as shown in

Poesen (1985) and it is recommended that users employ field-measured values.

The second sediment source is detached soil particles by the surface runoff (H; kg/m2).

The amount of detached soil particles by runoff is calculated as a function of detachability of soil

particles by runoff (DR; g/mm), the amount of runoff (Q), the slope angle (S) of the element,

and the proportion of the bare surface area. Therefore, H for particle size classes are,

Hc =DRc ·Pc ·Q1.5 · (1−EPA) · (sin(S))0.3 ·10−3 , (3.18)

Hz =DRz ·Pz ·Q1.5 · (1−EPA) · (sin(S))0.3 ·10−3 , (3.19)

Hs =DRs ·Ps ·Q1.5 · (1−EPA) · (sin(S))0.3 ·10−3 . (3.20)

The guide values for detachability of clay, silt, and sand are 1.0, 1.6, and 1.5, respectively (Morgan

and Duzant, 2008). The values should be used carefully and can be replaced with observed site
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specific data.

The third sediment source is sediment inputs from upslope elements (Σ(SLin)) averaged by

the surface area of an element. Therefore, the overall delivered sediments to the surface runoff

(SS; kg/m2) are represented as below,

SSc = Fc +Hc +
Σ(SLin.c)

A
, (3.21)

SSz = Fz +Hz +
Σ(SLin.z)

A
, (3.22)

SSs = Fs +Hs +
Σ(SLin.s)

A
. (3.23)

Detached sediments can be transported by surface runoff through suspension, saltation, and creep-

ing processes. In the model, all sediments delivered to surface runoff are assumed as being in

suspension.

3.2.3.2 Gravitational Deposition of Suspended Sediments

After sediments are delivered to the surface runoff, a part of the suspended sediments (SS)

in the runoff settle to the bottom by gravitational force. Tollner et al. (1976) estimated the

settling rate of suspended sediments using the probabilistic concept of the particle fall number

(Nf ), which is the ratio of falling time of soil particles to traveling time along the flow direction

of an element. To calculate the particle fall number, the runoff flow velocity (v; m/s) and

settling velocity of each particle size class (vs; m/s) are required. Flow velocity depends on the

flow depth (d), the slope of an element (S) and the modified Manning’s roughness coefficient

(n′) from Petryk and Bosmajian (1975). The modified Manning’s roughness coefficient is the

hydraulic roughness considering the effect of the drag force by vegetation on the hydraulic

roughness in addition to the Manning’s roughness coefficient. The value is determined by the

Manning’s roughness coefficient (n), the flow depth (d), the diameter of plant stems (D) and

the number of stems per unit area (NV ) with the standard gravity of the Earth (g ≈ 9.8 m/s2):

v =
1
n′
·d2/3 ·

√
tan(S) , (3.24)

n′ =

(
n2 +

D ·NV ·d4/3

2 ·g

)1/2

. (3.25)

Recommended values for d are 0.005 for unchanneled flow, 0.01 for shallow rills, and 0.25

for deeper rills, but field measured flow depth can be used. For cultivated land with tillage,

the Manning’s roughness coefficient can be derived empirically from the soil surface roughness
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(RFR; cm/m) as below (Morgan and Duzant, 2008),

ln(n) = −2.1132+ 0.0349 ·RFR . (3.26*)

Guide values of surface roughness (RFR) for different tillage implements are described in

Morgan (2005) and Morgan and Duzant (2008).

The settling velocity (vs) is estimated from the Stokes’ equation for a creeping flow when

the Reynolds number is low:

vs =
δ2 · (ρs−ρ) ·g

18 ·η . (3.27*)

Here, δ and ρs are the diameter and density of a particle, and ρ and η are the density and

the viscosity of a fluid. The density of each particle size class (ρs) is set as 2,650 kg/m3, which

is the average density of quartz. The density of overland flow (ρ) is set as the density of water

(1,000 kg/m3), and the viscosity of overland flow (η) is set as 0.001,5 kg/(ms) following Morgan

and Duzant (2008). Assuming that particle diameters are 0.2×10−5 m for clay, 0.6×10−4 m

for silt, and 0.2×10−3 m for sand, then the settling velocities are 0.2×10−5 m/s for clay (vs.c),

0.2×10−2 m/s for silt (vs.z), and 0.2×10−1 m/s for sand (vs.s) (Morgan and Duzant, 2008).

The particle fall number (Nf ) of each particle size class is a function of the actual runoff velocity

(v), the settling velocities of each particle size class (vs), the depth of runoff (d) in meters,

and the length of the element (l):

Nf .c =
l

v
· vs.c
d

, (3.28*)

Nf .z =
l

v
· vs.z
d

, (3.29*)

Nf .s =
l

v
· vs.s
d

. (3.30*)

Using the particle fall number of each particle size class, the rate of deposition of the sediments

suspended in runoff (DEP ) is estimated from the equation of Tollner et al. (1976), as below,

DEPc = min (0.441 ·Nf .c , 1) , (3.31*)

DEPz = min (0.441 ·Nf .z , 1) , (3.32*)

DEPs = min (0.441 ·Nf .s , 1) . (3.33*)

Because the deposited particles cannot exceed the sediments suspended in the runoff, the max-

imum value for the deposition rate of each particle is set to one. After a part of the suspended
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sediments is deposited by gravitational force, the remaining suspended sediments become avail-

able for transport (i.e., the available sediments for transport (G) (kg/m2)) by the surface

runoff:

Gc = SSc · (1−DEPc) , (3.34)

Gz = SSz · (1−DEPz) , (3.35)

Gs = SSs · (1−DEPs) . (3.36)

3.2.3.3 Estimation of Sediment Loss from an Element

The transport capacity of the runoff (TC; kg/m2) of an element depends on the volume of

surface runoff per unit surface area of an element (Q), the slope steepness (S) and the effect of

surface conditions (Morgan and Duzant, 2008). The effect of surface conditions is expressed as

the ratio between actual runoff velocity (v) and the reference velocity of the element (vr; m/s).

The reference velocity (vr) is the runoff velocity of an element under a standard surface condition

(i.e., unchanneled overland flow over smooth bare soil) and is described by the Manning’s equation,

vr =
1
nr
·d2/3

r ·
√

tan(S) , (3.37)

where values of nr = 0.015 and dr = 0.005 are used for a standard surface condition. Following

the corrected MMMF C-factor suggested by Choi et al. (2016), the total transport capacity of

the runoff is calculated as,

TC =
(
v

vr

)
·Q2 · sin(S) ·10−3 . (3.38)

The transport capacity of the runoff is partitioned into clay, silt, and sand by multiplying

the mass proportion of each particle size class with TC:

TCc = Pc ·TC , (3.39)

TCz = Pz ·TC , (3.40)

TCs = Ps ·TC . (3.41)

The sediment loss from the element (SL) is determined by comparing the transport capacity of

the runoff (TC) with the amount of available sediment for transport (G) (Morgan and Duzant,

2008, Meyer and Wischmeier, 1969). Because this model calculates the output on a daily basis,

it is better to follow the sedimentation process from Meyer and Wischmeier (1969), which is
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appropriate for shorter time periods. When TC is greater than G, the surface runoff washes

away all the sediments available for transport from an element, and in the other case, an amount

of sediment (SL) equivalent to TC is lost from an element:

SLc = min (TCc , Gc) , (3.42)

SLz = min (TCz , Gz) , (3.43)

SLs = min (TCs , Gs) . (3.44)

The overall amount of sediment eroded from an element (SL) is the sum of clay, silt, and sand

discharged from an element:

SL= SLc +SLz +SLs . (3.45*)

3.2.4 Estimation of Total Runoff and Soil Erosion for Rainfall Period

The model can estimate the total amount of surface runoff and sediment loss from an element

during a rainfall period by utilizing daily input data. For long-term estimation during a rainfall

period, the model requires daily values of time-variant meteorological data (R, RI, and ET ),

and vegetation structure data (GC, CC, PH, D, and NV ). On the contrary, the model requires

site specific data of an element for static parameters such as topography (S, l, and w), soil

characteristics (SD, θsat, θfc, DK, DR, and K), and surface conditions (PI, IMP , and n). It

is difficult to obtain daily data for the initial soil water content (θinit), although it is highly

time-variant, similar to meteorological data. To cope with the problem, the model iteratively

replaces the initial soil water content (θinit) with the remaining soil water content (θr after

the interflow process. Through daily updates, the model estimates the surface runoff and the

sediment loss from an element during a period by accumulating daily results of Q and SL for

the period.

3.3 Testing the DMMF Model

3.3.1 Sensitivity Analysis of the Model

A sensitivity analysis of the DMMF model was conducted to investigate the relative impor-

tance of input parameters on the amount of surface runoff and sediment loss from an element.

We analyzed the sensitivity of the model to each parameter with the Sobol’ method. The Sobol’

method is a variance-based sensitivity analysis through variance decomposition and has the
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advantage to estimate the total effect of a parameter including its effects in combination with

other parameters (Sobol’, 1993, Saltelli, 2002, Saltelli et al., 2010, Qi et al., 2013). Therefore,

unlike the local and the one factor at a time (OAT) sensitivity analysis, the Sobol’ method

can be applied to non-linear and non-additive models with many parameters (Saltelli and An-

noni, 2010, Nossent et al., 2011). Because of its advantages, the Sobol’ method has become

popular in environmental and hydrological modeling that employ models such as SWAT and

TOPMODEL (Qi et al., 2013, Nossent et al., 2011). The total effect of a parameter by the Sobol’

total index (SI) is the amount of total variance caused by a parameter normalized by the amount

of variance induced from all parameters (unconditional variance of the model). Parameters with

large SI have relatively high impacts and those with small SI have low impacts on the model

output. To estimate SIs for the input parameters of the DMMF model, we set the range of the

parameters based on the values recommended by Morgan and Duzant (2008). For meteorological

parameters, we took extreme values to consider various weather events from a variety of regions.

We set the range of the element size (res) considering various DEM resolutions, and set the

complete range of the slope (S), from a flat surface to a vertical cliff. The detailed range of

parameters is listed in Table 4.1. Sobol’ total indices for input parameters are estimated through

the “sobolmartinez” function of the “sensitivity” package (Pujol et al., 2016) using R version

3.2.3 (R Core Team, 2015). We used the default bootstrapping option of the function employing

a sample size of 105.

According to Sobol’ total indices (Figure 3.5), runoff of an element is highly sensitive to

the factors determining surface water infiltration capacity (i.e., θinit, θsat, SD, and IMP ) and

water input from the effective rainfall (i.e., R, S, and PI). The amount of sediment loss from an

element is also highly sensitive to the factors that show high sensitivity to surface runoff, because

the amount of surface runoff is the main driver of soil redistribution. Furthermore, sediment

loss of an element shows sensitivities to surface conditions (IMP , and GC) and vegetation

structures (D, NV , and CC). For a single element sensitivity analysis, the soil water content

at field capacity (θfc) and the lateral hydraulic conductivity (K) show no effects on the model

because they are involved in subsurface water exchange among elements that are not considered

in the sensitivity analysis for one element. These sensitivity analysis results are agree well with

the model assumptions as well as conform to parameter sensitivity analysis of the MMMF model

described by Morgan and Duzant (2008).
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Table 3.1. Input parameters and their range for sensitivity analysis.

Parameter Description Unit Range

R Daily rainfall [mm] 1–1825 (a)

RI Mean rainfall intensity of a day [mm/h] 15.0–305.0 (a)

ET Daily evapotranspiration [mm] 0.0–15.0 (b)

S Slope angle [rad] 0.0–1.5 (c)

res Grid size of a raster map for the width (w) and the length (l)
of an element that are equal to res and res/cos(S)

[m] 0.25–100 (d)

Pc Proportion of clay of the surface soil [proportion] 0–1
Pz Proportion of silt of the surface soil [proportion] 0–1
Ps Proportion of sand of the surface soil [proportion] 0–1
SD Soil depth [m] 0.3–68.0 (e)

θinit Initial soil water content of entire soil profile [vol/vol] 0.00–θsat
(f)

θsat Saturated water content of entire soil profile [vol/vol] 0.31–0.56 (f)

θfc Soil water content at field capacity of entire soil profiles [vol/vol] 0.10–θsat
(f)

K Saturated soil lateral hydraulic conductivity [m/d] 1–230 (g)

DKc Detachability of clay particles by rainfall [g/J] 0.10–1.50 (h)

DKz Detachability of silt particles by rainfall [g/J] 0.50–5.15 (h)

DKs Detachability of sand particles by rainfall [g/J] 0.15–4.15 (h)

DRc Detachability of clay particles by surface runoff [g/mm] 0.020–2.0 (h)

DRz Detachability of silt particles by surface runoff [g/mm] 0.016–1.6 (h)

DRs Detachability of sand particles by surface runoff [g/mm] 0.015–1.5 (h)

PI Area proportion of the permanent interception of rainfall [proportion] 0–1
IMP Area proportion of the impervious ground cover [proportion] 0–1
GC Area proportion of the ground cover of the soil surface

protected by vegetation or crop cover on the ground
[proportion] 0–1

CC Area proportion of the canopy cover of the soil surface
protected by vegetation or crop canopy

[proportion] 0–1

PH Average height of vegetation or crop cover of an element
where leaf drainage starts to fall

[m] 0–30 (h)

D Average diameter of individual plant elements at the surface [m] 0.00001–3.0 (h)

NV Number of individual plant elements per unit area [number/m2] 0.00001–2000 (h)

d Typical flow depth of surface runoff in an element [m] 0.005–3 (h)

n Manning’s roughness coefficient of the soil surface [s/m1/3] 0.01–0.05 (i)

Notes: (a) is based on WMO; (b) is based on Senay et al. (2008), Jia et al. (2009); (c) represents the range of
slope from a flat surface to a vertical cliff; (d) is based on Lilhare et al. (2014), Arnhold et al. (2013), Pandey
et al. (2009); (e) is based on the range of rooting depth from Canadell et al. (1996); (f) is based on Saxton et al.
(1986); (g) is based on the hydraulic conductivity of semi-pervious soils from Irmay (1968); (h) is based on
Morgan and Duzant (2008); (i) is based on Manning’s n of bare soil in Table 3.6 from Morgan (2005).

3.3.2 Testing the DMMF Model in the Field

We applied the DMMF model to two potato fields (field 1 and field 2) in the Haean-Myeon

catchment, South Korea, previously described by Arnhold et al. (2013) to test the validity of the

model. The fields are located on erosion-prone hillslopes with complex surface configurations

of plastic-covered ridges with potatoes and bare soil furrows. Mean annual precipitation in the

study area in 2009 and 2010 was about 1,514 mm, with 50 to 60% of the annual rainfall concen-

trated during the summer monsoon season from June to August (Arnhold et al., 2013). Soils

of the fields range from sandy to silty loams, with higher proportions of clay and silt in field 2.

Field 1 is located on a concave hillslope with a topographical depression along the center line of
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Fig. 3.5. Sobol’ total indices of model input parameters for a single element. The bars indicate
the Sobol’ total indices and the error bars indicate the 95% confidence intervals of the indices
from bootstrapping.

the field, and the field 2 is on a concave slope without any topographical depressions. Both fields

have an average slope angle of about 9° and a slope length of about 25 m. On each field, runoff

and sediment loss were measured by three 5 m wide runoff samplers for seven rainfall periods

with a variety of rainfall characteristics and time intervals in the monsoon season from 5 July to

10 August 2010 (Arnhold et al., 2013). These conditions in both fields are suitable for testing the

model at a variety of temporal rainfall periods including the new concept of impervious areas.

We used available measured and estimated input parameters to test the model. Digital elevation

models (for S, w and l), R, RI, SD, n, Pc, Pz, Ps, θinit, CC, and PH were obtained from Arn-

hold et al. (2013). For ET , we utilized the MODIS/Terra Evapotranspiration (ORNL DAAC,

2014), because it provides an 8-day sum of ET data based on the modified Penman-Monteith

equation (Mu et al., 2011). For unmeasured input parameters (θsat, θfc, K, PI, GC, NV , D,

DKc, DKz, DKs, DRc, DRz, DRs, and d), site-specific sensitivity analyses were performed to

determine the required parameters to be adjusted, which is recommended under the situation of

limited data availability. We selected parameters for calibration when one of their Sobol’ total

index values from field 1 or field 2 was larger than 0.05 (i.e., contribute 5% of the total variance of

the model output). For parameters related to soil detachability (i.e.,DKc,DKz,DKs,DRc,DRz,

andDRs), we used a wide range of parameters from zero to maximum values as given in Table 4.1.

We set the range of K according to ranges of the optimized vertical hydraulic conductivities

from Ruidisch et al. (2013), who conducted hydrological studies on the same fields. The up-
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per boundary was defined by multiplying K by 18 to consider the average ratio of lateral

to vertical hydraulic conductivities of the hillslope (Brooks et al., 2004). The range of d was

set from 0.005 (unchanneled flow) to 0.01 (shallow rill) from Morgan and Duzant (2008),

considering surface conditions of both fields. Ranges of θsat were estimated from Saxton

et al. (1986) using soil texture of each field. Ranges of θfc were derived from ranges of ini-

tial soil water content before rainfall, because excess soil water usually drained away two or

three days after the soil was fully saturated by rainfall. Initial soil water contents from Arn-

hold et al. (2013) were measured between one and three days after previous rainfall events

ended. We adjusted the other parameters using a range of ±20% of guide values given in

Morgan and Duzant (2008). The detailed range of parameters for sensitivity analysis is listed

in Table 3.2. According to the result, K, θsat, and θfc showed relatively high impacts on the

Table 3.2. Range of unmeasured parameters for sensitivity analysis.

Field θsat θfc K PI GC NV D DKc DKz DKs DRc DRz DRs d

Field 1 Sup. 0.454 0.351 17.9 0.144 0.48 5.4 0.12 1.50 5.15 4.15 2.0 1.6 1.5 0.010
Inf. 0.351 0.345 0.29 0.096 0.32 3.6 0.08 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.005

Field 2 Sup. 0.494 0.435 5.22 0.144 0.48 5.4 0.12 1.50 5.15 4.15 2.0 1.6 1.5 0.010
Inf. 0.435 0.407 0.15 0.096 0.32 3.6 0.08 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.005

∗ Sup. indicates upper bound of a range (Supremum) and Inf. indicates lower bound of a range (Infimum).

amount of surface runoff and sediment loss from an element. DRc, DRz, DRs and d show

relatively high impacts (over 0.1) on sediment loss result (see Figure 3.6). These seven pa-

rameters have high in-situ variations as well (Morgan and Duzant, 2008, Brooks et al., 2004,

Boll et al., 1998). We calibrated the model by adapting K, θsat, θfc, DRc, DRz, DRs and d

with the same range of parameters used in the sensitivity analysis. For parameters with rela-

tively low impacts on the model results, we used reference values for potato fields from Morgan

and Duzant (2008). We used the differential evolution (DE) optimization method (Storn and

Price, 1997) for model calibration through the “DEoptim” package (Ardia et al., 2015) using

R version 3.2.3 (R Core Team, 2015). The DE algorithm is a heuristic optimization method

with an evolution strategy to find the global minimum of a real-valued model of real-valued

parameters. It is suitable for non-differentiable, nonlinear and multimodal models. Therefore,

the DE algorithm and its variants have been successfully applied to a variety of fields (Storn

and Price, 1997, Ardia et al., 2015, Mullen et al., 2011) and have been used for hydrological

model calibration (Joseph and Guillaume, 2013, Zheng et al., 2015). To find the best parameter

set for the model output, we used the root mean square error (RMSE) between model outputs

and the field measured data as the objective function for the DE algorithm. Because the sur-
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Fig. 3.6. Sobol’ total indices for runoff (Q) and sediment loss (SL) of the two field sites. Bars
indicate the Sobol’ total indices and the error bars indicate the 95% confidence intervals of the
indices from bootstrapping. We checked the sensitivity of the model to the parameters with
high uncertainty due to absence of field data, such as parameters related to soil detachability
(i.e., DKc, DKz, DKs, DRc, DRz, and DRs), soil hydraulic parameters (i.e., K, θsat, and θfc),
vegetation structural parameters (i.e., GC, D, NV ), the permanent interception (PI), and the
rill depth (d). K, θsat and θfc showed relatively high impacts on the runoff (Q) and the sediment
loss (SL). The sediment loss (SL) also showed high sensitivity to DRc, DRz, DRs and d.

face runoff is one of the main drivers of sediment processes, we optimized K, θsat, and θfc for

the surface runoff (Q) and then, with these optimized parameters, we optimized DR, and d

for sediment loss (SL). Values of optimized parameters from the DE algorithm are listed in

Table 3.3. The optimized K for each field is in the range of optimized (for field 1) and esti-

Table 3.3. Optimized parameters from the DE algorithm.

K θsat θfc DRc DRz DRs d

Field 1 0.500 0.362 0.345 0.015 0.012 0.011 0.010
Field 2 0.284 0.453 0.435 0.007 0.005 0.005 0.005

mated (for field 2) vertical hydraulic conductivity from Ruidisch et al. (2013). It means that

the lateral hydraulic conductivity of the entire soil profile is affected not only by the top soil

layer but also by other deeper layers with low hydraulic conductivities. The optimized θsat for

each field has a relatively higher value than the corresponding optimized values from Ruidisch

et al. (2013). The higher values are possible because the model considers the entire soil profile,

including deeper soil layers with higher saturated soil water contents. The optimized θfc values

for both fields are consistent with the values for silt loam (0.35) for field 1 and silt clay loam

(0.42) for field 2 from Morgan and Duzant (2008). The optimized DR values are lower than
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those in the ranges of DR for sensitivity analysis from Morgan and Duzant (2008). However,

the optimized values are possible because the values were induced from laboratory data from

Quansah (1982) and possess a significant amount of uncertainty according to Morgan and

Duzant (2008). Finally, the optimized d indicates that field 1 has shallow rills and field 2 has a

comparatively smooth surface, which are consistent with actual field surface conditions. With

the optimized parameters, we tested the model with three other statistical criteria for evaluating

the model performance: the Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency (NSE), the percent bias (PBIAS), and the

ratio of RMSE to the standard deviation of the observation (RSR). A model is considered to be

acceptable when it has an NSE value larger than 0.5, a PBIAS value in the range ±25%, and a

RSR value less than or equal to 0.7 (Moriasi et al., 2007). The testing results of the model are

acceptable for both runoff and sediment loss (Figure 3.7).

The test results from field 2 show better performance than those from field 1. The putative

causes of the differing model performance for two fields are data gaps due to damages of a

runoff collector in field 1. This collector covered a large proportion of the field area and, thus,

might have strongly affected outputs of the entire field (Arnhold et al., 2013). Although data

gaps were also present in field 2, contributing areas of each runoff collector were rather similar,

which decreased the influence of an individual collector on the average output of the entire field

(see Figure 2 and Table 2 in Arnhold et al. (2013)). Further, model performance for runoff is

better than that for sediment loss for both fields. The poorer performance for sediment loss

than for runoff is assumed to be caused by error propagation of runoff as the main driver of

sediment loss. Although more evenly distributed observed data are desirable for better model

performance testing, observation data were clustered into low and high extremes due to the

highly irregular rainfall pattern of the Monsoon climate and the limited period of observation.

3.4 Summary and Conclusions

In this study, we present a new soil erosion model, the Daily based Morgan–Morgan–Finney

(DMMF) model, which is suitable for estimating surface runoff and soil erosion of a complex

surface terrain within an intensive seasonal rainfall region. The DMMF model is based on the

simple conceptual soil erosion model, the Modified Morgan–Morgan–Finney model, with several

modifications. First, the temporal scale of the model changed from an annual to a continuous

daily scale. Second, we added a new surface cover type of impervious area that highly affects

runoff generation and soil redistribution patterns. Third, we revised the main equations and

rearranged the sequence of the subprocesses for a better physical representation of the model.
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Fig. 3.7. Comparison between simulated and observed runoff (Q) and sediment
loss (SL) for field 1 and field 2. We tested the model performance for both
fields with optimized parameters (Table 3.3). Model performance was evalu-
ated using the Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency coefficient (NSE), percent bias (PBIAS),
and RMSE-observation standard deviation ratio (RSR) with the observed data from
Arnhold et al. (2013). To make all overlapping points with values close to zero visible, we
slightly jitterred the points.

In the hydrological phase, we revised the effective rainfall and the interflow equations. In the

sediment phase, we modified the flow velocity equations, the transport capacity equations,

and the sediment input sequence.

Owing to these modifications, the DMMF model offers expanded temporal and spatial ap-

plicability while retaining the advantages of the MMMF model. Temporally, the model can

estimate short- and long-term soil erosion flexible in regions with concentrated seasonal rainfall

for which the annual-based MMMF model is not suitable. Spatially, the model can estimate
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runoff and soil erosion for complex surface configurations with plastic mulching, pavements and

so on by introducing the proportion of the impervious area. Furthermore, the model repre-

sents the effect of vegetation on soil erosion by utilizing easy-to-measure vegetation structure

information, in contrast to other soil erosion models that require either detailed vegetation

information or empirical relationships between vegetation and erosion. This feature enables the

model to estimate spatiotemporal patterns of runoff and soil loss from non-conventional crop

fields (e.g., ginseng fields in South Korea) for which only little is known about the role of the

vegetation and practices such as impervious covers on soil conservation potentials. According

to the sensitivity analysis and field application results, the DMMF model showed reasonable

responses to parameters, which agrees with the model assumptions. The model also showed

acceptable performances for both runoff and sediment loss predictions when it was tested on two

potato fields with different topographic and soil characteristics in seven different rainfall periods

of the monsoon season. Those results demonstrate that the new model is capable of simulating

surface runoff and soil redistribution patterns at various temporal scales of monsoonal rainfall

in crop fields with impervious cover.

As more national- and continental-wide topographic, soil and land use data (e.g., European

Soil Data Centre (Panagos et al., 2012)) are becoming available, increasing attempts have been

made to apply soil erosion models at larger scales (Panagos et al., 2015). Because the DMMF

model is designed for field and catchment scales, and has not yet been tested at larger scales, it

is challenging at this time to directly estimate runoff and soil erosion at national and continental

scales. However, the model may contribute to large scale modeling by providing appropriate

parameters on non-conventional cultivation fields where insufficient information is available, to

be used in large scale model approaches such as USLE and RUSLE.

We conclude that DMMF can be useful to establish soil and water conservation measures

in intensively used agricultural lands with complex surface configurations composed of multi-

ple crop types, artificial structures, and plastic mulching by estimating spatiotemporal runoff

and sediment redistributions and by identifying erosion and deposition hotspots under varying

conditions. Since model performance to date was tested for a single land use type and with a

limited amount of observation data with data gaps, further studies are required to validate the

model’s utility at extended temporal and spatial scales under various rainfall patterns and land

use types as well as to provide appropriate parameterizations of non-conventional crop fields

for large scale modeling.
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Abstract

Upland agricultural expansion and intensification cause soil erosion, which has a negative impact on the

environment and socioeconomic factors by degrading the quality of both nutrient-rich surface soil and

water. The Haean catchment is a well-known upland agricultural area in South Korea, which generates

a large amount of sediment from its cropland. The transportation of nutrient-rich sediment to the

stream adversely affects the water quality of the Han River watershed, which supports over twenty

million people. In this paper, we suggest a spatially explicit mitigation method to reduce the amount
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of sediment yield to the stream of the catchment by converting soil erosion hot spots into forest. To

evaluate the effectiveness of this reconfiguration, we estimated the sediment redistribution rate and

assessed the soil erosion risk in the Haean catchment using the daily based Morgan–Morgan–Finney

(DMMF) model. We found that dry crop fields located in the steep hill-slope suffer from severe soil

erosion, and the rice paddy, orchard, and urban area, which are located in a comparatively lower and

flatter area, suffer less from erosion. Although located in the steep hill-slope, the forest exhibits high

sediment trapping capabilities in this model. When the erosion-prone crop lands were managed by

sequentially reconfiguring their land use and land cover (LULC) to the forest from the area with the

most severe erosion to the area with the least severe erosion, the result showed a strong reduction in

sediment yield flowing to the stream. A change of 3% of the catchment’s crop lands of the catchment

into forest reduced the sediment yield entering into the stream by approximately 10% and a change of

10% of crop lands potentially resulted in a sediment yield reduction by approximately 50%. According

to these results, identifying erosion hot spots and managing them by reconfiguring their LULC is

effective in reducing terrestrial sediment yield entering into the stream.

Keywords: DMMF; landscape configuration; landscape ecology; hydrology

4.1 Introduction

Agriculture expansion and intensification often lead to severe soil erosion in the course

of altering naturally dominated surface configurations (Hu et al., 2000, Lee, 2009, Maharjan

et al., 2016). The problem is prominent in upland agriculture areas under monsoonal climate

because of the disturbed erosion-prone hill-slopes receiving intermittent concentrated heavy

rainfall (Lee et al., 2003, Ali and Reineking, 2016). A large amount of surface runoff from

heavy rainfall washes out nutrient-rich surface soil from deforested upland agriculture areas and

degrades the soil quality of the agricultural area (Jeon et al., 2017). Eroded nutrient-rich soil

particles cause not only soil quality degradation of the agricultural area but also on- and off-site

water deterioration when these particles enter the stream of a catchment (Pimentel et al., 1995,

Pimentel and Kounang, 1998, Lal, 2001).

The Han River watershed in South Korea experiences extreme downpours that cause severe

soil erosion and subsequent water deterioration every summer monsoon season (Maharjan et al.,

2016, Yoon and Hyoseop, 2000, Arnhold et al., 2013). These problems are worsening, as upland

agricultural areas expand and the intensity of monsoonal rainfall increase due to ongoing climate

change (Park et al., 2010, Stocker et al., 2013). The Han River is the primary freshwater
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source for the Seoul Metropolitan area where over 25 million inhabitants (ca. 50% of the

South Korean population) reside. Therefore, soil erosion control in this region is highly relevant

to provide clean and usable freshwater resources to the residents (Chang, 2008, Choi et al.,

2017). With increasing demand for food crops, intensive upland agriculture is expanding in the

mountainous upstream regions of the Han River watershed where few agricultural activities had

been performed previously (Lee, 2009). The Haean catchment is one of the largest contributors

to sediment in the watershed, where abrupt land use and land cover (LULC) changes have

taken place on forested hill-slope areas (Arnhold et al., 2013, Ruidisch et al., 2013, Arnhold

et al., 2014). The LULC changes on the erosion-prone hill-slopes of this catchment generate

a massive amount of sediment flowing into the river system and eventually deteriorate the

water quality of the Han River (Maharjan et al., 2016). Various studies have been conducted

in this catchment to understand the sediment redistribution patterns and determine optimal

measures to mitigate this problem. Field-level studies have focused on the effect of surface

configurations of the dry croplands and their field margins on sediment yields. Arnhold et al.

(2013) and Ruidisch et al. (2013) investigated the effect of plastic mulch applied to dry croplands

on surface runoff and sediment yield. Ali and Reineking (2016) showed the effectiveness of natural

field margin (i.e., vegetated filter strip next to the dry cropland) for preventing off-site sediment

yield. They reported that the natural field margin captured sediments more efficiently under the

increased rainfall and slope conditions than intensively managed field margins with less dense

vegetation cover. Arnhold et al. (2014) found that organic farming yielded less sediment than

conventional farming because organic farming tends to protect the soil surface by preserving

more vegetations that are not cultivated crops.

At the catchment level, the soil and water analysis tool (SWAT) (Arnold et al., 1998) has been

widely used to test the effectiveness of various best management practices (BMPs) to reduce

the sediment yield under complex terrain and landscape configurations (Maharjan et al., 2016,

Jang et al., 2017). Maharjan et al. (2016) showed the effectiveness of catchment-wide cover crop

cultivation in the dry croplands to reduce suspended sediment yields entering the stream. Jang

et al. (2017) projected vegetation filter strip, rice straw mulching, and fertilizer control scenarios

to dry croplands of the catchment and found that the application of vegetation filter strips and

rice straw mulching was efficient in reducing sediment yields from the catchment. The BMPs

suggested in the aforementioned studies are often premised on the compliance of each stakeholder,

which is not easily accomplished (Fujisaka, 1994, Pannell, 1999, Poppenborg and Koellner, 2013).

Different from the BMP approaches relying on stakeholders participation, several studies are

paying attention to the importance of the landscape and its spatial configuration, which has a
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significant impact on ecosystem services and functions, including soil erosion and water quality

control (Chaplin-Kramer et al., 2015, 2016, Lee, 2017). Furthermore, these studies showed that

ecosystem services and functions often responded non-linearly to the spatial relocation of the

agricultural landscape, implying the effectiveness of spatial configuration on enhancing ecosystem

services (Chaplin-Kramer et al., 2015, 2016, Polasky et al., 2008). Therefore, identifying soil

erosion hot spots and assessing the sediment reduction rate by altering the surface configuration

of hot spots promise to help establishing cost-effective soil erosion control methods in the

catchment.

To consider the spatial context of soil erosion, a spatially explicit and distributed soil erosion

model that can simulate the sediment budget of each element, considering the sediment inputs

from the upslope areas is needed. Among the various soil erosion models, the daily based

Morgan–Morgan–Finney (DMMF) model (Choi et al., 2017) is one of the most appropriate

tools because the model can project soil erosion and deposition explicitly, considering the spatial

connectivity, which facilitates the assessment of the impact of the spatial context of landscape

on sediment redistribution patterns. Furthermore, the DMMF is suitable for projecting under a

monsoon climate, accompanying concentrated rainfall during a short period (Choi et al., 2017).

Vegetative filter strips (VFSs) are known as an effective tool for reducing sediment yield from

the field or catchment because of their cost-effective surface protecting and sediment trapping

capabilities (Ali and Reineking, 2016, Jang et al., 2017, Lee, 2017, Dillaha et al., 1989, Delgado

et al., 1995, Muñoz-Carpena et al., 1999). We adopt the forest, which is a type of VFS, as

an alternative LULC for soil erosion hot spots to reduce the total sediment yield into the

stream of the catchment. In this study, we assessed the importance of the spatial conversion

of erosion hot spots into forest on soil erosion control using the spatially explicit daily based

Morgan–Morgan–Finney (DMMF) soil erosion model. The detailed objectives are to:

1. determine the applicability of the DMMF model for stream discharge and suspended

sediment in the Haean catchment,

2. estimate the sediment redistribution pattern and assess the soil erosion risk of the Haean

catchment, and

3. evaluate the impact of the spatial reconfiguration of erosion hot spots into forest on soil

erosion control.
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4.2 Materials and Methods

4.2.1 Study Area

The study was conducted in the Haean catchment (Figure 4.1). The Haean catchment is a

bowl-shaped small mountainous erosion basin (64.4 km2) located in the northeastern part of

South Korea (38.277° N, 128.135° E). As an erosion basin, the central area is low and flat, and

it becomes higher and steeper toward the boundary. The lowest altitude of the catchment is

339 m, and the highest one is 1,321 m (Lee, 2009, Maharjan et al., 2016, Arnhold et al., 2013,

Shope et al., 2014). Geologically, the catchment consists primarily of two bedrocks. One is

gneiss at the higher elevation near the catchment boundary, and the other is highly weathered

granite at the flat central area (Lee, 2009, Shope et al., 2014). Differential erosion between the

two bedrocks formed the unique bowl-shaped catchment (Lee, 2009). The major soil type of

the catchment is cambisol from weathered granite. The dominant soil texture of the catchment

is loamy sand (59.4%) followed by sandy loam (27.5%), and sand (10.5%), which has a high

infiltration capacity (Maharjan et al., 2016, Shope et al., 2014).

The climate of the catchment is characterized by cold and dry winter, affected by the

continental Siberian high, and hot and humid summer affected by the subtropical North Pacific

high (Shope et al., 2014, Park et al., 2011, Bartsch et al., 2013). The average annual precipitation

from 2009 to 2011 is 1,599 mm, and almost 70% of the rainfall is concentrated in the three months

from June to August (Maharjan et al., 2016, Arnhold et al., 2013, Jang et al., 2017, Shope et al.,

2014). Due to climate change, the period of rain spell, as well as the frequency and intensity of

heavy rainfall, has increased in this region (Ha et al., 2005, Jung et al., 2011).

The dominant land cover type of the catchment is forest. Forest mainly covers the summit

and upper hill-slope areas around the boundary of the catchment, occupying 58% of the entire

catchment area. Dry croplands (22%), including bean, cabbage, potato, radish, and ginseng,

dominate the lower hill-slope areas adjacent to the forest edge. Rice paddies (8%) and residential

areas (3%) (e.g., roads and artificial structures) occupy the flat central area of the catchment.

Semi-natural vegetation field (8%), shrublands (1%), and bare surface (5%), including fallow

and barren field, cover the remaining areas (Seo et al., 2014).

The dry croplands have been expanded into the forest that is located in the hill-slope area.

Due to the upland agriculture expansion after deforestation, the catchment yields a massive

amount of sediment into the stream during the summer monsoon season. The sediment is

transported to the Soyang reservoir. This reservoir is the largest reservoir in South Korea as well
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as the crucial freshwater source for citizens living in the Seoul metropolitan area (Maharjan et al.,

2016, Arnhold et al., 2013, Shope et al., 2014). Weather stations and hydrological measurement

facilities are installed in the catchment to monitor the climate and stream conditions, and

erosion control dams and the reservoir have been constructed to reduce the sediment yield from

the catchment (Shope et al., 2014, Jeon and Kang, 2010).

Fig. 4.1. General description of the study area. Locations of the Soyang lake watershed and
Haean catchment in South Korea are described in the lower left figure. In the upper right figure,
the topography and stream networks of the study area, with the monitoring sites (red triangles)
and weather stations (yellow circles) used for the DMMF model are presented.

4.2.2 Model Description

We used the DMMF model (Choi et al., 2017) to assess the soil erosion risk and simulate the

impact of the spatial reconfiguration of erosion hot spots into forest on sediment yield within

the Haean catchment The DMMF model was modified from the widely used Morgan–Morgan–

Finney (MMF) soil erosion model (Morgan et al., 1984), which has a simple structure while

maintaining physical foundations (Choi et al., 2017, Morgan, 2001, Vigiak et al., 2005, Morgan

and Duzant, 2008, Lilhare et al., 2014).

The DMMF model has three significant modifications relative to the MMF model: the

adoption of a daily time step, the consideration of the effect of impervious ground cover on

soil erosion, and the revision of the equations and sequence of the subprocesses for a better

physical representation of physical processes, such as surface runoff and sediment redistribution
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(Choi et al., 2017, Choi et al., 2016). These modifications enable the model to be more suitable

for estimating surface runoff and soil erosion on a complex surface terrain under an intensive

seasonal rainfall regime than the previous version.

The DMMF model can estimate the amount of surface and subsurface water input from the

upslope area and output to the downslope area after hydrological processes for each element

(e.g., each grid cell in a raster map). The model also estimates the sediment budget of each element

by calculating the amount of sediments flowing into and out of the element. The hydrological

processes of the model are determined by rainfall, evapotranspiration, surface/subsurface water

inflows, and initial soil water content (Figure 4.2). After calculating the water budget for the

element, the model calculates sediment budgets, considering the amount of sediment input from

the upslope areas, rainfall intensity, topography, soil characteristics, surface configurations, and

vegetation structures (Figure 4.3). The detailed input parameters are presented in Table 4.1

and detailed structure and equations are described in the Appendix 4.A.

Upper-slope
elements

Hydrological processes
in an element

Lower-slope
elements

Surface
Subsurface

Effective rainfall

Inflows of surface runoff
from upper-slope elements

ET

Surface runoff
from an element

Percolation

Inflows of interflows
from upper-slope elements

Initial soil water

Interflow
from an element

Remaining soil water

Fig. 4.2. Schematic hydrological phase of the DMMF model (modified from Figure 3 of Choi
et al. (2017)).

In contrast with the SWAT model, which has been frequently applied to this catchment,

the DMMF model can estimate the erosion and deposition of an element, considering the

interconnectivity with adjacent elements. Therefore, the model can be used to estimate the

impact of the spatial reconfiguration of erosion hot spots into forest on sediment yields more

explicitly for each element and the entire catchment.
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Fig. 4.3. Schematic sediment phase of the DMMF model (modified from Figure 4 of Choi et al.
(2017)).

Table 4.1. Input parameters of the daily based Morgan–Morgan–Finney (DMMF) model (modi-
fied from Table 1 of Choi et al. (2017))

Type Parameter Description Unit

Topography S Slope angle (rad)
res Grid size of a raster map (m)

Climate
R Daily rainfall (mm/d)
RI Mean rainfall intensity of a day (mm/h)
ET Daily evapotranspiration (mm/d)

Soil

Pc Proportion of clay in the surface soil (proportion)
Pz Proportion of silt in the surface soil (proportion)
Ps Proportion of sand in the surface soil (proportion)
SD Soil depth (m)
θinit Initial soil water content of the entire soil profile (vol/vol)
θsat Saturated water content of the entire soil profile (vol/vol)
θfc Soil water content at field capacity of the entire soil profile (vol/vol)
K Saturated soil lateral hydraulic conductivity of the entire soil profile (m/d)
DKc Detachability of clay particles by rainfall (g/J)
DKz Detachability of silt particles by rainfall (g/J)
DKs Detachability of sand particles by rainfall (g/J)
DRc Detachability of clay particles by surface runoff (g/mm)
DRz Detachability of silt particles by surface runoff (g/mm)
DRs Detachability of sand particles by surface runoff (g/mm)

LULC

PI Area proportion of the permanent interception of rainfall (proportion)
IMP Area proportion of the impervious ground cover (proportion)
GC Area proportion of the pervious ground cover of the soil surface (proportion)
CC Area proportion of the canopy cover of the soil surface (proportion)
PH Average height of vegetation or crop cover (m)
D Average diameter of individual plant elements at the surface (m)
NV Number of individual plant elements per unit area (number/m2)
da Typical flow depth of surface runoff (m)
n Manning’s roughness coefficient of the soil surface (s/m1/3)
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4.2.3 Model Parameterization

As shown in Table 4.1, the DMMF model requires the topography, climate, soil, and LULC

datasets to project surface runoff and sediment redistribution patterns of the catchment.

Topography data (i.e., the slope angle (S) and grid size of a raster map (res)) were derived

from the digital elevation model (DEM) with 30 m resolution. The parameter res is used to

calculate the width (w) and length (l) of an element that are equivalent to res and res/cos(S),

respectively (Choi et al., 2017).

Climate data were obtained from two sources. The daily rainfall (R) and mean rainfall

intensity of a day (RI) were obtained from weather stations installed in the catchment, and

the evapotranspiration (ET ) was obtained from remote sensing data provided by the Moderate

Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) (ORNL DAAC, 2008). We estimated R and

RI from each weather station and spatially interpolated them using inverse distance weighted

(IDW) method, which showed the optimal result on this catchment among four methods such

as inverse distance weighted, spline, nearest neighbor, and kriging, according to Shope et al.

(2014). For the ET , we resampled the 8-day average MODIS/Terra Evapotranspiration data to

fit to the DEM of this catchment.

The soil data set covers the texture, depth, hydraulic properties, and detachabilities. The

soil texture (i.e., the proportion of clay (Pc), silt (Pz), and sand (Ps) in the surface soil), soil

depth (SD), and soil hydraulic properties (i.e., saturated soil water content (θsat), soil water

content at field capacity (θfc), and saturated lateral hydraulic conductivity (K) of the entire

soil profile) were derived from a 2009 catchment-wide field survey from the TERRECO project

(see Table 4.2 and Figure 4.4) (Shope et al., 2014).

Table 4.2. Typical soil characteristics of each represented soil class of the Haean catchment from
a 2009 catchment-wide field survey from TERRECO project.

Classification SD Pc Pz Ps θsat
∗ θfc

∗ K∗

Very steep forest 2.55 0.17 0.33 0.50 0.47 (0.41–0.53) 0.21 (0.06–0.31) 1.97 (0.63–4.55)
Forest 4.38 0.22 0.35 0.43 0.45 (0.41–0.54) 0.17 (0.06–0.33) 2.18 (0.63–4.55)

Moderate to steep dry field 2.18 0.08 0.29 0.64 0.36 (0.34–0.39) 0.18 (0.17–0.20) 0.33 (0.18–0.66)
Flat dry field 4.85 0.03 0.15 0.82 0.36 (0.34–0.41) 0.18 (0.08–0.25) 0.49 (0.09–2.25)
Rice paddy 1.60 0.07 0.32 0.62 0.37 (0.36–0.39) 0.16 (0.14–0.18) 0.50 (0.41–0.72)

Sealed ground 2.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 - - -
∗ θsat, θfc, and K were estimated with the model ROSETTA Lite v.1.1 (Schaap et al., 2001). The
numbers in parentheses indicate the range of values of soil layers that constitute each represented soil
class.

Reference values for soil detachability from Morgan and Duzant (2008) were used as the

initial values of soil detachability by rainfall (i.e., for clay (DKc), silt (DKz), and sand (DKs))
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Fig. 4.4. Represented soil class from a 2009 catchment-wide field survey from the TERRECO
project.

and by runoff (i.e., for clay (DRc), silt (DRz), and sand (DRs)). We assumed that the initial

soil water content of the entire soil profile (θinit) is equal to the soil water content at field

capacity (θfc) by starting the simulation at three days after the first heavy rainfall of the year,

because the excess soil water was usually drained away two or three days after the soil was fully

saturated by rainfall.

The LULC types characterize the physical structures of surface and vegetation, which regulate

the quantity of surface runoff and runoff velocity. Surface structures incorporate a portion of the

impervious cover area (IMP ), such as plastic mulching and paved facilities, flow depth of surface

runoff (da), and Manning’s roughness coefficient of the soil surface (n). Vegetation structures

contain the permanent interception of rainfall (PI), pervious ground cover (GC), canopy cover

(CC), average vegetation height (PH), average diameter of individual plant elements at the

surface (D), and number of individual plant elements per unit area (NV ). LULC parameters

were derived based on the LULC map of the Haean catchment in the year 2010 from Seo et al.

(2014) (see Figure 4.5).

We classified the original LULCs into 14 categories (i.e., forest, rice paddy, semi-natural,
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Fig. 4.5. LULC classes and their spatial configurations for the Haean catchment in the year
2010 (Seo et al., 2014).

bare soil, ginseng, potato, bean, radish, cabbage, other dry crops, shrub, orchard, urban, and

water bodies). Forest, rice paddy, semi-natural, bare soil, ginseng, potato, bean radish, and cab-

bage are major LULCs that covered more than 1% of the catchment area. Minor LULCs were

aggregated into groups of other dry crops, shrub, orchard, urban, and water bodies according to

their physical characteristics. We used field measurement data of CC, PH, NV , IMP , da, and

n for major dry crops such as bean, cabbage, potato, and radish, whose data were obtained from

the field campaign of the TERRECO project, which was also used in Arnhold et al. (2014). The

daily forest CC was estimated using the average values of 8-day normalized difference vegeta-

tion index (NDVI) for forest in the catchment from MODIS (ORNL DAAC, 2017, Didan, 2015).

The average NDVI values were converted to canopy cover (CC), using the equation suggested by

Gutman and Ignatov (1998). LULC parameters for rice and ginseng, and the average diameter

of individual plant elements (D) for major dry crops were obtained from agricultural technology

portal provided by Rural Development Administration of South Korea (RDA) (Rural Develop-

ment Administration of South Korea, 2018). The average LULC parameters of major dry crops

were used for the LULC parameters of other dry crops, while the guide values from Morgan and
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Duzant (2008) were adopted for other LULC parameters. Detailed initial parameter settings

are presented in Table 4.3.

Table 4.3. The initial parameter settings for each LULC class.

LULC Leaf-out (a) Leaf-fall (a) PI (b)

IMP (c) GC (d) CCmax
(e) PH (f ) D (g) NV (h) da

(i) n (j)
(Planting) (Harvest)

Forest 112 307 0.20 0.00 1.00 0.95 30.0 2.00 0.60 0.100 0.20
Semi-natural 112 307 0.30 0.00 1.00 0.95 0.50 0.01 500 0.100 0.20

Shrub 112 307 0.20 0.00 0.30 0.95 0.50 0.12 20 0.100 0.20
Rice paddy 136 283 0.30 0.00 1.00 (0.00) 0.80 1.00 0.04 200 0.050 0.10

Potato 120 243 0.12 0.50 (0.00) 0.00 (0.26) 0.71 0.45 0.10 6.00 0.150 0.10
Bean 147 304 0.20 0.50 (0.50) 0.00 (0.58) 0.89 0.70 0.02 6.00 0.150 0.10
Radish 153 235 0.15 0.50 (0.25) 0.00 (0.14) 0.64 0.48 0.06 6.00 0.150 0.10
Cabbage 140 201 0.25 0.50 (0.50) 0.00 (0.31) 0.85 0.55 0.20 3.64 0.150 0.10

Other dry crops 120 304 0.18 0.50 (0.31) 0.00 (0.32) 0.77 0.57 0.10 5.32 0.150 0.10
Orchard 120 303 0.25 0.00 0.40 0.95 4.00 1.50 0.16 0.050 0.10
Ginseng * 123 298 0.20 0.00 0.50 1.00 1.30 0.01 37.5 0.400 0.20
Bare soil - - 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.050 0.01
Urban - - 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.005 0.01
(a) Typical leaf-out and leaf-fall dates of each LULC were presented as day of the year (DOY). For annual
crops, the dates represented the typical planting and harvest date of each crop (Shope et al., 2014); (b)

The reference values from Morgan and Duzant (2008) were used for the area proportion of the permanent
interception of rainfall (PI) for each LULC type; (c) IMP for dry fields are different between cultivation
and non-cultivation periods. Values in parentheses represent IMP for non-cultivation periods; (d) GC
for dry fields is different before and after harvest. After harvest, crop residues and weeds remained as the
ground cover of dry fields, according to dry crop data, from the field campaign of the TERRECO project
in 2009. GC for rice paddy in cultivation season was set to one reflecting water-filled condition that
protected the surface from erosion; (e) Because CC values varied with time, we made a list of maximum
CC (CCmax). Semi-natural, shrub, and ginseng utilize fixed reference values from Morgan and Duzant
(2008); (f ) We used fixed reference PH values from Morgan and Duzant (2008) for LULCs of other
than dry crops. Maximum PH values for dry crops were listed from the field measurement data varying
with time; (g) We used fixed reference D values from Morgan and Duzant (2008) for LULCs of other
than dry crops. D values for dry crops utilized typical crop characteristics from Rural Development
Administration of South Korea (2018); (h) We used reference NV values from Morgan and Duzant
(2008) for LULCs of other than dry crops and ginseng. NV values which were estimated from the field
measurement data and Rural Development Administration of South Korea (2018) were used for dry
crops and ginseng, respectively; (i) We assumed shallow rill condition for forest, semi-natural and shrub,
and assumed unchannelled flow condition for bare soil, rice paddy, and orchard using values presented
in Morgan and Duzant (2008). da values for other LULCs derived from furrow heights of the fields,
using field measurement data for dry crops and data from the Rural Development Administration of
South Korea (2018) for ginseng; (j) According to the guide values for Manning’s n from Morgan (2005),
the values of n for natural land covers (i.e., forest, semi-natural, and shrub), crop fields, ginseng, and
smooth surfaces (bare soil and urban) are 0.2, 0.1, 0.2, and 0.01, referring to natural range land, average
tillage conditions, wheat mulching, and smooth bare soil or asphalt conditions, respectively; ∗ The
permeable black awning screen is generally installed 1.3 m above the ginseng field (Rural Development
Administration of South Korea, 2018), and it acts as a plant canopy. Therefore, the cover ratio of the
screen in the field and height of the screen is utilized for canopy cover (CC) and plant height (PH)
values for ginseng.

4.2.4 Model Calibration and Validation

The DMMF model was calibrated and validated for stream discharge and suspended sediment

to test its performance in the Haean catchment. The testing was performed utilizing data from

the year 2010 when the LULC map, as well as the field-measured stream discharge and suspended

sediment data, were well established (Shope et al., 2014, Seo et al., 2014). We confined the testing
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period from the 67th day of the year (DOY), which is three days after first heavy rainfall of the

year, to reduce the uncertainty of initial soil water content by equating it with the soil water

content at field capacity. We equalized the two parameters based on the field measurement

guidelines for soil water content at field capacity, which recommend soil sampling two or three

days after rainfall that is heavy enough to saturate the soil. The three sub-catchments of S1, S2,

and S3 (see Figure 4.1) were selected for model calibration and validation. The data from the S1

and S2 were utilized for two-step calibration, and those from the S3 were used for model validation.

Two-step calibration was performed on the forest-related parameters utilizing the data from the

S1 site, and the other parameters were calibrated utilizing the data from S2. This calibration

method enables us to prevent the significance of forest-related parameters of dominant LULC

type in the entire catchment, from overtaking the importance of other parameters, resulting

in those parameters being ignored. The DMMF model can estimate the outputs of the surface

and subsurface runoff, and the sediment from the elements. However, the measured data are

stream discharge and suspended sediments at the outlet of each sub-catchment. Because the

model does not consider in-stream processes and the impact of groundwater on the base flow

of the stream, it is not appropriate to directly compare the result from the model with the

measured data. To match different comparative objects, we compared the total daily discharge

of each site to total daily surface runoff and subsurface interflow flowing into the stream from

the model, while adding a constant corresponding to base flow from groundwater. To match the

sediment yield from the terrestrial part with the suspended sediments measured at the outlet of

each sub-catchment, we should consider the in-stream sediment processes and impact of erosion

control facilities. Reflecting sediment deposition on the stream bed load, we assumed that only

a part of the terrestrial sediment yield entering the stream was sampled at each measuring

point for each sub-catchment. Therefore, we compared the suspended sediments measured from

the outlet of each measuring point to the sediment flowing into the stream from the model,

multiplied by a constant, reflecting the in-stream sediment process. Our assumptions can be

described as below,

Qm = Qs + IFs +α, (4.1)

SLm = β×SLs. (4.2)

Here, Qm represents the measured daily total discharge, and Qs, IFs, and α represent the

daily surface runoff, daily subsurface interflow simulated from the DMMF model, and a constant

reflecting the base flow from groundwater (unit: m3/s). SLm represents the total daily suspended
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sediments measured at the outlet of each sub-catchment, and SLs and β represent the terrestrial

sediment yield entering the stream from the model simulation and constant representing the

in-stream sediment deposition rate, respectively.

4.2.4.1 Sensitivity Analysis

To select important parameters to be calibrated among unmeasured or highly uncertain

parameters, we performed site-specific sensitivity analyses, using the Sobol’ method (Sobol’,

1993, Saltelli, 2002, Saltelli et al., 2010). The Sobol’ method is a variance based sensitivity

analysis that is widely used in environmental and hydrological modeling, such as SWAT and

TOPMODEL (Nossent et al., 2011, Qi et al., 2013). This method can estimate the total effect

of each parameter on the model output, considering the combined effects among parameters.

Therefore, the Sobol’ method is more suitable for analyzing the sensitivity of non-linear and non-

additive models containing many parameters, as opposed to the local or one-at-a-time (OAT)

methods (Nossent et al., 2011, Saltelli and Annoni, 2010). The relative sensitivity of parameters

is expressed as the Sobol’ total index (SI )—the ratio of the amount of total variance caused

by a parameter to the amount of variance induced from all parameters (i.e., the unconditional

variance of the model) (Saltelli et al., 2010). If we have p-dimensional parameter set, the first-

order sensitivity of the i-th parameter can be described as,

Si =
VXi

(EX−i
(Y |Xi))

V (Y )
, (4.3)

where VX−i
(EXi

(Y |X−i)) is the variance of the model solely by i-th parameter (Xi). Then the

total sensitivity of the i-th parameter (SIi) can be calculated as below,

SIi = 1−
VX−i

(EXi
(Y |X−i))

V (Y )
, (4.4)

where
VX−i

(EXi
(Y |X−i))

V (Y )
indicates that the sum of first-order sensitivities of all parameters

except i-th parameter. Parameters with large SI indicate a relatively high impact on the model

output, while those with small SI indicate a relatively low impact on the model output.

Because the soil hydraulic parameters (i.e., θsat, θfc, and K), soil detachabilities (i.e., DKc,

DKz, DKs, DRc, DRz, and DRs) and LULC parameters (i.e., PI, IMP , GC, CC, PH, D,

NV , d, and n) were not measured or had high uncertainties, their importance was tested on

model outputs. Before performing sensitivity analysis, we set the range of the parameters to be

tested. The ranges of soil hydraulic parameters (i.e., θsat, θfc, and K) were set based on the
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range of estimated values for each represented soil class (see Table 4.2). The upper bound of θfc

was set as the minimum θsat, and the upper bound of K was set to 18 times of the maximum K

to reflect high uncertainty of the parameter (Brooks et al., 2004). The ranges of the un-measured

LULC parameters were set based on the initial parameter settings for each LULC type (see

Table 4.3). We adjusted the parameters using a range of ±100% for the initial parameter settings

for each LULC type. If the upper or lower limits of the proportional parameters is out of the

range between zero to one, we set the lower limits to zero and the upper limits to one. In

this study, SIs for the input parameters were estimated using the “sobolmartinez” function of

the “sensitivity” package (Iooss et al., 2018) on R version 3.5.1 (R Core Team, 2018), a well-

established open-source program for statistical computing, providing many analysis packages.

We used the default bootstrapping option of the function, employing a sample size of 103.

4.2.4.2 Calibration

To find the optimal combination of the parameter set, which allows model outputs to explain

the measured stream discharge and suspended sediments from each site, we performed two-step

calibration. For each step, we adjusted the important parameters with SI greater than 0.05 (i.e.,

contributing 5% of the total variance), and we adjusted the constants for the in-stream processes

(α and β) additionally for sub-catchment S2, where data were measured in the stream outlet.

We searched for the optimal combination of the parameter set, using the differential evolution

(DE) optimization method (Storn and Price, 1997, Price et al., 2006). The DE algorithm is a

heuristic optimization method with an evolution strategy for finding the global optimum value.

Requiring few prerequisites for its execution, the algorithm is applicable to non-differential,

nonlinear, and multimodal models. As a result, the DE algorithm has been applied to a variety

of fields including hydrological model calibration (Choi et al., 2017, Storn and Price, 1997, Price

et al., 2006, Ardia et al., 2016, Joseph and Guillaume, 2013, Zheng et al., 2015). We applied the

DE algorithm for model calibration using the “DEoptim” package (Ardia et al., 2016, Mullen

et al., 2011) on R version 3.5.1 (R Core Team, 2018). We used the Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency

coefficient (NSE) (Nash and Sutcliffe, 1970) between model outputs and field-measured data

as an objective function for the DE algorithm. To treat NSE values from stream discharge and

suspended sediments fairly, we evaluated the NSE values for each measurement and used the

average NSE value as the final objective function:

Fobj = 1− NSE(Qm)+NSE(SLm)

2 , (4.5)
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where Fobj is the objective function to evaluate the model performance. We ran the function

for 103 iterations, and ran for three different initial states to try to find the global minimum as

an optimum value.

4.2.4.3 Validation

Using adjusted parameters from calibration steps, model performance was tested for the

S3 site, which is located near the catchment outlet. Considering site-specific base flow from

groundwater and in-stream sediment processes for the S3 site, we adjusted the constants for the

in-stream processes (α and β). We utilized the NSE, the percent bias (PBIAS), and the coefficient

of determination (R2) as statistical criteria for model performance evaluation (Moriasi et al.,

2007, 2015). The function “gof” from the “hydroGOF” package (Mauricio Zambrano-Bigiarini,

2017) in R version 3.5.1 (R Core Team, 2018) was used to evaluate statistical criteria.

4.2.5 Identifying Annual Sediment Redistribution Patterns and As-

sessing Soil Erosion Risk

Projecting validated parameters on the DMMF model, we simulated and calculated the

annual sediment redistribution patterns of the catchment. Based on the simulated result, we

assessed the net soil erosion rate (SLnet: t/(hayear)) for each element of the catchment. SLnet

is the net soil erosion for each element, which is the amount of sediment input to each element

from upslope elements (SLin) subtracted from the amount of sediment output from the element

(SLout). Soil erosion risk was assessed by using SLnet of each element. We classified SLnet

into five categories, namely tolerable, low, moderate, high, and severe, as shown in Table 4.4

according to the soil erosion risk categories defined by OECD (OECD, 2001, 2008) which is one

of the internationally used criteria. Based on the net soil erosion rate of the entire catchment, we

Table 4.4. Soil erosion risk categories defined by OECD (OECD, 2001, 2008).

Erosion Class Tolerable Low Moderate High Severe
Soil erosion rate (t/(hayear)) <6 6–10.9 11–21.9 22–32.9 >33

assessed the soil erosion characteristics for each LULC class. For the assessment, we calculated

the mean SLnet for each LULC class.
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4.2.6 Evaluation of the Impact of Spatial Reconfiguration of Erosion

Hot Spots into Forest

We assessed the impact of the spatial reconfiguration of erosion hot spots into forest, based

on the annual sediment redistribution patterns of the catchment. Erosion hot spots represent

elements in which much annual net soil erosion (SLnet) occurs. To compare the impact of spatial

reconfiguration, we calculated the annual sediment yields being generated from the terrestrial

area and entering to the water bodies of the entire catchment (SYbase) as a base line condition.

SYbase is the total amount of sediment yields entering the water bodies of the entire catchment,

which is equal to the total amount of SLin flowing into water bodies. To increase the robustness

of our analysis, we only used the values between the 2.5th percentile and the 97.5th percentile

for all the elements in the catchment to exclude the impact of extreme values that can occur

from model outputs. The lower extreme values were set to the value of the 2.5th percentile

and the upper extreme values were set to the value of the 97.5th percentile. The impact of the

spatial reconfiguration of erosion hot spots into forest was evaluated by calculating the total

annual sediment yields entering the stream (SYtot), using the DMMF model as bare soil and

croplands (i.e., bean, cabbage, ginseng, orchard, potato, radish and rice field) being sequentially

changed into the forest. We selected forest, the original LULC type before anthropogenic land

cover changes, as the alternative LULC to mitigate erosion-prone areas. Similar to the methods

Chaplin-Kramer et al. (2015) and Chaplin-Kramer et al. (2016) which compute ecosystem

services by marginally changing forest into agricultural areas, we computed SYtot by gradually

converting 1% of the bare soil and croplands in the catchment into forest until all bare soil

and croplands elements are converted into forest. Based on this result, we presented the total

sediment yields (SYtot), reduction rate of the sediment yields entering the stream compared to

base line condition (SYbase), and sediment yield reduction efficiency per conversion area (t/m2).

4.3 Results

4.3.1 Model Performance

According to the calibration and validation results, the DMMF model showed competitive

performance, predicting stream discharge, but showed poorer performance in evaluating the

amount of suspended sediments at the outlet of each sub-catchment. We performed two-step

calibration by comparing the model outputs to the measured data collected from sub-catchment
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S1 and S2. The LULC and soil types of sub-catchment S1 are classified as forest and forest soil,

according to Tables 4.2 and 4.3. The calculated Sobol’ index for important parameters, both

for stream discharge (SIQ) and suspended sediments to the stream (SISL), are presented in

Table 4.5.

Table 4.5. List of important parameters from forested site with Sobol’ index greater than 0.05
for stream discharge (SIQ) and suspended sediment to the stream (SISL), and their optimized
values from the DE algorithm.

Parameters Soil Class / LULC SIQ SISL Optimized Values
θfc Forest soil 0.035 0.118 2.24×10−1

K Forest soil 0.202 0.082 6.17×101

DRc Forest soil 0 0.213 2.25×10−1

PI Forest 0.781 0.180 6.66×10−5

GC Forest 0 0.775 9.92×10−1

da Forest 0 0.144 7.77×10−3

According to the Sobol’ index, the amount of stream discharge was highly influenced by the

permanent interception of rainfall (PI) and lateral soil hydraulic conductivity (K), which regu-

late the amount of rainfall and flow rate of subsurface interflow of the sub-catchment, respectively.

Vegetation and surface cover structures (GC, PI, and da), detachability of clay particles (DRc),

soil water content at field capacity (θfc), and lateral soil hydraulic conductivity (K) exhibited a

relatively large impact on suspended sediments generated from the sub-catchment. This result

indicates that the suspended sediments generated from the sub-catchment are determined by

the amount of surface runoff and the erosivity of surface, because PI, K, and θfc determine

the amount of surface runoff by regulating the amount of rainfall and partitioning the rate of

surface and subsurface water. Parameters GC, da, and DRc determine the erosivity by surface

runoff.

We determined an optimized parameter set by adjusting selected important parameters from

sensitivity analysis using the DE algorithm (see Table 4.5). With the optimized parameter set,

the stream discharge and suspended sediment from the model outputs were compared with

those from field measurements (see Figure 4.6).

After calibrating the forest-related parameters, we calibrated the other parameters, based on

the measurement data collected from sub-catchment S2. We calculated the relative importance

of parameters for both the stream discharge (SIQ) and suspended sediments to the stream

(SISL), using the Sobol’ index, and presented them in Table 4.6.
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Table 4.6. List of important parameters (SI > 0.05) for stream discharge (SIQ) and suspended
sediment (SISL), and their optimized values from DE algorithm.

Parameters Soil Class / LULC SIQ SISL Optimized Values
θfc Moderate to steep dry field soil 0.115 0.112 3.18×10−1

K Moderate to steep dry field soil 0.223 0.020 6.06×10−1

K Flat dry field soil 0.062 0.001 1.59×10−1

DRc Moderate to steep dry field soil 0 0.217 1.39
DRz Moderate to steep dry field soil 0 0.119 9.59×10−1

PI Semi-natural 0.252 0.048 4.16×10−4

PI Rice paddy 0.101 0.000 2.91×10−1

PI Other dry crops 0.178 0.011 1.28×10−4

GC Semi-natural 0 0.080 3.60×10−2

da Semi-natural 0 0.158 1.74×10−1

da Bean 0 0.105 2.93×10−1

α - - - 1.75×10−2

β - - - 4.57×10−2

According to sensitivity analysis, model outputs were highly sensitive to soil hydraulic

characteristics of moderate to steep dry field soil and land cover structures of the semi-natural

field. In details, the stream discharge of the sub-catchment was highly sensitive to the permanent

interception of rainfall (PI) of the semi-natural, rice paddy, and other dry crops; the lateral

hydraulic conductivity (K) of the moderate to steep dry field and flat dry field soils; and the

soil water content at field capacity (θfc) of the moderate to steep dry field. This result indicates

that stream discharge is highly influenced by the amount of rainfall reaching the ground (PIs)

and the flow rate of subsurface interflow (Ks and θfc) of this region. The sediment yield to

the stream is sensitive to the soil detachability by runoff (DRc and DRz) of the moderate to

steep dry field soil, soil water content at field capacity (θfc) of the moderate to steep dry field

soil, flow depth (da) of the semi-natural field and bean field, and ground cover ratio (GC) of

the semi-natural field. This result emphasizes the role of the moderate to steep dry field soil,

which is the second largest soil type, following forest soil, and demonstrates the crucial role of

the semi-natural field on determining suspended sediment output from the model.

The performance statistics for the calibration and its time series plots of observed versus

simulated stream discharge and suspended sediment were presented in Figure 4.6. For the

calibration steps, the NSE values for stream discharge were 0.92 and 0.88 for sub-catchment S1

and S2, respectively. The R2 values for stream discharge were 0.93 and 0.88, respectively, and

the PBIAS values for stream discharge were −18.6 and 0.1, respectively. The NSE values for

suspended sediment were 0.99 and 0.43 for sub-catchments S1 and S2, respectively. The R2 values

for suspended sediment were 0.99 and 0.44, and the PBIAS values for suspended sediment were
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−6.8 and −22.1 for the sub-catchments, respectively. The site-specific constants reflecting the

baseflow from groundwater (α) and in-stream sediment deposition rate (β) for sub-catchment S2

are 1.75×10−2 m3/s and 4.57×10−2. In validation steps, the NSE values for stream discharge

and suspended sediment were 0.75 and 0.18, respectively, with the site-specific α and β being

1.711 m3/s and 6.76×10−2, respectively. The R2 for discharge and sediment were 0.83 and

0.39, respectively, and the PBIAS for discharge and sediment were 0 and −40.5, respectively.

According to the model performance evaluation criteria suggested by Moriasi et al. (2015), the

DMMF model showed good performance for discharge in both calibration and validation steps.

Though there is no clear model performance evaluation criteria suggested for daily time scale

sediment result for watershed model due to limited reported data (Moriasi et al., 2015), When we

apply the performance evaluation criteria for monthly time scale sediment result for watershed

scale model, the model might be considered to have a slightly poor performance for sediment

during the calibration and validation steps, as the NSE and R2 values were less than 0.45 and

0.40, respectively.

4.3.2 Sediment Redistribution Pattern of the Catchment

Simulating the model with optimized parameters, we calculated the annual net soil erosion

rate (SLnet) for each element and classified them into five classes–tolerate, low, moderate, high,

and severe–as in Figure 4.7.

According to Figure 4.7, elements with severe soil erosion (>33 t/(hayear)) were concen-

trated on the dry crop field with moderate to steep slope conditions on the interface with the

forest. The estimate of the mean annual net soil erosion rate by each LULC type (Table 4.7)

shows that bare soil and dry crop field suffered from severe soil erosion. On the other hand,

forest, rice paddy, orchard, and urban areas showed good sediment capturing capabilities.

4.3.3 Impacts of Conversion of Erosion Hot Spots into Forest on

Total Sediment Yield Entering the Stream

The LULC conversion of erosion hot spots into forest showed a dramatic impact in the

reduction of sediment yields entering the stream, as shown in Figure 4.8.

When each bare soil and crop field element in the catchment was converted into the forest

sequentially from the area with the highest soil erosion rate to the area with the lowest soil

erosion rate, the amount of total annual sediment yield of the catchment to the stream sharply

decreased having a shape similar to an inverted sigmoid function. Changing the 3% of erosion
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Fig. 4.7. (a) Annual net soil erosion (t/(hayear)) of the entire Haean catchment and (b) soil
erosion class according to the soil erosion risk categories from OECD (OECD, 2001, 2008).
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Table 4.7. Mean annual net soil erosion rate (t/(hayear)) and mean slope of each LULC type.

LULC Mean Annual Net Soil Erosion Rate (t/ha/year) Mean Slope (◦)
Bare soil 997.80 9.8
Bean 763.82 7.6

Ginseng 388.83 8.5
Potato 357.60 7.9
Radish 310.06 8.4

Other dry crops 294.23 8.4
Semi-natural 126.34 9.0

Shrub 105.54 11.1
Cabbage 79.30 7.6

Catchment average 52.68 16.0
Forest −75.25 22.0

Rice paddy −171.83 3.0
Orchard −227.14 8.1
Urban −284.71 6.0

hot spots that have suffered the most from severe soil erosion caused a reduction in sediment

yield entering the stream of ca. 10% from the baseline condition (SYbase), and a change in

10% of most severe hot spots is expected to reduce sediment yields by ca. 50%. Among the

elements SLnet, SLin, and SLout, the altered areas revealed that outputs from the element

(SLout) proved to be the most effective in reducing the total sediment yield into the stream. A

simulation of the sediment yields entering the stream showed that the reducing rate in sediment

yield for SLnet was less effective than those for SLout and SLin. Due to total annual sediment

yields sigmoidally decreases as bare soil and crop fields begin changed into forest, sediment yield

reduction efficiency per unit conversion area increased until ca. 10% of total crop land area

converted to forest and then gradually decreased. A simulation of the sediment yield reduction

efficiency showed that the element (SLout) was most efficient for all conversion intervals.

4.4 Discussion

Our findings emphasize the importance of landscape configuration on regulating ecosystem

services by showing the effectiveness of spatial reconfiguration of soil erosion hot spots into

forest on reducing the amount of sediment yield entering the stream. We simulated the annual

sediment redistribution pattern in the Haean catchment, utilizing the daily based Morgan–

Morgan–Finney (DMMF) soil erosion model. According to the result, the soil erosion rate

varied greatly depending on the topography and LULC type, and the area located on the steep

hill-slope, which is adjacent to the forest severely suffered from soil erosion. When reconfiguring
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Fig. 4.8. Total annual sediment yields entering the stream (upper panel) and sediment yield
reduction efficiency per unit conversion area (lower panel) through changing bare soil and
crop fields into forest sequentially from the area with the highest to the area with the lowest
amount of net soil erosion (SLnet), sediment inflow to the element (SLin), and sediment output
from the element (SLout).

the landscape patterns of croplands by sequentially altering erosion hot spots from the most

severe to the least severe areas into forest, we found dramatic effects in the reduction of sediment

yields entering the stream in this catchment. The reduction rate may reach ca. 50% when the

10% most severe erosion hot spots were altered, and we can expect a reduction rate of over 80%

when the ca. 20% most severe erosion hot spots are altered. In the following, we first discuss

model performance and limitation, and then potential management implications.

4.4.1 Model Performance

The assessment of soil erosion risk and measurement of the effectiveness of the spatial

reconfiguration of erosion hot spots in reducing sediment yields entering the stream were based

on the calibrated and validated simulations of the DMMF soil erosion model. According to the
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model performance criteria from Moriasi et al. (2015), the DMMF model showed satisfactory

performance for predicting stream discharge during the calibration and validation processes,

with mean NSE values of 0.90 and 0.75, mean R2 of 0.91 and 0.83, and maximum PBIAS of−18.6

and 0 during calibration and validation steps, respectively. The model showed comparatively

poor performance for predicting suspended sediment at the outlet of each sub-catchment, except

the small forested site (S1) where the stream does not exist. The mean NSE values were 0.66 and

0.18, mean R2 were 0.67 and 0.39, and maximum PBIAS were −22.1 and −40.5, respectively.

When we compared the model performance statistics of the DMMF model to those from previous

studies using soil and water analysis tool (SWAT), the model showed competitive performance in

predicting stream discharge but poorer performance in terms of predicting suspended sediments

in the stream (Maharjan et al., 2016, Jang et al., 2017). Maharjan et al. (2016) reported that

mean NSE values for stream discharge were 0.82 during calibration and 0.45 during validation.

In addition, they showed that mean NSE values for suspended sediment were 0.78 and 0.60

during calibration and validation, respectively. Jang et al. (2017) also reported mean NSE

values for stream discharge of 0.78 and 0.66 during calibration and validation, respectively. They

reported mean R2 for suspended sediment were 0.80 and 0.76 during calibration and validation,

respectively. In terms of soil erosion rate for each crop field, the DMMF model estimated that the

average annual soil loss of major dry crops ranged between 79.3 t/(hayear) and 763.8 t/(hayear)

for bean, radish, potato, and cabbage, and the average annual soil loss from whole dry crop

fields was 379.7 t/(hayear). Arnhold et al. (2014) reported that 30–54 t/(hayear) of soil loss

occurred in the dry crop fields, including bean, radish, potato, and cabbage, from the plot-level

field measurement. Furthermore, Maharjan et al. (2016) estimated that 35.5–53.0 t/(hayear)

of soil loss occurred in the dry crop fields from the SWAT model. When we compared the

results from the DMMF model with those from other studies, the amount of soil loss from

this study is far greater. The reasons that the DMMF model showed poor performance for

predicting suspended sediment in the stream can be analyzed from two perspectives. The first

reason involves the discrepancy of data types between the DMMF model and observed data.

The observed data were stream discharge and suspended sediment at the outlet of each sub-

catchment. On the other hand, the DMMF model can estimate the total sediment yields entering

the stream that belongs to each sub-catchment. The DMMF model is efficient for estimating

sheet and rill erosion, but it has limitations in estimating in-stream sediment processes such

as stream bed deposition, channel erosion, and sediment transport in the stream. Considering

the limitations of the model, we use site-specific coefficients, which assume that suspended

sediments measured at the outlet are proportional to the sediment yields inflowing into the
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stream. However, incorporating the quantity and the velocity of stream water discharge, sediment

flux, and physical characteristics of channel structures such as gradient, width, depth, and length,

into the in-stream sediment process, is complicated (Tucker and Whipple, 2002, Neitsch et al.,

2011). The reasons above may lead to a high sediment deposition rate in the stream (i.e., low

measured sediment ratio (β)), which in turn, causes a high soil erosion rate in the terrestrial

area. Because the study sites are affected by monsoon climate, such that its rainfall pattern is

not uniform but rather with a lot of extremes, a large amount of sediment is deposited during

low rainfall events, and the deposited sediments are washed out by a huge amount of fast stream

discharge accompanying heavy rainfall. Temporal lags between the rainfall event and stream

discharge are negligible for the Haean catchment, but for suspended sediments, the lags are

significant and highly depend on the stream length because of the difference in travel velocities

between water and soil particles (Lee, 2008, Kim et al., 2015, Gellis, 2013, Vercruysse et al.,

2017). Therefore, the model performance for predicting stream discharge may be better than

that for predicting suspended sediments. The stream widens and deepens as it descends to the

lower area, according to Lee (2009), and the length of the stream also increases as the size of

sub-catchment grows. The uncertainty caused by in-stream processes increases as the size of the

sub-catchment grows, which reduces the model performance in predicting suspended sediments

in this study. SWAT and USLE-based models are usually calibrated and validated at the fixed

spatial area with a different temporal period. Therefore, in-stream sediment processes can be

included in the parameters, which may lead to better model performance. However, the DMMF

model is a spatially distributed semi-processed model and used the same temporal period with

a different spatial area for calibration and validation in this research, so that the in-stream

processes cannot be included in the model.

Secondly, many sediment reduction facilities, such as dams for freshwater, debris barrier and

culvert systems around crop fields, and road infrastructures, which can affect sediment transport

processes, have been installed in the Haean catchment (Shope et al., 2014, Jeon and Kang,

2010). The dam and debris barriers create reservoirs that impede the stream flow and filter

out sediments in the facilities. This disrupts the correct evaluation of the model performance

for this catchment. Shope et al. (2014) showed complex stream networks, including the culvert

systems around crop fields and the road infrastructure. The culvert systems extend the travel

time of suspended sediments and reduce the runoff and transport velocities of sediments by

altering the flow direction abruptly. Increased travel time and decreased transport velocity tend

to increase the deposition rate of sediments compared to the condition without the culvert

system. The deposited sediments in the culvert flow into the stream by runoff, with sufficient
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power to wash out. The culvert system is also responsible for the temporal lag between the

rainfall event and the presence of suspended sediments in the catchment. Sediment reduction

facilities trap a huge amount of sediments, which make the measured sediment ratio (β) in this

study have very low values. Because of the small β, the stream bed deposition rate became too

large, and consequently, the overall erosion rate from terrestrial area increased. To cope with

this problem, the in-stream processes will need to be considered more precisely through model

improvements.

4.4.2 Assessment of Soil Erosion Risk and the Effectiveness of Spa-

tial Reconfiguration of Erosion Hot Spots on Reducing Sedi-

ment Yield Entering the Stream

We estimated the annual net soil erosion rate of the entire catchment and assessed the

soil erosion risk class according to the OECD criteria. According to this study, soil erosion is

concentrated on the hill-slope of the catchment, and the problem is more significant for the

bare soil and dry crop fields, such as bean, radish, and potato, in this area. In addition, forest

in the valley showed a considerable amount of soil loss, also suffering from erosion due to the

concentrated surface runoff and steep slope. Compared with other studies, the soil erosion risk

pattern and the average annual soil loss from the DMMF model is qualitatively consistent with

the soil erosion risk map from Lee et al. (2014), with average climate conditions for the 2010s

using the USLE-based SATEEC (Lim et al., 2005) model. According to this study, urban area,

orchard, and rice field showed better performance for sediment capturing capabilities than forest.

However, the urban area and rice field are located in the lower and flatter area than forest, so

that the sediment inputs from the upslope area tend to be deposited in this area. Furthermore,

because the urban area is usually paved with impervious covers, such as concrete and asphalt,

and the rice field is filled with water, which acts as a pervious cover that prevents surface

erosion, these areas have little soil loss but receive huge input from the upslope area. Though

the forest is in a region where the slope is very steep, the average amount of soil loss is smaller

compared with other land types, and it also shows excellent sediment capturing capability, in

general. Like the other studies, we can conclude that the main cause of severe erosion in the

catchment is cropland extension after deforestation at the hill-slope area of the catchment (Lee,

2009, Maharjan et al., 2016, Arnhold et al., 2013, 2014, Jang et al., 2017, Lee et al., 2014).

We also assessed the effect of spatial reconfiguration of LULCs on reducing sediment yields

entering the stream. In this study, the spatial reconfiguration of erosion hot spots into forest
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showed excellent reduction efficiency in sediment yields entering the stream. We identified that

the sediment yields entering the stream were reduced sharply, as crop lands were sequentially

changed into forest from the area with the most severe soil loss to the area with the least soil

loss. An sigmoidal sediment reduction rate from altering LULCs to forest indicates that forest

is not only effective in preventing surface erosion but also effective in capturing sediment input

from the upslope area. In addition, the result suggested that altering LULCs based on the

amount of sediment output from the element is the most effective way of reducing sediment

yields entering the stream. This result is consistent with previous studies that emphasize the

effectiveness of vegetative filter strips located at sediment sources such as crop fields (Maharjan

et al., 2016, Ali and Reineking, 2016, Jang et al., 2017, Dillaha et al., 1989, Delgado et al.,

1995, Muñoz-Carpena et al., 1999). The result can also be generalized to consider the effect

of riparian vegetation buffer strip on reducing sediment yields entering the stream, located

at the interface between crop fields or natural sediment sources and the stream channel (Lee

et al., 2003, Cooper et al., 1987, Osborne and Kovacic, 1993). This study also demonstrated

that the sediment yield reduction efficiency initially increased as the first few bare soil area

and crop lands with the most severe soil loss were converted into forest. The sediment yield

reduction efficiency were maximized when ca. 10% of the area converted, and then the efficiency

decreased gradually. These patterns can be explained by two aspects of the forest’s sediment

yield reduction capability; protecting surface from soil erosion, and capturing sediment inputs.

The areas with the most severe soil loss are located at the steep hillslope where surface runoff

is concentrated. These areas have a large transport capacity of the runoff, beyond the sediment

capturing capability of forest because transport capacity is greater than the available sediment

for transport (Choi et al., 2017). In these areas, conversion of crop lands into forest can reduce

soil loss from the surface but cannot capture sediment inputs from upslope which is larger than

surface soil loss. As slope becomes milder and the amount of surface runoff decreases due to

gradual conversion of crop lands into forest, transport capacity gradually decreases. Decreased

transport capacity caused by decreased slope gradient and surface runoff lets forest capture

more sediments, maintaining the surface protecting capability from soil loss. Therefore, the

sediment yield reduction capabilities of forest become small and the sediment yield reduction

efficiency by changing crop lands into forest decreases gradually. According to these results, one

can reduce sediment yields entering stream efficiently by identifying an optimal percentage of

crop land conversion into forest which brings out the best efficiency of sediment yield reduction

per unit conversion area.
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4.5 Conclusions

In this study, we identified the soil erosion risk of Haean catchment spatially explicitly by

projecting sediment redistribution patterns using the DMMF model. In addition, we measured

the sediment yield reduction efficiency entering the stream by sequentially altering erosion hot

spots into forest from that which has the highest soil loss to that which has the lowest soil loss.

The DMMF model showed competitive performance estimating stream discharge but exhibited

lower performance estimating suspended sediments at each sub-catchment outlet. When we

applied the DMMF model to the Haean catchment, the bare soil surface and dry crop fields

located on the steep hill-slope of the catchment suffered mostly from severe soil erosion. On the

other hand, forest, rice paddy, orchard, and urban areas suffer less from soil erosion. By changing

the erosion hot spots from cropland to forest, the overall amount of sediments exporting to the

stream of the catchment was effectively reduced. The sediment yield reduction efficiency was

maximized when ca. 10% of crop lands were converted to forest. This study implies that one

can achieve the goal of reducing sediment yields entering the stream by identifying the location

of erosion hot spots and managing the area intensively. Although previous studies showed good

mitigation effects of BMPs that require compliance of stakeholders, this may not be easy and

takes much time for stakeholders to follow the BMPs, because the degree of acceptance of the

policy depends on the situation and tendency of each stakeholder (Jang et al., 2017). On the

other hand, the spatial reconfiguration approach proposed in this study can reduce the number

of stakeholders relevant to soil erosion mitigation measures. However, this approach reduces crop

yields because crop lands are converted to non-crop lands to reduce sediment yields from the

catchment. In addition, the sediment yield reduction efficiency decreases after a certain point

of spatial reconfiguration. Therefore, the two approaches—BMP measures such as cultivating

cover crops, mulching surface with straw, and managing field margin naturally, and conversion

of crop lands with the more severe soil loss—are complementary measures to reduce sediment

yields into the stream.
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Appendix 4.A Detailed Structure of the DMMF Soil Ero-

sion Model

Morgan–Morgan–Finney (MMF) model (Morgan et al., 1984) is a conceptual soil erosion

model, which estimates the annual soil erosion rate from an area by comparing the amount soil

particles detached from the surface (SS) and transport capacity of surface runoff (TC) (Morgan

et al., 1984, Morgan, 2001, Morgan and Duzant, 2008). The first version of MMF model (Morgan

et al., 1984) estimated soil erosion rate of an area by comparing the amount of soil particles

detached by raindrop impact (F ) and transport capacity of surface runoff (TC). The second

www.editage.co.kr
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version of model, the revised Morgan–Morgan–Finney (RMMF) model (Morgan, 2001) started

to consider the amount of soil particles generated by surface runoff (H). In the third version, the

modified Morgan–Morgan–Finney (MMMF) model (Morgan and Duzant, 2008), the interconnec-

tivity of surface runoff, various sub-processes such as the subsurface interflow and gravitational

deposition processes, and parameters such as the physical structure of vegetation and surface

ground conditions were introduced to calculate transport capacity of surface runoff (TC) and

the amount of soil particles available for transport (G) more physically rigorously (Lilhare et al.,

2014). The daily based Morgan–Morgan–Finney (DMMF) soil erosion model (Choi et al., 2017)

is also estimates daily soil loss from an element by comparing transport capacity of surface runoff

(TC) and the available sediment for transport (G). The DMMF model is mainly comprised of

hydrological and sediment phases. The hydrological phase determines the amount of surface

runoff and subsurface interflow, and the sediment phase determines the amount of sediment

budgets of the element.

4.A.1 Hydrological Phase

The effective rainfall (Reff ; mm) which is the volume of rainfall reaching the unit surface

area of an element is the main driver of hydrological phase. Following the corrected version of

the effective rainfall (Reff ) from Choi et al. (2016), Reff is calculated as,

Reff = R× (1−PI)× cos(S) , (A1)

where PI is the proportion of the permanent interception area and S is the slope of an element.

Similar to MMF model, surface runoff can be generated when the total input of water to the

element exceeds the surface water infiltration capacity (SWc; mm), which is the soil moisture

storage capacity considering the proportion of the impervious area (IMP ). SWc is defined as,

SWc = (1− IMP )× (SWsat−SWinit−
ΣIFin

A
) , (A2)

where SWsat (mm) is the volume of water per unit area when soil is fully saturated, and SWinit

(mm) is the volume of initial water per unit area that is already existed in the soil. ΣIFin (L)

is the volume of subsurface water inputs from upslope and A (m2) is the area of an element.

The amount of the surface runoff (Q; mm) is calculated as,

Q= Reff +
ΣQin

A
−SWc , (A3)
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where Qin (L is the volume of surface runoff inflow from upslope areas. The amount of water in

the soil also flows out from the element as a subsurface interflow (IFout; L) when the voludme

of soil water budget per unit area (SW ; mm) of the element exceeds the volume of soil water

at field capacity per unit area (SWfc; mm). The soil water budget (SW ) is estimated as,

SW = (SWinit +
ΣIFin

A
)+ (Reff +

ΣQin

A
−Q)−ET , (A4)

where ET (mm) is the volume of water evapotranspirates per unit area from the element. Then

the volume of subsurface water flowing out from the element (IFout) can be described as,

IFout =K× sin(S)× (SW −SWfc)×w , (A5)

where K (m/d) is the saturated soil lateral hydraulic conductivity and w (m) is the width of

the element. A part of soil water remains with remaining water content (θr; vol/vol) which can

be described as,

θr =
(SW − IFout/A)

1000×SD , (A6)

where SD is the soil depth of the element, and 1000 is the constant to convert meters to

millimeters. The θr can be changed into θinit for the next day.

4.A.2 Sediment Phase

Sediment phase determines the total mass of soil particles which is taken out of the element

through three steps: delivery of detached soil particles into the surface runoff, gravitational

deposition, and estimation of hhe sediment loss from the element (SL) by comparing transport

capacity of the runoff (TC; kg/m2) and sediment available for tranport (G; kg/m2). In the

model, soil particles are detached from the surface by raindrop impact and surface runoff. The

mass of soil particles detached by raindrops per unit area (F ; kg/m2) is described as,

F = 0.001×DK×P × (1−EPA)×KE , (A7)

where DK (g/J) is the detachability of soil particles by raindrop impact, P (%) is the proportion

of each soil particle size class (i.e., clay, silt, and sand), KE (J/m2) is the kinetic energy of the

effective rainfall considering direct throughfall and leaf drainage from the plant, and 0.001 is
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the unit conversion factor from g to kg. Also, EPA is the erosion protected area:

EPA= IMP +(1− IMP )×GC , (A8)

where GC is the proportion of ground cover and IMP is the proportion of the impervious area

(IMP ) of the element. The mass of detached soil particles by the surface runoff (H; kg/m2) is

described as,

H = 0.001×DR×P ×Q1.5× (1−EPA)× (sin(S))0.3 , (A9)

where DR (g/mm) is the detachability of soil particles by runoff per unit volume of surface

runoff and Q is the volume of runoff per unit area, S is the slope of the element, and 0.001 is

the unit conversion factor from g to kg. Sediment inputs from upslope elements (ΣSLin) also

flows into surface runoff. The mass of delivered sediments to the surface runoff per unit area

(SS; kg/m2) is,

SS = F +H+
ΣSLin

A
. (A10)

A part of sediments delivered to the surface runoff (SS) in the runoff settle down to the

ground by gravity. The gravitational deposition rate of the suspended sediments (SS) in runoff

(DEP ) is,

DEP = 0.441×Nf , (A11)

where Nf is the particle fall number which is the probabilistic ratio of falling particles (Tollner

et al., 1976), The Nf can be estimated as,

Nf =
l

v
× vs

d
, (A12)

where v (m/s) is the velocity of the surface runoff, vs is the settling velocity of each particle

size class, and d (m) is the depth of the surface runoff.

The remaining suspended sediments become available for transport per unit volume of surface

runoff per unit area (G; kg/m2) and be estimated as,

G= SS× (1−DEP ) . (A13)

The part of the availabe sediments for transport (G) can flow out from the element according

to the transport capacity of the runoff (TC; kg/m2) of an element which is determined by the

volume of runoff per unit area of an element (Q), the slope angle (S) and the surface conditions
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(Morgan and Duzant, 2008). Due to the physical condition of surface affect runoff velocity, the

tranport capacity of runoff can be described using the ratio between actual runoff velocity (v)

and the reference velocity of the element (vr; m/s) (Choi et al., 2016).

TC = 0.001×
(
v

vr

)
×Q2× sin(S) . (A14)

The reference velocity (vr) is,

vr =
1
nr
×d2/3

r ×
√

tan(S) , (A15)

with 0.015 for Manning’s coefficient (nr) and 0.005 for runoff depth (dr) representing for a

standard surface condition. The transport capacity of the runoff (TC) and the available sediment

for transport (G) determines the amount of sediment loss from the element (SL) (Morgan and

Duzant, 2008, Meyer and Wischmeier, 1969). When TC is greater than G, the surface runoff

washes out all the sediments available for transport, otherwise, the amount of sediment (SL)

which is equal to TC can be transported from the element.
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Abstract

Nitrogen (N) and phosphorus (P) in topsoils are critical for plant nutrition. Relatively little is known

about the spatial patterns of N and P in the organic layer of mountainous landscapes. Therefore, the

spatial distributions of N and P in both the organic layer and the A horizon were analyzed using a

light detection and ranging (LiDAR) digital elevation model and vegetation metrics. The objective

of the study was to analyze the effect of vegetation and topography on the spatial patterns of N
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and P in a small watershed covered by forest in South Korea. Soil samples were collected using the

conditioned Latin hypercube method. LiDAR vegetation metrics, the normalized difference vegetation

index (NDVI), and terrain parameters were derived as predictors. Spatial explicit predictions of N/P

ratios were obtained using a random forest with uncertainty analysis. We tested different strategies of

model validation (repeated 2-fold to 20-fold and leave-one-out cross validation).

Repeated 10-fold cross validation was selected for model validation due to the comparatively high

accuracy and low variance of prediction. Surface curvature was the best predictor of P contents in

the organic layer and in the A horizon, while LiDAR vegetation metrics and NDVI were important

predictors of N in the organic layer. N/P ratios increased with surface curvature and were higher on

the convex upper slope than on the concave lower slope. This was due to P enrichment of the soil

on the lower slope and a more even spatial distribution of N. Our digital soil maps showed that the

topsoils on the upper slopes contained relatively little P. These findings are critical for understanding

N and P dynamics in mountainous ecosystems.

5.1 Introduction

Nitrogen (N) and phosphorus (P) are the most important nutrients for primary productivity

in terrestrial ecosystems (Vitousek et al., 2002, 2010). Soil nutrient content varies during long-

term soil development, such that N increases while P declines during the course of pedogenesis.

This is because N enters the ecosystem via N-fixing microorganisms, whereas P is derived from

the weathering of minerals. As a result, primary productivity is initially N-limited in lightly

weathered soils but becomes increasingly P-limited in highly weathered soils over millions of

years (Laliberté et al., 2013).

P limitation is enhanced by atmospheric N deposition (Vitousek et al., 2010, Braun et al.,

2010). In East Asia, where the population and economy are growing rapidly, atmospheric N

deposition is currently very high (Manning, 2012). In South Korea, atmospheric N inputs have

rapidly increased due to large industrial operations and agricultural intensification (Jang et al.,

2011, Kim et al., 2014, 2011). The annual average wet input of N ranged from 12.9 to 24.9

kgha−1 year−1 from 2005 to 2010 (Jang et al., 2011), and is markedly higher than that during

pre-industrial times. This might have effects on the productivity, biodiversity, and community

composition of plants (Turner, 2008).

An understanding of nutrient contents in the organic layer is critical for mountainous ecosys-

tem management. Organic layers are made up of freshly fallen organic matter, including whole

leaves, twigs, and fruits. Following mineralization of organic matter, the organic layer slowly
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supplies nutrients, which are absorbed by plant roots (Osman, 2013). Therefore, nutrients that

are returned to soil by litterfall are important for plant nutrition (Huang and Spohn, 2015).

In particular, the N/P ratio in topsoil is used as an indicator of potential growth limitation

(Cleveland and Liptzin, 2007), and the spatial patterns of nutrients in the organic layer and in

the A horizon can provide insight into soil-vegetation relationships.

Many studies have assessed spatial patterns of soil N (Peng et al., 2013, Liu et al., 2013,

Kunkel et al., 2011) and P (Kim et al., 2014, Roger et al., 2014, McKenzie and Ryan, 1999).

Previous studies on mountain ecosystems have found environmental correlations between the

N contents in the organic layer and topographic parameters in a temperate forested watershed

(Johnson et al., 2000) and in boreal forests (Seibert et al., 2007). Wilcke et al. (2008) reported

an elevation gradient of decreasing N and P content in organic layers, and Soethe et al. (2008)

found that the N stocks of the organic layer differ significantly between different elevations in

tropical mountain forests. However, our understanding of quantitative relationships between the

content of nutrients (especially P) in the organic layer, topography, and vegetation is limited.

In this regard, recent advances in digital soil mapping (DSM) have allowed us to improve our

knowledge on spatial patterns of N and P and their environmental controls.

DSM often uses topographical predictors derived from digital elevation models (DEM), such

as elevation, slope angle, curvature, and wetness index (McBratney et al., 2003, Grunwald, 2005).

According to Ballabio (2009), maps of soil properties can be produced with good accuracy using

only terrain parameters as predictors in mountainous areas. In addition, vegetation data might

improve DSM results, especially for the organic layer since it strongly depends on the vegetation

(Dan Binkley, 2012). Various vegetation parameters derived from satellite images have helped

to explain the spatial variability of soil nutrients when used as DSM predictors (Grunwald et al.,

2015, Mulder et al., 2011). However, to our knowledge, no attempt has been made to use Light

detection and ranging (LiDAR) derived vegetation metrics for the spatial predictions of soil

properties.

LiDAR-derived vegetation metrics could extend our understanding of spatial soil data by

providing insight into the relationship between soils and vegetation as they are related to the

vegetation’s vertical variability, which reflects forest structure metrics (Jones and Vaughan,

2010). Canopy cover percentage and maximum height can indicate the above ground biomass

and forest productivity (Zellweger et al., 2015). LiDAR predictors may also act as ecological

indicators, such as light condition on the forest floor (Zellweger et al., 2015). LiDAR intensity

varies with land cover and forest types (Ørka et al., 2009). Additionally, LiDAR predictors are

high-resolution data, which provide more detailed spatial information than can be obtained
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from other types of remote sensing data (e.g., Aster [15 m] or Landsat [30 m] images). The

normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) and LiDAR data are expected to be important

for N predictions related to forest biomass, but most probably not for P since it is assumed to

mainly originate from bedrock.

LiDAR DEM could also be useful for predicting the spatial distributions of soil nutrients,

especially P. P in soils tends to be fixed into stable forms as iron, aluminium, and calcium

combinations (Walker and Syers, 1976). Most P in soils is lost by soil erosion and is moved along

surface configuration (Smeck, 1985). The LiDAR DEM can provide high resolution information

on topography which might benefit the investigation of spatial P patterns.

To better understand the spatial patterns of N and P in the organic layer and mineral

topsoil, the aim of this study was to use high-resolution LiDAR data and the derived DEM

and vegetation metrics to predict topsoil N and P content by a DSM regression approach. The

specific objectives of our research were: (1) to test the importance of LiDAR-derived vegetation

and topographical parameters to understand the spatial patterns of N and P; (2) to identify

subareas with critical P contents; and (3) to test different validation strategies for N and P.

5.2 Materials and methods

5.2.1 Research area

The study area has a size of 9.84 km2 and is located in the downstream area of the Soyang

lake watershed, Gangwon province, South Korea (Fig 5.1). The mean annual air temperature

Fig. 5.1. Research area. (A) The Soyang watershed within South Korea. (B) The research
area within the Soyang watershed. (C) The research area with the sampling points. (D) The
tree species map (fgis.forest.go.kr).
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of the study area is 11.1 °C and it receives a mean annual rainfall of 1,347 mm with about 70%

of the annual rain (824.4 mm) falling in the summer monsoon season (June, July, and August)

(Korea meteorological administration, 2015). The area’s bedrock is part of the Gyeonggi gneiss

complex, which consists of granitic gneiss and banded gneiss (Korea Institute of Geology, Mining,

and Material, 2001) formed in the Paleoproterozoic and belonging to the oldest basement rocks

in the Korean Peninsula (Chough, 2013). The elevation ranges between 320 and 868 m above

sea level and the area consists of various steep slopes (over 45°) caused by a tectonic uplift

that occurred during the Quaternary Period (Lee, 2004). The area is a headwater catchment

with narrow depositional areas and valleys, and plays an important role in the biogeochemical

cycle of the downstream hydrological system as a key source of nutrients (Wohl, 2000). Its

soils are mainly composed of fine gravelly sandy loam soils, fine sandy loam, and gravelly loam

soils (National Academy of Agricultural Science). The area is part of a national forest and

the main tree species are Mongolian oak (Quercus mongolica; 40-50 years) and Korean pine

(Pinus koraiensis; 30-35 years), locally vegetated with Japanese red pine (Pinus densiflora) and

Japanese larch (Larix kaempferi) (Fig 5.1).

5.2.2 Soil sampling and chemical analyses

Soil samples were collected from the organic layer and the A horizon at 91 sampling sites

in 2014. Spatial position information of sampling points was recorded with a Qmini H3 global

navigation satellite system (GNSS) GPS (accuracy within 5 m). Field studies were carried out

under research permission from the Korea Forest Service of Chuncheon. We confirm that the field

studies did not involve endangered or protected species. Conditioned Latin Hypercube Sampling

(cLHS) was applied to optimize the density functions of the n-dimensional covariate space for

the regression models (Minasny and McBratney, 2006). This is a stratified random sampling

approach that divides the empirical density functions of the predictor space into quantiles based

on the number of samples. In order to obtain a Latin hypercube of exactly one sample per

quantile for each of the predictors, an optimization approach is used. In the R package “clhs”

(Roudier et al., 2012), this is achieved by simulated annealing.

The organic layer had an average depth of 5 cm and was sampled using a metal frame of 0.3

× 0.3 m. The A horizon of the mineral soil was sampled using a shovel according to the depth

of the A horizon, which differed between 10 and 30 cm. Mineral soil samples were air-dried and

sieved (< 2 mm). The organic layer samples were oven-dried. Total P was extracted with HNO3

and HF and measured according to DIN EN ISO 11885 / 22036 (Deutsche Einheitsverfahren
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zu Wasser, 2002) by ICP-OES (Perkin Elmer, 2100 ZL, USA). After grinding to a fine powder,

total N was measured by an elemental analyzer NA 1108 (CE Instruments, Milano, Italy). N/P

ratios were calculated based on mass.

5.2.3 Environmental predictors

LiDAR is a remote sensing technology, which provides structural information on the illu-

minated surface, including the 3D terrain, vegetation canopy information, and object heights

(Franklin, 2010). Point data, including x, y, and z coordinates, can be converted to a digital ter-

rain model and a digital surface model (Hyyppä et al., 2008). The laser emits short pulses of light

and the sensor records several returns from leaves, branches, and the underlying ground surface

(Jones and Vaughan, 2010). Vegetation heights can be derived from the difference between the

ground and the non-ground returns (Jones and Vaughan, 2010). LiDAR also generates intensity

data, reflecting characteristics of objects, which can provide useful information on forest types

and tree species (Ørka et al., 2009). Detailed overviews are provided by Asner et al. (2015) and

Hyyppä et al. (2015).

We used LiDAR point data which has a vertical accuracy of below 10 cm and an average of

4.08 points/m2, surveyed by the National Geographic Information Institute (NGII) in South

Korea (National Geographic Information Institute, 2015). The point data were pre-processed

to identify ground returns, classify all returns, and calculate the normalized vegetation heights.

Furthermore, we calculated a set of forest structural predictors using the LAStools software

which provides a wide variety of methods to process LiDAR data (Isenburg, 2014) (Table 5.1).

First, the ground and non-ground points were classified using the lasground module of LAStools.

Table 5.1. Environmental predictors for digital soil mapping.

Predictor Method Reference

1 Elevation (ELEV) Las2dem LAStools module Isenburg (2014)
2 Slope degree (SLO) Slope, aspect, curvature SAGA module Zevenbergen and Thorne (1987)
3 Catchment area (CA) Catchment area (Parallel) SAGA module (Multiple flow direction) Freeman (1991)
4 SAGA topographical wetness index (STWI) SAGA wetness index SAGA module Böhner et al. (2002)
5 Surface curvature (CUR19) CURV3 program Park et al. (2001)
6 Normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) (NIR-Red) / (NIR+Red) Tucker and Sellers (1986)
7 Maximum height (Hmax) Lascanopy LAStools module Isenburg (2014)
8 Canopy cover percentage (Hccp) Lascanopy LAStools module Isenburg (2014)
9 Standard deviation of heights (Hstd) Lascanopy LAStools module Isenburg (2014)
10 Forest canopy and height (Hch) Canopy cover percentage (Hccp) × maximum height (Hmax) -
11 First return intensity average (Hfiravg) Lasgrid LAStools module Isenburg (2014)

Note: NIR, near-infrared.

Then, the ground points were used to produce a digital elevation model with the las2dem module,

and heights of non-ground points were calculated using the lasheight module. Finally, LiDAR

vegetation metrics were derived using the lascanopy module. The maximum height (Hmax) was
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computed from the maximum point height within a grid cell. Variations of all vegetation point

heights within a grid cell were converted to the standard deviation of heights (Hstd), which

indicates the structural diversity of the forest. The canopy cover (Hccp) was calculated as the

number of LiDAR first returns greater than the cover cutoff (1.37 m by default) divided by

the total number of first returns (Isenburg, 2014). NDVI was derived from a 4-m Kompsat-2

image obtained on 11th October 2014 (Jensen, 2015, Thenkabail et al., 2011). We selected the

clear-sky image taken at the similar time as the field survey.

Most topographical predictors were calculated with the terrain analysis modules of the open

source software SAGA based on the LiDAR DEM (Conrad et al., 2015). In addition, surface

curvature, which reflects the degree of bending of the three-dimensional surface morphology, was

calculated with the CURV3 program (Park et al., 2001). To consider the variability of surface

configuration, surface curvature values were calculated with different search window sizes of 3 ×

3 to 35 × 35 cells. The one with the highest Pearson’s correlation coefficient with the response

variables N and P was finally selected as a predictor: 19 × 19 cells (CUR19). All predictors

were converted to 10-m cell size via the nearest neighbor resampling method.

5.2.4 Random forest

Random forest (RF) is an ensemble learning method that operates by building a set of

regression trees and averaging the results (Breiman, 2001). Each tree is built using bootstrap

samples of the data and a subset of predictors. Providing the number of trees is large, the overall

accuracy (out-of-bag error) of the RF converges (Breiman, 2001). Accordingly, the number of

trees was set to 1000. The size of the predictor subset (mtry) was tuned by the R package “caret”

(Kuhn and Johnson, 2013). The R package “randomForest” (Breiman, 2001) was employed as

a dependency.

RF is able to model complex nonlinear relationships between soil properties and environ-

mental predictors. It is easier to apply than other supervised learning methods (e.g., neural

networks and support vector regression) and does not require much tuning (Kuhn and Johnson,

2013, Strobl et al., 2009, Kampichler et al., 2010). It also has a better interpretability due to

the provision of a predictor importance measure. For this measure, the predictor values are

permuted. The importance is then determined by the difference in mean square error before

and after permutation (Strobl et al., 2009). Overall, RF has demonstrated good performance

in DSM applications (Kim et al., 2014, Grimm et al., 2008, Wiesmeier et al., 2011, Tesfa et al.,

2009, Ließ et al., 2011).
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Predictor selection is reported to influence model performance (Brungard et al., 2015, Miller

et al., 2015, Poggio et al., 2013). Recursive feature elimination (RFE), a backward predictor

selection method, begins with all predictors and iteratively eliminates the least important

predictors one by one based on an initial measure of RF predictor importance until the best

predictor remains (Kuhn and Johnson, 2013). At the end, the optimal number of predictors and

the final list of selected predictors are returned. The package “caret” provides the functions for

RFE (Kuhn and Johnson, 2013).

To assess model performance, R2 and root mean square error (RMSE) were calculated. For

model validation, we used k-fold cross-validation (CV) where the dataset is randomly partitioned

into k subsets; one subset is left out for model validation while the remaining subsets are used

for model training. The process is repeated k times (once for each fold) and the k estimates of

performance are summarized. In k-fold CV, the choice of k determines the size of the test and

training dataset. For example, in the case of 10-fold CV, 10% of the data are used for validation

and the remaining 90% are used for calibration. The choice of k is usually 5 or 10; however

there is no formal rule (Kuhn and Johnson, 2013). Although the subsets are generated randomly,

the subdivision still affects model validation results. This can be acknowledged by repetitions

of the k-fold CV. Still, the number of repetitions (n) might also affect the estimated model

performance; for example, more repetitions lead to better results (Molinaro et al., 2005). We

explored 2-, 5-, 10-, 20-fold, and leave-one-out (LOO) CV in n repetitions to account for a total

of 100 validation measures: n×k=100. Ultimately, 100 Rsquares and RMSEs were returned for

each soil property. Finally, the cell-wise standard deviation of the corresponding 100 predictions

provides an estimate of spatial uncertainty.

5.3 Results

5.3.1 Descriptive statistics of soil nutrients

Summary statistics for the N and P data are shown in Table 5.2. The mean N value of the

organic layer (No)was higher than that of the A horizon (Na). No had the lowest coefficient

of variation (CoV), while total P in the organic layer (Po) showed a relatively higher variance

based on the standard deviation and CoV. This indicates that the variability in the N/P ratios

in the organic layer (No/Po) was dependent on Po content, and that there was major P input

from the litter fall. The N/P ratio in the A horizon (Na/Pa) showed a higher relative variability

than did those in the organic layer, as indicated by the CoV. The mean No/Po was 20.83 ±
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4.82 and the mean Na/Pa was 7.91 ± 2.42.

Table 5.2. Statistical summary of N and P content (mgkg−1) and ratios.

Mean SD MIN Median MAX CoV (%) Skew Kurt

No 12245 1986 8000 12200 17800 16.22 0.35 2.92
Po 624 190 310 610 1240 30.39 0.44 2.97
Na 2990 1348 700 2600 7300 45.07 0.81 3.52
Pa 389 171 160 330 920 43.96 1.40 4.52
No/Po 20.83 4.82 12.16 20.17 38.06 23.12 0.76 3.77
Na/Pa 7.91 2.42 1.89 7.78 13.85 30.55 0.21 3.06

Notes:SD, standard deviation; MIN, minimum; MAX, maximum; CoV, coefficient of variation; Skew, skewness;
Kurt, kurtosis; N, nitrogen; P, phosphorus; o, organic layer; and a, A horizon.

5.3.2 Model validation

Fig 5.2 and Fig 5.S1 show that with increasing k in repeated k-fold CV, mean R-square

and RMSE values indicate a better model performance, while R-square and RMSE variance

increases as well. Based on mean R-square, the LOO CV results were inferior to the repeated

10-fold and 20-fold, but superior to the repeated 2-fold results. Concerning repeated 5-fold

CV, LOO CV was superior for the predictions of the organic layer nutrients, but inferior for

the predictions of the mineral soil nutrients. Altogether, mean R-square values were higher for

Po and Pa compared to No and Na respectively. The results for No/Po and Na/Pa were the

worst, but showed the highest increase in model performance (mean R-square) with increasing k.

Fig 5.3 shows the standard deviations of all raster cells according to the 100 spatial predictions

resulting from the 100 models from the various CV schemes. The mean standard deviation and

the variance of the standard deviations decrease with increasing k for all models.

As an example, spatial prediction patterns of Po including mean values and the standard

deviations from the 100 predictions according to the various CV schemes are displayed in Fig 5.4.

In particular, spatial patterns of mean Po of the repeated 5-, 10-, and 20-fold CV are optically

very similar (Fig 5.4C, 5.4E, and 5.4G). Only the results from repeated 2-fold CV (Fig 5.4A)

show a comparatively smaller range of mean Po values with lower values in the valleys and

higher values along ridges. Furthermore, the increase of mean Po values with elevation, which

was particularly observable in the concave valley for repeated 5-, 10- and 20-fold CV, is less

pronounced for repeated 2-fold CV. As already indicated by Fig 5.3, standard deviation values

decrease with increasing k and a correspondingly bigger calibration dataset. The spatial patterns

of the standard deviations show an abrupt increase in the concave valley in the lower part of
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Fig. 5.2. Model validation based on R-square with cross validation methods. The
dotted lines indicate the leave-one-out cross-validated result. 2f, 2-fold 50 repetitions; 5f, 5-fold
20 repetitions; 10f, 10-fold 10 repetitions; 20f, 20-fold 5 repetitions; N, nitrogen; P, phosphorus;
o, organic layer; and a, A horizon.

the study area Fig 5.4B, 5.4D, 5.4F, and 5.4H).
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Fig. 5.3. Boxplots showing standard deviations of 100 predicted values for each raster
cell with cross validation methods. 2f, 2-fold 50 repetitions; 5f, 5-fold 20 repetitions; 10f,
10-fold 10 repetitions; 20f, 20-fold 5 repetitions; LOO, leave-one-out; N, nitrogen; P, phosphorus;
o, organic layer; and a, A horizon.
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Fig. 5.4. Maps of mean and coefficient of variation (CoV) of 100 models of phospho-
rus in the organic layer (Po) with cross validation methods. 2f50r, 2-fold 50 repetitions;
5f20r, 5-fold 20 repetitions; 10f10r, 10-fold 10 repetitions; 20f5r, 20-fold 5 repetitions.

5.3.3 Environmental drivers of spatial nutrient patterns

To analyze the influence of topography and vegetation on soil nutrients, the results from

repeated 10-fold CV are displayed. These correspond to a comparatively good performance for

all soil nutrients based on mean R-square, while R-square variance is not as high as for repeated

20-fold CV (Fig 5.2). The predictors selected with RFE are shown in Table 5.3. Surface curvature
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and elevation were selected for all soil nutrients. For Po and Pa, they were the only selected

predictors. NDVI and LiDAR vegetation predictors (Hfiravg, Hstd, and Hmax) were additionally

selected for No. For the N/P ratios parameters corresponding to water flow were additionally

selected. While the models for No/Po in correspondence to No also included vegetation metrics

as predictors (Hst, Hmax, and Hch), the model for Na/Pa included the NDVI instead. We

expected that the tree species influenced the spatial pattern of N/P ratios (Fig 5.1). Tree

species were initially also tested as predictors; however, these were not considered important

predictors based on previous results. Accordingly, they were excluded due to the simplicity of

the model.

Table 5.3. Statistical summary of N and P content (mgkg−1) and ratios.

Soil properties Predictors

No ELEV, NDVI, Hfiravg, CUR19, STWI, Hstd, Hmax
Po CUR19, ELEV
Na ELEV, CUR19
Pa CUR19, ELEV
No/Po CUR19, CA, Hstd, ELEV, Hmax, Hch
Na/Pa CUR19, CA, NDVI, ELEV, STWI

Notes: ELEV, elevation; CUR19, surface curvature (19 × 19 local window); STWI, SAGA topographical
wetness index; CA, Catchment area; SLO, slope degree; NDVI, normalized difference vegetation index; Hfiavg,
first return intensity average; Hstd, standard deviations of heights; Hmax, maximum height; Hccp, canopy
cover percentage; Hch, forest canopy and height (Hmax × Hccp); N, nitrogen; P, phosphorus; o, organic layer;
a, A horizon.

Our RF model revealed good performance for all soil nutrients based on R2 (Fig 5.2). Mean

R-square values ranged from 0.23 to 0.52. Pa showed the best result of the validation, while

that of the R-square for Na/Pa was lowest. Models for P showed better results than did models

for N.

Fig 5.5 shows the mean relative predictor importance of the RF models created by repeated

10-fold CV. Terrain predictors exhibited 5.37-53.07% of the reduction in the mean square error

(MSE). Surface curvature was the best or second best predictor for all soil nutrients, with the

exception of No (Fig 5.5); contributed 6.50-53.07% of the MSE. Elevation exhibited a similarly

high predictor importance: 9.55-39.22%. NDVI and LiDAR derived vegetation metrics (Hstd,

Hmax, Hpdy, and Hfiravg) were also important precitors for the nutrients. The results showing

the RF predictor importance were not consistent with the RFE results; however, the two results

were similar and there was no difference in the most important predictors (Table 5.3).

The map of each nutrient displays the mean of the 100 predictions from repeated 10-fold

CV (Fig 5.6). No and Na content increased with elevation. We found that P content differed
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Fig. 5.5. Mean relative importance of predictors for nitrogen and phosphorus based
on the increased mean square error (%incMSE) from random forest. N, nitrogen; P,
phosphorus; o, organic layer; and a, A horizon.

markedly between the upper and lower slopes. No/Po and Na/Pa were higher on the convex

upper slope.

Higher standard deviations of Po and No/Po were found at lower elevations and on the valley

floor (Fig 5.S2). The spatial uncertainties of Pa were higher at the upper part of the catchment.

Uncertainties of No (Fig 5.S2) were similarly complex like the spatial pattern of the mean values

(Fig 5.6A).

5.4 Discussion

5.4.1 Predictors of soil N and P

In this study, No (r=0.58, p<0.001) and Na (r=0.49, p<0.001) were correlated with eleva-

tion. Likewise, Bedison and Johnson (2009) also found a strong relationship between No and

elevation (R2= 0.41, P<0.001) in mountainous forested areas in the USA. Additionally, positive

relationships between Na and elevation were reported by Kunkel et al. (2011), Wang et al. (2013)

and Peng et al. (2013). The catchment area (CA) and topographical wetness index (TWI) were

important predictors of No in other studies (Johnson et al., 2000, Seibert et al., 2007). In our

study, CA and TWI were not significant for No, whereas Na was correlated with TWI (r=0.26,

p<0.05). According to Aandahl (1948), higher nitrogen content is found on the lower slope.

Higher Na was found in areas with high elevation and on the lower slope (Fig 5.6C), which
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Fig. 5.6. Predicted mean soil N and P content and ratios. N, nitrogen; P, phosphorus;
o, organic layer; and a, A horizon.

might have higher productivity (plants and microbes) and therefore, higher nitrogen fixation.

Vegetation can determine the spatial distribution of N in forest ecosystems (Bedison and

Johnson, 2009, Zhang et al., 2010). For No, NDVI ranked as the second most important predictor

and the LiDAR intensity of first returns (Hfiravg), which is often used as an indicator of forest

type (Ørka et al., 2009), was also an important predictor. Although NDVI and LiDAR predictors

were not selected as predictors of the Na model, Na was weakly correlated with maximum height

(r=0.24, p<0.05) and standard deviations of heights (r=0.23, p<0.05). Other studies have found

significant relationships between Na and NDVI which can measure vegetation density and

aboveground biomass (Kunkel et al., 2011, Kim et al., 2014, Sumfleth and Duttmann, 2008).

This implies that the density of forest cover and forest types affects the No content and No/Po
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ratios. Vesterdal et al. (2008) reported significant differences for No but not for Na based on tree

species and forest types. However, no relationship was found between P and LiDAR predictors.

As noted, LiDAR-derived predictors are promising for spatial soil predictions. In future

studies, vegetation predictors should be applied to forest areas where there is difference in the

variation of forest cover. Forest structure (LiDAR metrics) can have an effect on erosion and

deposition of materials, which in turn, might alter the soil nutrient content. Hahm et al. (2014)

confirmed that differences in erosion rates are affected by tree canopy cover. However, to our

knowledge, no studies have investigated the relationship between soil erosion, forest structures,

and nutrient status using LiDAR data so far.

5.4.2 Spatial patterns of N/P ratios

We found that N/P ratios increased with surface curvature and were higher on the upper

slope compared to the lower slope. This was due to P enrichment of the soil on the lower

slope and a more even distribution of N (Fig 5.6). No/Po and Na/Pa were strongly related to

surface curvature (Fig 5.6), which implies that P dynamics are affected strongly by topography.

This is likely because P was carried from the upper slope by surface and subsurface flows and

accumulated on the lower slope, as observed previously in other areas (Smeck, 1985). Soil erosion

in the watershed under study is strong due to storm events and steep slopes (Jeong et al., 2012,

Jung et al., 2012). Consequently, higher soil P content on the lower slope than on the upper

slope can lead to higher plant P uptake and higher plant litter P content, leading to a lower

No/Po. This implies that spatial patterns of No/Po might be generated by the interconnected

relationships between soil, topography, and vegetation. Similarly, Uriarte et al. (2015) found that

soil N/P was correlated with leaf litter N/P, and was determined by topography in a tropical

mountainous forest with heavy rainfall and steep slopes.

5.4.3 Model performance based on different cross validation schemes

We observed the typical bias-variance tradeoff when comparing the various CV schemes as

was discussed at length in Hastie et al. (2009). With a higher k, the mean test error decreases,

while test error variance increases (Fig 5.2, Fig 5.S1). In general, the performance of the learning

method varies with the size of the training set. A higher k results in a higher amount of training

data, which can be crucial with small datasets. This pattern was consistent with the findings

of previous studies. Park and Vlek (2002) tested the change in prediction error with different

numbers of training soil data sets, and confirmed that the prediction accuracy increases when
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increasing numbers of soil samples are used for the tuning dataset. A similar decrease in the

prediction error was found using various methods for soil prediction according to Ballabio

(2009). Generally, 10-fold CV is recommended in most studies (Remesan and Mathew, 2015,

James et al., 2013, Cichosz, 2015, Feigelson and Babu, 2012, Malley et al., 2011, Ambroise and

McLachlan, 2002). Remesan and Mathew (2015) noted that the use of very few datasets might

result in poorly calibrated models, while high amounts of data for calibration might lead to

overfitting. For small sample sizes, model calibration requires all possible datasets to improve

the model performance, while validation results can differ markedly depending on which samples

are included in the validation (Kuhn and Johnson, 2013). Therefore, Kuhn and Johnson (2013)

suggested repeated 10-fold CV for small sample sizes because the bias and variance are somewhat

balanced and the computational efficiency is good.

The size of the standard deviations of the spatial predictions, corresponds to the applied CV

scheme (Fig 5.3). Naturally, a low model bias goes along with low standard deviations. With

a high amount of samples included in the training dataset, the training datasets and hence

the 100 models are very similar to one another and will, therefore, make similar predictions.

That this ensemble of RF models (e.g., from repeated 20-fold or LOO CV) comes along with a

high error variance indicates that it is not a good choice, as the corresponding model might be

overfitting the data and perform poorly on other data.

5.5 Conclusions

Here, we created the first digital soil maps, showing the spatial pattern of N/P ratios using

LiDAR-derived vegetation and topographic predictors. These maps help to identify areas with

low nutrient availability. In our study, repeated 10-fold CV was recommended for model val-

idation with small sample sizes. While surface curvature and elevation were mostly sufficient

to explain the overall spatial pattern, particularly N contents as well as nutrient rations in the

organic layer benefited from the inclusion of the LiDAR derived vegetation metrics. N/P ratios

on the upper slope were higher than those on the lower slope and therefore, productivity on

the upper slope might be limited by P in mountainous ecosystems under monsoon conditions.

Finally, our analyses show that topographic and vegetation characteristics may help to predict

the spatial distribution of nutrients and hence, nutrient limitation in mountainous regions.
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Supplemetary material

Fig. 5.S1. Model validation based on root mean square error (RMSE) with cross
validation methods. The dotted lines refer to the leave-one-out cross-validated result. 2f, 2-
fold 50 repetitions; 5f, 5-fold 20 repetitions; 10f, 10-fold 10 repetitions; 20f, 20-fold 5 repetitions;
N, nitrogen; P, phosphorus; o, organic layer; and a, A horizon.
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Fig. 5.S2. Predicted SD nitrogen and phosphorus content and ratios. SD, standard
deviation; N, nitrogen; P, phosphorus; o, organic layer; and a, A horizon.
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